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game options make sure you come prepared. And remember, never play on an empty stomach.
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Editorial
•., The Japanese are a
.•* Funnv bunch aren't

they? However, without them

we'd never be able to enjoy

music on the move and when
we want new-fangled home
entertainment equipment we
look CO our eastern chums.

The same can be said for

games. Apart from the fact

that our games consoles - the

Dreamcast included - herald

from the land with a

perpetually ascending sun so

do the vast majority of great

games. Often. Japanese

games developers seem to

provide us with, not only the

most visually impressive

games but also the most
unique gaming experiences. It

also seems that Japanese

games developers are not

afraid to offer original games
that buck the trend of the raft

of sequels that western

developers seem to chuck in

our direction.

This, month is no exception

and in-between tweaking your

favourite Dreamcast magazine

we've been playing the best

game we've managed to get

our grubby mitts on in ages.

The game in question is Chu

Chu Rocket! This is a game
that few importers bothered

CO order - due to the fact that

graphically, it looks a little

dated (which says something

about UK gamers priorities,

methinks). However, what Chu

Chu Rocket! does have, is

gameplay to die for. moreover,

it is addictive and mind-

numblngly frustrating. It's just

the sort of game chat the

Dreamcast needs every month
to keep us gamers happy.

Let's just hope that Chu

Chu Rocket! gets a UK release

soon, or would you prefer

another soulless, but familiar

sequel? Maybe the Japanese

aren't so mad afterall...

Enjoy the mag and Cake it

easy on the stairs.

Simon Phillips

Editor - -^
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Games For

Tlie Millennium
• \ It's not all work you know.... the Dreamcast
' Magazine crew sink a Few cold ones and ponder

on what tasty morsels the Dreamcast will have to offer

come the dawning of Y2K.

.~i^ \ The game that

'— * •' we've all been

waiting for is here in the

UK. We sent our very own
Alex Warren to find out

just why Crazy Taxi is the

racing game that you just

can't get enough of.

W-f-l I \ V

Soul Calibur/Namco

\S^ ~'f.
•> "awing just

k^Hfer •—'--' .•• announced that they

V ^i^0l^3 ^~ ^'^^ about to release yet more^ ^^^^J^^, \- stunning games for the

_, ; ^v^^^^^^ '\ Dreamcast, we immediately

!|^r A T> * Jft^^RV .J
tracked down Namco's

->, ^BPB^^^V^l exactly what they're up to.
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Reviews
aii

A(~4 \ Despite the fact that Sega's release"^ •' schedule seems to change on an ainnost daily

basis, we continue to strive to bring you the most

comprehensive and up to date reviews to be found

anywhere. As always, our reviews are the only ones that

you should trust - look elsewhere at your peril!

Dreamcast Solutions

Can't finish that game? Need a little bit of

help? Well, our team of gaming Olympians

have been hard at it all month to bring to

you all the hints, tips and Info that you

could ever need.

Interact 91

We give you the opportunity to have your

say in the Dreamcast magazine for people

who love games.

Directory

A complete list of all the UK games that

have been released to date. Before you part

with your hard-earned cash you MUST
consult these pages!

Look, it's simple: all you have to do is fill

out the forms, send in your money and not

only do you never miss out on your

favourite mag but you also save money
What are you waiting for?

Dream Moment
In every great Dreamcast game there's at

least one jaw-dropping moment. Each

month we highlight one that the

prognathous should avoid.

Issue A
I
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Eidos' Horror Double
The hammer
house oF Lara

Croft release

new screenshots

of its big

Dreamcast
horror-hitters

for spring 2000.

Resident Evil Code: Veronica
•., Rejoice! News regarding
.•*' tlie Dreamcast-exclusive

instalment of the

phenomenally successful

Resident Evil series has been

thin on the ground of late.

Apart from the usual release

delay announcements, very

little of Resident Evil Code:

Veronica has been seen, but

Eidos has now given

Dreamcast Magazine this tasty

new batch of screenshots.

The two GD-ROM
adventure takes place three

months after the undead

invasion depicted in the nail-

biting Resident Evil 2 (which,

as fate would have it. Virgin

Interactive is releasing on

Dreamcast soon). Loyal

followers of Capcom's

terrifying franchise will no

doubt be pleased to hear

that they get to take control

of both Chris and Claire

Redfield - the stars of of the

original - during the course

of the game.

Our brave heroine, Claire, is

investigating the disappearance

of her brother which leads her

to a zombie-infested tropical

island. A cursory glance at the

screenshots will confirm that

the now familiar forced-

perspective viewpoint remains

intact. However, Eidos has told

Dreamcast Magazine that Code:

Veronica will be the first

Resident Evil game to also

utilise a first-person

perspective: a fully 3-D

environment; a 180-degree

turn to avoid enemy attacks:

full polygon characters: and a

variety of special lighting

effects. So. are you scared yet?

Legacy Of Kain
In a severe case of 'stop the

presses!' we just managed to

squeeze news into our last

issue that Eidos is bringing

Legacy of Kain: Soul Reaver

to Dreamcast. Further to that

exciting announcement,

Dreamcast Magazine is proud

to present the first batch of

screenshots from the

Dreamcast version of Eidos'

dark and disturbing 3-D

action adventure.

Soul Reaver originally

appeared on PC and

PlayStation during autumn
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Soul Reaver
1999. and received an

overwhelnning array of rave

reviews, from gamers bowled

over by its immersive

environments and brain-

rotting puzzles. You play the

part of Raziel. a vampire

general who is sentenced to

eternal agony after he evolves

a pair of wings before his

master, the titular Kain.

Since Core Design and

Eidos have yet to commit to a

Dreamcast rendition of Tomb

Raider, this announcement

should go a long way in

appeasing gamers' hunger for

3-D adventure puzzlers of this

ilk. Eidos plans to release

what the Dreamcast Magazine

crew has dubbed 'Goth

Raider' sometime during

March 2000.

Codemasters burn

rubber on Dreamcast
•., One of the UK's leading videogames developers has
.•'* announced Chat it is to support Dreamcast. Whilst

the exact titles have yet to be confirmed until early-2000,

Codemasters did state that some of the titles will be fully

Net-compatible. So. what games do we think will appear

from Codies? Well, it is highly likely that Codemasters

opening Dreamcast salvo will be PC ports, of which, the

following are currently in development: Wo Fear Downhill

Mountain Biking. MUSIC lOOO/MTV Music Generator and
Prince Naseern Boxing. A Micro Machines title on Dreamcast

is also a very likely as well.

"Codemasters has an enviable reputation as one of the

most innovative, respected and successful games developers

and publishers in the world." proclaimed Codemasters' Nick

Wheelwright. "It is a thoroughly exciting prospect to

extend this excellence to the latest next

1^
generation format. With Dreamcast, Sega has

^j,^ demonstrated that it can excite the

,
current-day consumer and

X Codemasters will be fully

committed to creating software

that will, as always, be both

compelling and thrilling to

that consumer."

Thumb directly to the biggest

newspleces via Newscast's
guide to the biggest Dreamcast
issues... get reading!

Shenmue
Sega's 'killer app' has a

new release date!

W^.

Bersei1(

Check out some ultra

violent hack action.

V

Namco
What next after Soul

Caliburl Find out here.

IX
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Tony Hawk Grinds

On Dreamcast
> The excellent Tony Hawk's
Skateboarding on PlayStation is

rumoured to be in development
for Dreamcast. We here at

Dreamcast Magazine aren't

ashamed to admit that we have

dabbled in the delights of Tony,

and are praying that Activision

is indeed working on a

conversion... or an all-new

rendition of THS'.

Mod Chip Hits Home
; Apparently a mod chip for the

Dreamcast has been developed -

the device allows Japanese and
American games to be played on

a PAL machine. The chip needs
to be soldered into the

Dreamcast and automatically

invalidates your warranty. Also,

the process is somewhat dodgy,

as many of the fitters aren't

qualified technicians and might
bust your Dreamcast. Exercise

caution, we say.

Fisliing Trip Delayed
> Contrary to our review of

Sega Bass Fishing in last

month's issue, the game will not

be making an appearance before

Christmas. For some reason,

unbeknownst to us, Sega has

delayed the game's release until

'early next year'.

Success For Dreamcast
> News has broken on a

forthcoming Dreamcast game
from Success. The game is to be

a port of the hit PC game Ring:

The Legend of Nibelung, which
is currently in the midst of

conversion and should be with

us sometime during 2000.

Sega Hit Tlie Slopes
> Sega Europe has announced a

joint marketing initiative with

ski and snowboard
manufacturers Salomon in the

run up to the release of

snowboarding game Snom
Surfers. The game will benefit

by featuring merchandise from

both Salomon and its clothing

division Bonfire.

DC Online

> An unofficial report regarding

the numbers of Dreamcast

owners mho are using the

console's Online capabilities has

recently been published. The
report states that there are over

^00,000 Japanese Dreamcast
owners who use the console for

internet surfing as well as

200,000 in Europe and America.

All this in spite of the huge
problems that European gamers
have had in logging on.

.iAi
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Now Out 29 Dec '99 In Japan
. \ In a welcome break From
^' tradition, Sega Japan

announced that it had brought the

release date of Shenmue forward by

four months, from April 2000 to 29

December 1999. We're used to seeing

highly-anticipated games slip further

and further down the release schedule,

so it fills us with winter warmth that

we will finally get our woolly-mitted

hands on this little gem just before we
usher in the new Millennium.

Sega perhaps realised that it would

have been a risky move to release its

most important game after Sony

launches Its PlayStation2 console in

Japan on ^ March, and that the effect

the game will have on the Japanese

games market will be amplified due to

the lack of competition it will face at

the turn of the Millennium.

The Japanese stock market backed

up Sega's decision as the company's

stock price rose 5% following the

announcement. The stock exchange

also stated that Shenmue was as

important to Sega's Dreamcast as The

Legend Of Zelda: Ocarina Of Time was

to the Nintendo 6^. Sega Japan is

expecting to shift over one million

copies of the game in its home
territory and over ^.5 million copies

worldwide.

Dreamcast Magazine will be heading

over to Japan to be one of the first to

buy it when it hits the shelves on 29

December. Eh? What do you mean

that we can just as easily order it fromi

our local importer? Humph! Bang goes|

an all-expenses trip to the videogame

capital of the world then. Expect a

review in the next issue.

HOTBnES COIDGIIS.
> Sega bringing the release date of Shenmue forward by

four months. Now how about that for a new Millennium

celebration?

> Sonic Team producing the sublime Chu Chu Rocket'. Now,
who would have thought that a game that looks so retro,

could be so good?

> It's the Dreamcast's first Christmas here in the UK. It

looks like Sega's new console should do rather well over

the festive season.

> Mad Magazine listing the Dreamcast as one of the dumbest
things of 1999. We guess those crazy kids should stick with their

aged PlayStation and Nintendo S'lS then.

> PlayStation2 bores. Yes, we know that technically the

PlayStation2 may well be more powerful, but it hasn't come out

yet, and Dreamcast is here... now! Chill, you mooks.

> Half-Life and Quake III Arena not being officially confirmed for

Dreamcast as yet. Come on guys, we've heard the rumours, you

know you want to!

Issue ^



Dreamcast Goes Bang
> Project Two Interactive has confirmed that it is in the process of

developing Big Bang for the Dreamcast. As a starfighter pilot, you
must rid the universe of its evil dictator (sound familiar?) but it won't

be appearing on the console until sometime later in 2000.

Acclaim Wrestling
•., Acclaim may have lost its licence to produce videogames based on the World Wrestling
.•' Federation, but fans of sweaty blokes in tights need not fear, as the canny publisher

has since invested in Extreme Championship Wrestling. Part of the deal means that Acclaim can

produce videogames based upon ECW, the first of which - ECW Hardcore Revolution - appears on

PlayStation and Nintendo during February next year, vuith a Dreamcast version to follow.

The game will feature the current ECW champion Mike Awesome, as well as Rob Van Dam,

Sabu, Tommy Dreamer, Raven and Francine. They may not be familiar names on this

side of the pond, but come next year.

Acclaim is hoping that UK gamers will be

familiar with them as they are with the

likes of The Undertaker and Stone Cold

Steve Austin.

In addition, ECW Hardcore Revolution

will feature the sadistically-titled 'barbed

wire match', where players substitute

ring side ropes with barbed wire. So it

seems that those of you expecting the

same 'wholesome' family wrestling fun

will be in for a surprise, as Acclaim is

expecting the equivalent of a 1 5 rating in

the US, due to the game's adult language

general content. We like it already.

Sonic In Your Pocket
•., Sega has signed a deal with SNK,
.*'* the producer of the up-and-coming

handheld Neo Geo Pocket Color, for a Sonic

The Hedgehog game on the portable games

console. Whilst it may seem unusual for

Sega to team up with a rival publisher, you

have to remember that it's been a number

of years since Sega's Game Gear handheld

bit the dust. So, rather than^^^^_—^ Dit cne aus

s^C -iMB

starting from scratch and go up against the

mighty Nintendo Game Boy, Sega plumped

for the more astute route of allying itself

with 'risk-taker' SNK.

Sonic The Hedgehog: Pocket Adventure is

loosely based on the blue hedgehog's

adventures in the original Sonic 2 on the

Mega Drive. It features time trials and

puzzles, as well as a dual room where you

can race against another player via a link-up

cable. This new deal further strengthens the

relationship between the two companies,

following on from the compatability of Neo

Geo Pocket Color's King Of Fighters with the

Dreamcast version, making future co-

operation a virtual certainty.

Also Available From Paragon Publishing

DVD Review issue 7

ISSN: 1A66-593X £3.95

Officially the UK's biggest and

best-selling DVD magazine,

packed with DVD news, views

and new blockbuster releases!

Have a peek at the glorious

Matrix edition, bundled with a

free calendar,

for everything

you need to

know about

DVD. It's the

format of the

future y'know!

Total Game Boy Color issue e

ISSN: 1^6^-5909 £2.95

What goes best with left-over

turkey? Total Game Boy Color!

This Christmas special is

packed to bursting with

festive treats including

bumper reviews for Mario

Golf, Earthworm

Jim 2 and

Rugrats: Time

Travelers plus

loads of compos

to win some
cool stuff!

Dreamcast Solutions issue 2

ISSN: 1^66-2390 £3.95

Your Dreamcast magazine

collection isn't complete

without a copy of Dreamcast

Solutions! This issue has a

complete special moves list

to Soul Callbur plus

walkthroughs

for Ready 2

Rumble

Boxing. Toy

Commander
and Blue

Stinger.

^'SoulCalibui

I'jirr; iiiKiKiini
The first of Dreamcast Magazine's regular spotlights on what's

hot and what's not on the UK Dreamcast software scene.
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Around The Wc

Jap News

Witua Hghter 4 Befon;

Summer 2000?
\ In a recent interview witliin a Japanese gaming
.•'* publication, leading Sega developer Yu Suzuki

revealed that he was working on a new fighting game which

will have Che number 'four' in its title.

Gee. can you guess what it might be? Hmm. whilst it may

come as no surprise that Sega is inevitably developing VirCua

Fighter A. what does fill us with unmitigated joy is the

suggestion that Suzuki is considering utilising the facial and

animation technology used in Shenmue.

When could we expect to see such a potential Soul Calibur

dethroner? Well, within the same interview. Yu Suzuki

elaborated that he would like to see his forthcoming fighter

out before the second chapter of Shenmue is released.

Considering that the first part has been brought forward to

late-December, and the second was last scheduled to come out

during summer 2000. could mean Chat Virtua Fighter 4 will hit

the shelves before the summer.

sega uners

ml
Classics
•.. Sega Japan is planning to offer >, _
.•' Dreamcast owners the ^' ' /

opportunity to download and play

some of its classic Mega Drive games.

as well as software from the ill-fated PC Engine produced by

NEC Home Electronics. Scheduled to begin during spring 2000.

Sega Japan declares that its service will be the first Internet

game distribution network via a home videogame console.

To access the games. Dreamcast users will need to install a

special GD-ROM drive, which will allow them to store the

software externally The finer details have yet to be finalised,

but Sega Japan is considering charging a few hundred yen per

title (roughly a couple of quid). Before you get all excited,

there are no plans to bring this service to Europe as yet.

primarily because Sega Japan will need to see how it fares

there first.

1 2
I
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Ihiasure's Debut

Dreamcast Title
\ Japanese gamers are getting all excited

/' over Treasure's first software release

for the Dreamcast. The long-winded (and sure

to be retitled if it's released in Europe)

Bal<uretsu Mutel<i Bangaioh was released on

9 December, and will probably leave you

wondering why on earth the publisher

bothered. You see. it is hardly next generation,

and doesn't exactly push the Dreamcast to its

limits, but that said, neither does Chu Chu

Rocliet! Dreamcast Magazine will bring you a

review of the Japanese shooter next issue.

sting Evolves A Second Time
•., Whilst European gamers are set to finally receive the
.•*' hit RPG Evolution, lucky Dreamcast owners in Japan

are looking forward to the imminent release of Evolution 2.

There are no vast differences between the two games, as can be

seen in the accompanying screenshots. with the same arcadey

style exploration antics well and truly intact. Evolution 2 goes

on sale late-December in Japan, and Ubi Soft - the European

publisher of Evolution - has yet to confirm whether it will be

handling the sequel.



Dreamcast Magazine clocks up ever more Air

Miles in its search For the latest hot gossip and
rumours from Japan, America and Australia.

Sakura Wars 3

Big In Japan
\ One of the most anticipated games
/' in Japan at the moment is the third

in the Sakura War series, Sakura m^

Wars 3... and it's not even set for

release until September 2000! Little

is known about the game apart

from that it is set in Paris, and

will feature a whole host of new'

characters, but doubtless it will

continue in the same vein as its

predecessors. Here's hoping.

Sega Raided
•., Sega Japan's offices were
.•'* recently raided by the

Japanese Fair Trade Commission.

The move came after a number of

accusations were levelled against

the company for putting pressure

on retailers not to offer discounts

on Dreamcasts. as well as being

accused of price-fixing. The claims

have yet to be substantiated, but if

they were proven, then it certainly

won't help Sega's reputation!

POP'N
Music 3
> With the massive

success of Pop 'N Music

1 and 2, Konami has

decided to add a third

game to the series in

Japan - just be thankful

that they probably

won't be making an

appearance over here!

Lights, Camera, Action
\ Isao Okawa, Chairman of Sega Enterprises in Japan,
.*' revealed some interesting details about the Dreamcast's

future... and it wasn't just games! As well as stressing the online

capabilities of the console. Okawa also revealed during a press

conference in November 1999 that the company will release a

Dreamcast Zip Drive and Dreamcast Digital Camera.

The Zip Drive will sit snugly underneath the console, and will

be used for downloading extras for games such as characters,

new costumes and levels, as well as other information. The

Digital Camera sits on top of the TV. and can be used for

displaying your face on a second player's monitor

whilst interacting during a game. Unfortunately

we probably won't be seeing this technology in

the UK for a while, as it's not going to be .'

released in Japan until early 2000.

US New
m
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Chu Chu On This
\ Current Dreamcast Mag fave title, Chu Chu Rocket'.
.•• from Sega's Sonic Team, is on the cards for release

in the US of A before the end of March 2000. The Japanese

puzzler has been going great guns in its native country,

meaning that Sega is looking to match the game's success in

America. Surely a European release can't be that far behind?

Dumb DC?
•., Mad Magazine, the American
.•*' publication famous for parodying

films, TV programmes and celebrities,

has taken a pop at the Dreamcast in its »

latest issue. Apparently, the writers of

Mad consider the Dreamcast to be

worthy of inclusion in its 20 Dumbest People, Events &
Things Of 1999 listing. This kind of pot-shot leads us to

think that Mad Magazine has yet to receive a complimentary

Dreamcast console from Sega, and could be simply a case of

sour grapes.

Dreamcast DVD Latest
> Sega has always claimed that the Dreamcast would be fully

upgradable, especially when faced with PlayStation2's capacity as

a DVD player. Rumours in the last month have been flying around

that a DVD device could be available in America for the Dreamcast
as early as March 2000. If this is to be the case, then the

Dreamcast will be able to compete with the PlayStation2 on a

greater level, which can only be good news for DC owners.

Spawn Of

Capcom
> Although nothing has

been officially confirmed.

Capcom in America has

hinted that the arcade

game Spawn: In The
Demon's Head will be

making an appearance on
the Dreamcast sometime in

the not too distant future.

The game
runs off a

Naomi board,

so a -i

conversion to
j

Dreamcast '-

wouldn't be
hard to do. ;

'

Spawn is "'^

based upon a ?*

best-selling
'

comic book
series, which

has already

been

transformed

into a popular adult

animated cartoon, and one
of the worst movies ever

made. Here's hoping the

Dreamcast game will be an

improvement on the latter

Australian

Launch Disaster

\ Whilst most of the rest of the world
.•' have been enjoying the delights of

Dreamcast, spare a thought for our poor

Australian cousins who have recently lived

through a disastrous launch.

The console was supposed to be out at

more-or-less the same time as Europe, but

stock shortages meant that Australian

gamers had to wait until 30 November

However, it appears that they needn't have

bothered, as there was still a notable lack of

games, peripherals and Internet access on

launch day Believe it or not, there wasn't

OzNews
even any Sega-developed software available

on day one. Can you imagine buying a

Dreamcast at launch and being told that you

can't have Sonic Adventurel Madness.

It's bad enough being the prime exporter

of crap soap operas and copious amounts of

top quality lager, but to suffer the indignity

of a royal cock-up of a Dreamcast launch is

just not cricket. OziSoft, Sega's Australian

distributor, now has the nightmare job of

restoring faith in the console, with many

Australian gamers decidedly put out by the

shoddy mishandling of such a major event.

continued
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UPDATE

Slave Zero
•., InFogrames has released some more details about its

|

.*' forthcoming third-person action shoot-'em-up Slave

Zero. Although the game is a port of a PC game it will be a

more enhanced version... just what the DC doctor ordered.

As part of a rebellion against the evil dictator SovKhan and

his salubrious followers, you must save the heaving futuristic

metropolis from his nefarious plans. To do this you must

control a 60 foot biomechanical war machine, known as Slave

Zero, and wander the streets eliminating the forces of evil with

an assortment of weaponry

The environments will be fully interactive and are all set in a

perfectly 3-D world in real-time. Indeed such is the game's

proposed scope and expanse, it has had a special game engine

internally developed, l<nown as the Ecstasy Engine. The game
will also feature a four-player mode as well as VMS support.

Read next month's Dreamcast Magazine for a full preview.

mr r^^:*'iQD
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Guilty Parties:

Shiny/Interplay

Wiiat's it aii about?:
According to Shiny, the plot

has a working-class angel
• called Bob (looking like a
* cherubim often found

populating the finest of
' Renaissance art) vuho is

charged by God with the

unenviable mission of

cleaning up a futuristic, run-

down world.

4P^> Wiien's it coming?:
The PC version of Messiah
mas only recently released,

receiving rave reviews in the

process, and Shiny's

president, David Perry,

announced that it Is being

ported over to the Dreamcast
sometime during summer
2000. "Our Messiah engine

will put the Dreamcast to its

limit," proclaimed Perry

Tiie Bottom Line:

A trippy, diaper-wearing

-a!^^^^^V
'nOD

Guilty Parties:

id Software/Activision

What's It all about?:
Big guns + big arenas + CPU
bot opponents = big fun!

When's it coming?:
Dreamcast Magazine first

touted QUI Arena In issue #2,

We cited the contractual

wrangllngs between id

Software and Sega as the

reason For the delay in

officially announcing the title

as a Dreamcast contender.

Recently, however, rumours
began circulating the Internet,

with an undisclosed source at

Activlslon pointing to a

potential summer 2000
release date. Here's what id

Software's Todd Hollenshead

had to say about the rumours:

"We've been in various levels

of discussion with Sega and
Activlslon for Quake III Arena
on Dreamcast for a number of

months. John (Carmack -

Qlll's Imaglnator) openly said

probably a year ago that he

would like to see it on
Dreamcast, and we've done
some preliminary analysis on

the capabilities of the console

and believe it could be a great

port of the game."

Tbe Bottom Line:

The world's most famous
first-person shoot-'em-up on
the world's most powerful
games console.

bt Mt3Qc3z:lnp
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Berserk

> A gang of robbers are

terrorising a group of

travellers. Who's going to help

them now? Enter Berserk's

hero... cut from the same
mould as Clint Eastwood's The

Man With No Name.

•., Wliat is Berserk! That's
.*' wliat we aslced wlien we
loaded up a Japanese demo, to be

greeted with one of the most

violent and bloody games to ever

christen the Dreamcast... a baptism

of blood, if you will.

The piot of the game is ripped

from a popular Japanese comic

book, with a heroic character who
looks a lot like Ash from the Evil

Dead movie trilogy. Whilst Ash had

a wrist-mounted chainsaw to

dispatch monsters with. Berserk's

wildman has an impossibly large

broadsword called Dragon Killer

-

which is designed for more than

being a handy kebab stick.

Berserk's mission mode (there's

a battle mode as well) requires you

to travel a psuedo-Medieval

landscape, slaughtering the undead

hordes as you go. until you track

down your main quarry... a fire-

breathing dragon. The demo that

Dreamcast Magazine has played

offered the first stage of the

mission mode, where our big-

choppered hero rescues a small

caravan of travellers from a gang of

robbers. The FMV sequences are

Software Release Schedules

nicely rendered using the ingame

engine, but do tend to look a tad

rough around the edges.

However, the arcade-style

slaughtering is where the real meat

of the game is. You can jump, slide

and slice your way through your

opponents, with each sword stroke

resulting in an over-the-top shower

of blood. The game's title comes

from the fact that the more

damage the hero takes, the more

narked he becomes, until he goes

'berserk!' This results in the game
screen taking on a darker hue. with

the hero's eyes leaving behind a

fiery red trail. Your attacks become

wilder too, and it's possible to

cleave your opponents literally in

two... not one for all the family

then? No European publisher has

picked up Berserk yet. but judging

by the way it is shaping up,

Dreamcast Magazine is confident

that someone will soon!

BER^
> Don't make him angry! You won't like him when
he's angry. Berserk's hero goes wild if he takes

too many hits, resulting in an amplification of his

powers... and the gore factor!

H-^

UK Release Schedule
TItie Date Publlsher

Caesar's Paiace 2000

Virtue Striker 2

14 Jan

21 Jan

Interplay

SEGA

AcclaimTeeOttGoit 28 Jan

Resident Evil 2

Roadsters

Marvel VsCapcom

Street Fighter Alpha 3

Rainbow Six

28 Jan

28 Jan

Jan

JM

Virgin

Virgin

Virgin

nrgbi

Fet Sega

MDK2 Feb nrgbi

Legacy OtKain: Soul Reaver

Ecco THe Dolphin

Dragon's Blood

Feb

30 Mar

Ddos

Sega

Mar Virgin

EldosResident Evil Code: Verontoa Spring

Hidden & Dangerous Spring Take 2

Wild Metal Country spring Take 2

Take 2

Sega

Sega

Sega

Sega

Publisher

GTA2

Crazy Taxi

Zombie Revenge

Red Dog

Spring

Spring

spring

Spring

Take The Builet Spring

Japanese Release Schedule
TItie Date

Godziiia Generadons: Maxkmn tamcl 23 DK Sega

Shanghai Dynasty aij« Seenss 1

Let's nay Basebal

23 DK SHEcess 1Rainbow Cotton

Bio Hazard (Res Evtn 2 tralue Plus 23 Dec Gnumn

Shenmue Chapter 1:Yokosuka SHHHBl
Treasure Striker Dec KM

Monster BtmhI hH^IHHHHG
Mercuris Pretty Dtc WC

Teketeke Toy Ranger 6JM Sega

Hanagumi Talsen Columns 2 WtKtKKMKMSKIf
Ready 2 Rumble Boxing 13 Jn Seia

Crazy Taxi 27 J« Sega

Unden;overA0202SXel JB
SegaRoommania #203 27 Jn

US Release Schedule
Title Date Publisher

Caesar's Palace 2000
"^^"^DK interplay

CapcomStreet Fighter Alpha 3 4Jaii

landers DC 4Jai Sega

Vhia Soccer DC 11J» interplay

Star Trek: New Worlds """Si B^H Inteiuiay

Castlevania Resurrection 11 JM Konami

Jeremy McGrath Supercross Mlfflii

Wild Metal IFat

I Acclaim

iaiie2

Espionage Agent 2 Mi nmno
Deep Fighter JBHHBHUiS^^nM
MDK2 18 Feb liMKiilav

Space invaders .'. >^Hiik- MMsbM
Dayman 2 iBFbb UHSofl

Dark Angel: Vampire Apoialypse . ,
r IIIMn34

Monster Rancher 3 Mar IDmmo |

llwStory2 . „ .JHTHBi AdMrin
CravePresell Draconus:CMWliiii smt

Shenmue Cbaplwl '"BI^M
segaMetropolis

-4aS-
Resident Evil Code: Vtrauka Wm
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Chu Chu Rocket!
Sonic Team's latest effort is a complete departure from the

3D antics of Sonic Adventure. However, underneath its

simplistic exterior, lies a beast of a game, guaranteed to give

you many long and sleepless nights.

Soul Calibur
If there is only one game that every Dreamcast owner should

have, it's this. The groundbreaking graphics and animation are

perfectly married with the compulsive and fun beat-'em-up

action. A true classic... which you got for Christmas, right?

Ready 2 Rumble Boxing
Midway's tongue-in-cheek box-'em-up became a surprise hit

during the Dreamcast's European launch. Well, a surprise to

everyone but us. as we fell in love with the game (and Lulu

Valetine) the instant we first played it.

Shenmue
A new Yu Suzuki title, and a new genre (called FREE). We played

a preview version in our last issue and were suitably astounded by

its true next generation feel. Can it live up to the hype and the

immense pressure for it to succeed in light of the Dreamcast's

wobbly performance in Japan? Find out in next issue's review.

Resident Evil Code: Veronica
Okay, so we get to play Resident Evil 2 first, but that's now
almost two years old and Code Veronica is a Dreamcast

exclusive. You've seen the red hot. freshly baked screenshots on

page 8. and by now are probably salivating as much as we are.

Patience, young Jedi.

Castlevanla: Resurrection
Well here's a bugger One look at Konami's Web site confirms the

existence of the Dreamcast-only Castlevania title. Unfortunately,

information relating to the soon to be released is as conveniently

located as hen's teeth. It looks set to be a vast improvement over

the disappointing Nintendo S'l version, and whilst it is on the

release schedule in America. Konami Europe has no plans to

release it over here. Are you mad. sir?

QUESTION
DO you WANT TO

PLAY AMERICAN AND JAPANESE
GAMES ON YOUR UK DREAMCAST?

PHONE 0901 131 0012
CALLS COST A MAXIMUM OF SOP. PLEASE ASK

PERMISSION FROM THE BILL PAYER BEFORE CALLIf^lS

PO BOX 99 y08 SYE

p^st

HIE/ATS UNILIimilfIr

IfSTE^i

A Bug's Life mgmmm
Aero Dancing featuring Btueipulle

Air Force Delta

Blue Stinger

Buggy Heat

Chaos Adventure

Cool Boarders Burn

Doytona USA 2

Dynamite Deka

Elemental Gimmick Gear V

Evolution

Flog to Flag 'I

Get Bass ^

Giant Gram -

All Japan Wrest!

Godzilla General

House of the Deo

CMEJ\TS &. TIPS

Jmm GUIm imimmmm
Hydro Thunder

In Nippon Budokan

Giant Gram

Incoming

King of the Fighters

Dream Match '99

Marvel vs Capcom

Metropolitan Highway Battle

Mortal Kombat Gold

NFL2K

NFL Blitz 2000

Pen Pen Tricelon

Pop n' Music

_Power$tone

Isychic Force 2012

Puyo Puyo

Ready to Rumble Boxing

Redline Racer

iippin Riders

Sega Bass Fishing

Sega Rally 2

k Seventh Cross

Shotuko Highway Battle

Sonic Adventure

I Soul Calibur

eet Fighter 3

..reet Fighter Alpha

i
I
Super Speed Racing

TNN Motorsports Hardcore

_Heat

'kstyle

r Virtua Fighter 3tb

mimvi usj IS only a sample of whavs on ofm
TIME SAVING FUNCTIONS FOR USE DURING YOUR CALL

PRESS O TO RESTART SERVICE PRESS © TO MOVE BACK ONE STEP

^SOISIS .A.GEO UtslDER lA CA.!.!. Tt-IIS ISJUAABER OfslLY^

i]j;IiTrrririL-T:Ti
>*ERSOrslS ./KC^ED 1^ OR <:>^/^ER AA^Vir C^Vl.1. TI-llS IsltJifVtBER

09066 098166
Dreamcast

11. Calls to ibe number for persons aged under 16 years

have maximum cosi of £3.00, the coll will be tetminoted by forced releose oher 5 minutes. Colls lo the number for persons oged 1 6 years and over

hove no maximum cost and cttll time restridiois. Ensure you are calling from a toucb lone phone. Accuracy of the information is nol guoronleed.

Please put comments or queries in writing lo: Interocfive Telcom Ltd. . 8 Cranis Walk, Pi25 5AA
orcoll CUSTOAAER SERVICE: 0800 198^:7«4
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\ Ever Fancied yourself as a Hollywood mo«ie

/ mogul? IF you had to produce a Film based upon
your favourite Sega videogame, who would you cast?

Dreamcast Magazine gets the popcorn ball rolling with Sonic

Adventure: The Movie.

The Pitch

Due to its cartoony nature, the best way of doing a Sonic

Adventure movie would be to go the animated route like

the forthcoming Final Fantasy extravaganza. This would of

course require the need of voice talent, and there never

seems to be a shortage of big-name Hollywood actors who
want to lend their vocal chords to a Disney movie.

The plot of the movie would essentially follow the

Dreamcast game's backstory: ie Dr Robotnik teams up with

the liquid-based Chaos creature. And it's down to the nippy

boy in blue and friends to put a stop to Robotnik's plans of

world domination. Think Disney meets James Bond.

Sonic The Hedgehog + Brad Pitt /-^

The voice acting of a young A-list American

actor would certainly have box office pulling

power But what does Pitt look like in a pair

of red and white trainers, and can he run ^i .,W
very fast? ^^ '

^
Dr Robotnik -I- Jack Nicholson

We want mad. We want bad. We want Jack!

Professional badboy Nicholson put in a

sterling performance as The Joker in

Batman... and besides, he's certainly chubby

enough to play Robotnik.

Tails -*- Jake Lloyd

Come on. the poor kid hasn't done ^
anything since Episode 1 ... he could do

with the work!

Chaos -I- Kevin Costner

Did Chaos actually speak in Sonic Adventure'!

Anyway, we bank on Kevin Costner... he's

certainly wet enough! *

Amy Rose + JenniFer Aniston

The off-screen chemistry between the

shampoo lass and the boy Pitt may come
across on-screen. And besides, Aniston has i

just the right whiny vocal pitch to pull off

Amy Rose.

Knuckles -i- Christopher Lambert '

No-one can do anti-social better than

Christopher Lambert. His performance as

the taciturn Connor MacLeod in

Highlander could have easily been a

rehearsal for Knuckles.

Big The Cat + Samuel L Jackson
Who else has the kind of laid-back attitude

that Big aspires to? We suggest Samuel L
,^ .^ ^

'Mutherfunster' Jackson. ki •* j|

E-102 + Metal Mickey
Guaranteed to raise a "wha? " in anyone

under 20. the star of late-Seventies

Saturday teatimes on ITV could do with a

dusting down. Anyone for an Atomic

Thunderbuster?

a>V .

I 4
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•., InFogrames has announced details oF its Forthcoming
.•'* Dreamcast racer V-Rally 2. Although the game has

previously appeared on the likes of Sony's PlayStation, the

Dreamcast version is obviously set Co be far superior in all

departments. Infogrames is promising added

features, and judging by these screenshots of the

game we're in for something pretty hot!

Infogrames has touted that the game will have a

gigantic 8^ tracks set in 12 countries and 28 cars

to boot. On top of that, the game will also boast a

track editor as well as supporting four-players...

which can only be a good thing. It will also have

new and improved dynamics and handling and new

special effects that will take it to a level far above

that which the PlayStation version could ever hope

to achieve.

Renegade R
\ Details oF Interplay's new title Renegade Racers have
.•*' slowly been leaking out, and this issue we can reveal

some more details of the game. Buck Billionaire (what a great

name!) issued a rallying call to all the world's mavericks to join

in a Renegade Racing adventure, and handpicked 12 entrants

to compete. Storylines, who needs them?

As well as having 12 characters to get to grips with.

Interplay is also going to provide at least six crazy courses to

race around, and the gameplay will be similar to that which

wowed N6^ owners on Mario Kart 6A. In other words, racing

with a firm emphasis firmly placed on fun. With this in mind,

there will be the usual assorted array of power-ups and

obstacles - including a fire-breathing dragon! Interplay has also

touted nine different modes of play for up to four players.

Sounds promising.

1 8
I
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get intog
At gameplay.com we take games seriously, so

you have more fun - and save money

Visit our website and see for yourself. You'll

get all the tips and cheats, along with all the

games and all the chat.

Buying online is simple too. Or you could just

pick up the phone, or use interactive TV.

Get your games from gameplay.com, and

you'll get a whole lot more besides...

' Over 3000 games at rock-bottom prices

' Advice from real gomes players

A money- back guarantee - if you don't

like a game, don't keep it

!

' Free first-class delivery across the UK
' Free 68 page catalogue - order yours now!

' Plus a free gift with every order

n^ss

3 ways visit the website: www.gameplay.com
to buy

I

call: 0113 234 0444 or on interactive TV: Open.

gameplay.com
we're never beaten



Dreamcast Goes Bang
> Project Two Interactive has confirmed that it

is developing B/g Bang for the Dreamcast. As a

starfighter pilot, you must rid the universe of

its evil dictator (sound familiar?) but it won't
be appearing until sometime later in 2000.

0' 02"
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Deadly Skies
•., Calling all wannabe Top
.•' Guns! TKis aeroplane

action title is the first

Dreamcast game to take off

from Konami, and should be

perfect for those who found

Grave's Aerowings a little too

staid and simulator-like. You

see, Deadly Skies (as its

name might suggest) is

aimed squarely at the arcade

action genre, giving you

access to some of the most

impressive aeroplanes in the

world. The game originally

appeared in Japan under the

moniker of Air Force Delta -

encouragingly to largely

positive reviews - and

Konami UK is looking at an

early 2000 release.

RR^TAmACK

^

PREWEW

Plasma SwonI 2
•., It's yet another Capcom 2-D beat-'em-up, which is more commonly known as
.••' Star Gladiator 2 in Japan, but will undergo a name change to Plasma Smord 2
for the European market. Regular players of the Street Fighter series will find

themselves on familiar ground with this one, as there are a number of wild n' whacky
characters to get to grips with, moves to master, and combos to work out (like the

devastating Plasma Combo).

There are a variety of gaming modes, including a Training option, group battle mode,
and a traditional two-player battle. We'll bring you a full review soon, but for now, feast

your eyes on this selection of screenshots.

*^m
l(nnt£rae£y^ttii^M

lnr#rm«3tlon
Publisher

Developer

Players

Virgin Int.

Capcom

2 B
i4.-r'^_^
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Wetrix + Ready
; The Dreamcast follow-up to the hit water-based puzzler on the Nintendo G'l. Wetrix, is complete and

will be released in Europe during spring 2000. John Pickford of Zed Two, the game's developer, said:

"Wetrix has found its perfect home on Dreamcast. Our game sets the new standard for puzzle games on

the next generation of consoles. Wetrix+ is not an update of an old 2-D game, it's a new experience that

can only exist on such advanced hardware."

NAMCO'S FUTURE
DREAMCAST PLANS
•., It is probably no surprise that Che worldwide success of Soul Calibur on Dreamcast
.•' has prompted the developer to commie to more software on Sega's wonder machine.

Namco have announced in November that it is currently planning two or three Dreamcast games

per year, with a three month gap between each release.

When is the first title out, and what is it going to be? Well, Namco currently remains tight-

lipped about which titles it is working on for Dreamcast, but has confirmed that the first will be

out in Japan after March 2000. Our money's on Tekken Tag Tournament to be the first out of the

Namco Dreamcast stables, even though it's set to launch with PlayStation2 in March.

Tekken Tag
This beat-'em-up franchise is

even more popular than Soul

Calibur, and porting over the

Tekken Tag arcade machine

would be a cinch. Arguably

the most demanded Namco
title by Dreamcast gamers.

Odds: 2-1

Ridge Racer
A series that was incredibly

popular in arcade halls and on

PlayStation. An imminent

Nintendo 6^ rendition would

point to the fact that Namco
is not exclusively looking at

the PlayStation for Ridge

Racer conversions.

Odds: 3-1

Time Crisis 2
Well, there is a definite need

for another title to make use

of the Dreamcast's lightgun,

and they don't come much

better than Namco's red-hot

two-player, first-person

shooter The arcade

machine's a bit long in the

tooth now though.

Odds: 4-1

SEGA TTMEWARP
In the first of our regular Sega retro features,

Dreamcast Magazine turns back the clock to

November 1991 and issue #1 of Sega Pro.

•., It wasn't all Dreamcast you know! The house oF Sega built up an enviable reputation
.•*' during the early-Nineties with its 8-bit Master System and 1 6-bit Mega Drive. So,

rather astutely. Paragon entered the crazy world of videogame magazine publishing with Sega

Pro. This title became the leader in unbiased Sega videogame news, previews and reviews.

Soul Calibur developer confirms
further Dreamcast titles.

Pac-iVlan Worid
Namco's iconic character,

known to even those who
don't play videogames

habitually A recent

appearance on PlayStation

indicates that the publisher

still has time for the pill-

chomping yellow bloater.

Odds: 5-1
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Yesterday's News Yesterday's Games
What was Che hoc gossip in November 1991?

Datel encered Che console markec wich ics Sega

Mega Drive cheat cartridge, which allowed UK
gamers Co play Jap game cartridges. Also,

Codemasters began to produce games for the

Mega Drive, wich ics Firsc cmo tides being The

Adventures Of Dizzy and Micro Macliines.

Codies has recently strengthened ics

relacionship wich Sega with the announcement
chac it is supporting Che Dreamcasc.

The big game reviewed for the Mega Drive in

Sega Pro 1 was The Immortal, an RPG from

Electronic Arts, which scored 94%. Its a

shame chat EA has yet Co jump on the

Dreamcast bus. as it is unlikely we'll ever see a

Dreamcasc rendicion of The Immortal. Mascer

System players had a choice of two premium

quality titles: World Class Leaderboard and

Xenon II: Megablast. The Leaderboard series of

golf games were a benchmark For che genre.

and have been copied but never beaten ever

since. Xenon II was a frenetic space-based

shoot-'em-up in Che classic screen scrolling

scyle (see the Giga Wings review - pg.74).

Top Oi Yesterday's Pops
UK gamers were mostly playing Streets Of

Rage, Road Rasfi, EA Ice Hockey and Wrestle

War on cheir Mega Drives, and Back To The

Future 2, Speedball, Alien Storm, Strider and

Dynamite Duke on their Mascer Syscems.

u

Special Reserve

For DC
Special Reserve, the UK
online videogame mail order

club, has announced that is

the first supplier to offer a

fully-operational Web service

which is 1 00% compatible

with the Dreamcast's

browser software.

http://specialreservetv.com

Genki's New Game
Having already released

Tokyo Highway Challenge

for the Dreamcast,

developers Genki is said to

be already hard at work on

its next game for the

console. No details of the

game are known except that

it is titled Super Magnetic

Nuenue,,, interesting.
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Thunder
\ With Buggy Heat failing in the ofF-road scai<es on the
.•' Dreamcast, Sega Rally 2 was left with a Free run oF

the track and was able to assert its supremacy without much
competition. But that might be coming to an abrupt run with

the release of Kallisto's ^-Wheel Thunder through Midway. With

12 original tracks, six of which are inside and six of which are

out in the wide open, there's plenty of mud, rain, snow and

sand to drive across in an assortment of automobiles.

There are monster trucks, buggies, jeeps and quads to drive

around these graphically detailed tracks which throw up all

sorts of obstacles and short cuts. The whole game's in much

the same vein as Hydro Thunder in terms of racing and runs at

a smooth 60fps. As you'd expect it offers all the standard

modes of play, including Arcade Indoor, Arcade Outdoor and

Championship among others. Off-road racing looks set to take

a new turn with this release and God knows Sega Rally 2

needs a decent challenger!

Armageddon Is Coming!
That's right, Dreamcast Magazine has teamed up
with Hasbro Interactive to offer you the exclusive

chance to win one of ten copies of its great new
game, \Norms Armageddon.

To win a copy of the game all you have to do is

answer this simple question.

Who created the Worms series of games?

Armageddon Is Coming Competition

Dreamcast Magazine

Paragon Publisliing Ltd

Paragon House

St Peter's Road

Bournemouth

BH1 2JS

The editor's decision is final. No correspondence will be entered into. Employees of

lb ndsuru imcfcii-Livc iiidy iiui ciutrr. iiic vv ci s vviii

supply prizes of equivalent value rather than those illustrated. No cash alternatives.
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This heavily padded, reinforced,

water resistant, *iockable Games

Console Carry Bag will safely store

the Dreamcast Console, two Dreamcast

Controllers, all the leads and several

games. It has a detatchable shoulder strap

and a carry handle for ease of transportation

and adjustable inner compartments.

*Padlock not included. (Console Controllers, Leads & Games not included.)

Gsjeeially designed luith your^ frit

^oOrng

Manufactured

T

'nmeer Services Ltd. 2 Quadeast, Warne Road, Weston super Mare.
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to get from A to B in as quick a time as

possible. For eacti customer you take -on

what's more like a roller-coaster ride than a

quiet drive across the city - you get more time

for your next pick up, as long as you manage

to get them there in one piece and on time. As

you go along, you get tipped for taking short

cuts, performing death-defying manoeuvres

over jumps and dodging a plethora of other

obstacles that get in your way. When you've

dropped off one passenger you have to

immediately pick up some other foolhardy

person who is prepared to risk their life in

your cab. Forget your Green Cross Code, the

only rule here is to follow the green arrow

which will lead you to your destination... your

ife depends on it, or at least your living does.

The action is as mad as it is fast as you rush
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> We dropped in on our local

Sega Park this month to test

drive Sega's Crazy Taxi with a

little help From our Friends.

Hardly surprising, they were as

mad about the game as we are.

Steve Hunt
A|i:26

Oeeupatton: insurance

Dt |H ntn I Drameiit? No
WMIt|NdiMilCnziTixl7
Not bad. There's a Fair amount
going on, which is good.

WiuH rtu km It n Dnamcttt?
Probably

around town crashing through parks, smashing

into other cars and taking the shortest routes

possible even if that means pulling off crazy

moves, then so be it. It might well be mayhem,

but it also one of the most exhilarating and fun

games that we have ever played!

Banana Man
Visually Crazy Taxi is right up at the top of the

scale, with some fantastically detailed areas to

bomb around, jammed full of pedestrians and

other cars, all of which try and distract you

from the job at hand. The city is crammed with

life, with loads going on around you. so that it

isn't just a dull drive around town but rather, an

action packed one. Passengers range from the

local priest - who you must rush to the church

for a sermon - to guys who need to be rushed

Age: 27

OccupallWI: Program

Do you own a Diea

What Its yen tlilnl(«f

It's not bad, but it's |u:

bit of fun reall)(,Jt

Force feed-
'"•'

wheel tho



to the baseball ground or heliport -

all are strikingly individual and

realistic. Remarkably the game
moves at an incredibly high frame

rate with slow-down and pop-up

firmly banished to the history

books. There is no doubt in our

minds that Oarj Taxi has that rare

quality of being instantly appealing

whilst also being ridiculously

addictive; it demands that you keep

coming back and pumping the

machine with your hard earned

golden nuggets.

Of course, the best thing about

all this is that being on a Naomi

board - a Dreamcast in disguise -

means that it's only going to be a

matter of time before we see it

screeching around the corner and

crashing onto the Dreamcast in all

its glory Now all we can do is sit

and wait for the ride /jgN

of our lives. ^^

Derek Flatters

tttim

OCC^IIlM: Shop Assistant

U IN nmi Draaffle»t7 No

flMllGnillklff It's deFinitely one oF the best

games in the arcade, without a doubt.

Wmtt imtmiu PriMicut? Yes

:<3E.t M<3Qd,^:np Issue ^
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ESTABLISHED FOR OVER 20 YEARS
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UK'S LARGEST
NEO GEO
STOCKISTS

CHRISTMAS AND MILLENNIUM BARGAIN OFFERS FROM Ctelegames)

If you want PlayStation • Nintendo 64 • Saturn games or consoles - we can supply all your needs -

now and in years to come. We are probably the only company in the world still supplying and

repairing games lor all these systems. • 32x • PC Engine • Neo Geo Pocliet • Sega Dreamcast

nieo Geo • Lynx • Megadrive • Nintendo • Colecovision • Atari 2600 • Mega CD • Intellivision

• Gameboy • Neo CO* 300 • Atari 7800 • Game Gear • Jaguar • Super Nintendo • Master System etc

'^r.ftAr^

Gmm

N64
G4MES CONTROLLER

* DOOM £29.00
CONVERTOR £5

EXTENSION CABLES £3
\^ OR 2 FOR £4 ^

NINTENDO 64
' 2 GAMES a, CONTROLLER

NOW ONLY
£79.99

THE WORLD'S 1ST 16 - BIT COLOUR HAND
^'^LD CONSOLE FROM ATARI^

. IS NOW THE CHEAPEST AT im^^uJJ^ WITH 2 GAMES BATTLE WHEELS

.. t^' '^1^ • ULTIMATE CHESS CHALLENGE • FREE POWER SUPPLY UNIT

DOZENS MORE GAMES FROM €9.99 - OR ANY 3
£9.99 GAMES FOR £20

CRYSTAL MINES 2 £9.99 BASKETBRAWL £9.99 DIRTY LARRY £9.99

KUNG FOOD £9.99 ISHIDO £9.99 HYDRA £9.99

POWER FACTOR £9.99 RAMPART £9.99 TOURNAMENT CYBERBALL £9.99

STEEL TALONS £9.99 ROBOTRON £9.99 JOUST £9.99

SWITCH BLADE 2 £9.99 SHADOW OF THE BEAST £9.99 PITFIGHTER £9.99

ULTIMATE CHESS CHALLENGE £9.99 XYBOTS £9.99 SUPER SQUEEK £9.99

NEW GAMES THIS YEAR FOR LYNX IN STOCK NOW RAIDEN, LEXIS, T-TRIS, SIMIS,

j^^mmt HYPERDROME, SOKOMANIA, FAT BOBBY, PONX, BUBBLE BUBBLE, S.FLX SOUND

•JAGUAR SPORTS PAK 3 GREAT SPORTS GAMES PLUS 4 >

PLAYER ADAPTOR PLUS 4 JOYPAD CONTROLLERS
•FEVER PITCH SOCCER TROY AIKMAN AMERICAN
FOOTBALL-WHITE MEN CAN'T JUMP BASKETBALL* C65.00,
•CD NOT INCLUDED

•TURN YOUR JAGUAR INTO A CD PLAYER WITH THE
JAGUAR CD UNIT. THIS EXTRA SPECIAL OFFER
COMES WITH 5 FREE CDS. ONLY £75.00*
•PUT BOTH THESE SENSATIONAL PAKS TOGETHER
AND SAVE EVEN MORE - JAGUAR SPORTS PAK + CD
OFFER ONLY €125.00 -jaguar not included

NEW GAMES FOR JAGUAR SKYHAMMER WORMS + TOWERS II BREAKOUT 2000
MORE MEW TITLES AVAILABLE IN 2000

^ IF nrS A GAME - ITSAT T6LGGAMGS

IRON SOLDIER 2 ORDER NOWI

Personal callers welcome at our shop at Kilby Bridge. Order Processing. Post & Insurance - extra charge. Order with confidence

from the largest stockists in Europe. Send SAE for game lists. (State system(s) required).

TELEGAMES) Kilby Bridge, Wigston, Leicester LEI 8 3TE OPEN: i\/ion - Sat 9am - 6pm
Sunday 10am - 1pm Tel (0116) 288 0445 Fax (0116) 281 3437

Email saIes@telegames.co.uic

FOLL LIST/OFFERS ON OOR WEB SITE: WWW.TELEGAMES.C0.0



A few cold ones, a Dreamcast
and an alien called Tom 2. Is

there any other way to

celebrate the millennium?



\ After a year of highs and lows, Sega's iiber-console has confounded the charlatans and
.•' baffled the experts by exceeding all expectations. In a little over a year the Dreamcast has lay

to waste all criticisms and won the praise of games developers the world over. What was once

considered as a 'stop-gap' console by many, has rapidly put pay to such earlier criticisms and it

seems that Sega has shaken not only Nintendo but the great beast that Is Sony.

With such industry stalwarts as Codemasters and the once strictly PiayStation-only developers

Namco now confirmed bed-mates with Sega and there's even a hint that Core's great

mammalian explorer might even make an appearance - can things get any better?

With this in mind, we decided to celebrate not only the dawning of a new era but also revel in

the joy of owning the best home console that money can buy.
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Name: Alex Warren

Age: 2 ]

Position; Staff Writer

Gameof1999:Reoriy 2 Rumble

IVlGSt Anticipated Game for 2000: Crazy Taxi, because it s crazy. . just like Patrick Sway;

Dream Moment: The best game moment of the year (well 2 months) was the buzz

when we first had the copy of Shenmue into the office, and the entire office

crowded around the TV to see it. Needless to say it didn't disappoint and we're st

reeling in awe. Roll on December 29!

Personal Higllllgllt: Hmmm. it's been a bit of and up and down year for me - got

degree, got job. lost job and got another job here in Dreamcast land. Wonderful.

And my conclusion? Games are great.

iQd^inp Issued mm Wf



Name: Stu 'Tooltime' Taylor

Age: 26

Position: Games Ed

Game Ot 1999: Even split between Soul Calibur and Ready 2 Rumble

Most Anticipated Game lor 2000: The inevitable DC ports of Half-Life and Quake III Arena.

Hmm, smells like online fragging via DreamArena.

Dream Moment: The moment when I realised that the graphics and animation in Soul

Calibur were just as astounding as the pre-publicity screenshots.

Personal Higllligllt: The fact that both David Bowie and Nine Inch Nails released new

albums during 1999 that were actually worth the wait. Oh, and working with this

bunch of monkeys on Dreamcast Magazine. Surely the best team I've worked with yet?
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DC-2K Games Fo
Dreamcast
Magazine's

pick oP the top
titles for Y2K!

\ With the Dreamcast
.' and developers now in

full flow after the delayed

October release of the

console, you can expect a

whole host of new titles

throwing themselves at

you off the shelves in the

year 2K. If you thought

that you'd already seen

and played some of the

best games ever seen on a

home console system, then

you'd better prepare

yourselves for a whole new
influx of great games. And

with the promise of online

gaming by the second half

of the year there will be

even more games taking

advantage of the

astounding Internet

capabilities. Never has

there been a more exciting

time for console gaming.

Here's an at-a-glance guide

to what could prove to be

some of the biggest games

of next year

Carrier jcaieeo
A 3-D adventure scroller much in the

same vein as Resident Evil, only this time

the action takes place on an aircraft

carrier It's already looking pretty good,

and there's the added bonus of loads of

zombies to kill.

Castlevania

Resurrection Konami
After the disappointing foray into 3-D on

the N6^, the Castlevania series looks set

to make an impact on the Dreamcast, a

system that will be able to handle the

graphical needs of such a game.

DeepFigiiter ubi bort
Underwater shenanigans from developers

Criterion Studios, in a similar vein to their

acclaimed PC hit Sub Culture. Defend

your settlement from the combined

forces of nature and evil whilst trying to

build a mothership to save your people.

D2 Sega
Yet another horror/adventure title, but

this time it's all a bit different, Laura's

plane is hit by a meteorite, crashes, and

our heroine wakes up surrounded by

monsters. Your job? To find out what the

hell's going on.

Floigan Brothers

Ecco the Doiphin
The rescue of Ecco from the Saturn looks

set to be one of the smartest moves that

Sega have made. Set in an incredibly

rendered underwater world, as Ecco you

must solve puzzles and avoid the enemies

of the deep in an effort to find your

friends and family

Eternal Arcadia s^E^qe
Sega's first RPG on the Dreamcast looks

set to be something special even though

it's still early in development. Set in the

skies of Eternal Arcadia not much is

known of the story but what is known is

that it's looking pretty damn fine.

SPQc3
Move over Mario Bros there's a new
brotherly twosome in town. Hoigal and

Moigal are the Floigan Brothers and you

must help them protect their junkyard

home from an evil developer All this and

loads of mini-games in an incredibly

animated 3-D world means that this

definitely one game to look out for.

Grandia 2 ^e^ge
The sequel to the critically acclaimed and

most successful Saturn title makes its

way to the Dreamcast in the millennium

year An ultra-realistic RPG set in a

gorgeously rendered 3-D world is what's

on offer, although little is known about

the game's story

Grand Theft Auto 2
Tc3kG= c2 IntPfcacztlve
As a follow up to the chaos and

mayhem of the original GTA, the sequel

looks as if it will be doing a fine job in

Crazy Taxi
> The maddest taxi drivers on the other side of the Atlantic take over the

roads as they race to get their paying customers in the fastest time possible -

and believe us when we say that it's going to be one hell of a game.

What's Tlie Score?

Crazy driving antics where you collect your passengers in a New York taxi and

take them to their leader (okay their drop-off point) in a set amount of time.

The quicker you finish a job the more you get for your next one.

When's it coming out?

Although no European release

date has been set it's released 2

February in America, so expect it

to make a trip across the pond

soon after that.

Why shouid you be excited?

Because if you've played the game
in the arcades you'll know how
wacky and how much fun it is to

play Check out the special feature

for the low-down.

Dead Or Alive 2_
> Yet another dose of busty fighting action with this follow up to the

original and highly successful Dead or Alive. Already in the arcades in

Japan this game is looking awesome as well as beautiful... and not to

say full of beautiful ladies.

What's The Score?

Follow up to the hit Dead or Alive game and is jam-packed with

beautiful ladies. Beat-'em-ups don't get more

full-on than this, and then there's the „,

fantastic looking graphics and gameplay.

i

When's It coming out?

D0A2 is currently hitting the big time in

Japanese arcades, but there's no European
^

yii^

release date yet, but expect it by the year's

end. It will be worth the wait.

Why should you be excited?

Because at the moment it looks to be the

only fighting game that could seriously

challenge the mighty Soul Calibur. such is it's

graphical intensity and sublime gameplay

lA^Ji^
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r The Millennium
Half-Life Havas Interacl-ivp

keeping up the same standards of

destruction and the ensuing chaos. Add
to that improved graphics and you have

a game that could possibly be the

smash hit of the millennium.

Hidden And Dangerous
Takp c2 Interactive
Based in the middle of World War II, you

must command a team of crack

commandos from behind enemy lines and

destroy the enemy. But there's no room
for trigger-happy maniacs as tactics need

to be enforced. And it's looking fantastic.

Hostile Waters Rage
Described as an updated Carrier

Command, Hostile Waters is another PC

conversion from Rage where you must

blast your way through 20 levels of intense

action in various military vehicles - so not

unlike their other DC title, Incoming

Jump Runner tba
As intergalactic smuggler Ethan Fall you

must traverse the galaxy with a cargo

which, it seems, everyone wants to get

their hands on. Fight off bounty hunters

and other evil denizens as well as a

plethora of missions in this Star Wars

inspired title.

Max Payne Ro^kE^tar
Displaying some of the coolest moves

to date as if they were straight out of a

Hollywood movie, and with all the

violence to boot, Max Payne means

business. Having been framed by a gang

for his friends murder Payne is

simultaneously on the run from the

> Arguably the PC Game Of The Year for 1 998. Half-Life set a new
standard for first-person shoot-'em-ups, wiping the floor with the

opposition in the process. Whilst Sega America announced that it is

Dreamcast-bound, Havas is currently remaining tight-lipped about

the port. There's no doubt that this shooter would make a fine

launch title for the Dreamcast's forthcoming online gaming feature.

What's The Score?

First-person killing action that transformed the genre on the PC and

took gaming to an entirely new level of Intensity. An intelligent

interactive plot coupled with spine-tingling suspense and terror

Half-Life Is a highly Immersive single-player experience, with <
a depth unseen in the likes of the bog-standard first-person /

shoot-'em-ups, and the multiplayer mode is just as

sublime. Pray that it is converted... and soon!
^

When's it coming out? V
Summer 2000 \i

Why Should you be excited?
^

'''

One of the greatest PC games ever, and a port to

the Dreamcast will be a major coup for Sega.

;'&.lk""' .'

Ferrari F355 Sega
> If you saw our exclusive feature last month on this game you'll know why we're so

excited about it and why it's going to revolutionise driving sims as we know.

Developed by Yu Suzuki, it's massive in the arcade and is bound to be heading for the

. Same dizzy heights on the Dreamcast. So if you want a new car for the Millennium..,

What's The Score?

Ferrari F355 is a masterclass on how to make a

great driving game. Jump in the sexiest car on the

planet and bomb round some fantastic looking * 4j~' '.'i

tracks set around the globe.

^^—Sit coming out?

idy quite knows when the game will hit the

)reamcast, but considenng that it will be an easy

lort we should be getting some Ferrari action by the

end of the year

Why Should you be excited?

use racing doesn't get any sexier than this, and

[ise it's the most realistic racer ever Its got

\aoKi and its got speed - what more could you

possibly want? 1

Issue ^
I
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cops and searching out the gang to

clear his name. It's going to be all

action in this one.

MDK2 Interplay
Continuing in the same vein as the

original, MDK2 manages to subvert the

horror/adventure genre even more. It's

still has a horror aspect but manages to

laugh at it at the same time, meaning

fantastic gameplay and coupled with

fantastic graphics it could be one of the

games of next year

Metropolis Street Racer s^^gd
Highly anticipated as one of the best

racers on the Dreamcast, MSR has

undergone numerous delays but we will

be seeing it in the New Year Featuring all

the standard modes as well as a couple

of extra ones, and all the cars you could

want, MSR also looks great and deserves

due attention.

Legend Of Kain:

Soul Reaver ».
> A rival for Acclaim's Shadow Man. the Eidos Interactive 3-D

horror adventure called Legacy Of Kain: Soul Reaver has already

notched up over one million

sales world-wide on iX*tI-i ^
PlayStation and PC combined. I j
Belonging to the same school | ^

as Tomb Raider. Soul Reaver

soon earned the nickname of

Goth Raider, due to its

vampiric puzzle antics.

What's The Score?: Not unlike

Buffy, you must wander the

gothic environments on a

quest to banish vampires from

the earth while solving loads

of puzzles and the like. Dark

and mysterious stuff indeed.

When's It coining out?: Hopefully

we should be seeing the game
on Dreamcast by March.

Why should you he excited?: Having

sold phenomenal amounts on

the PlayStation and PC you

should already know why this

is going to be such a great

game. Just remember your

garlic and cross.

!i
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Planet Of The Apes
Fox Intprac1-IVG>

Get ready for some monkey business.

Imagine it now - you've crashed through

space and have landed somewhere back

in time on a planet populated with our

ancestors still in monkey form. Your

mission is to get yourself out of there by

solving puzzles before you're eaten alive.

Classic movie action.

Rainbow Six rviajE^E>c=o

With the relative disappointment of Tom

Clancy's story on the PSX, the Dreamcast

version looks set to do justice to the

book with greater graphical capabilities.

Like the PC version expect loads of

missions in your Navy SEAL capacity and

loads of action.

Rayman 2: Tlie Great Escape Sega GT

Ready 2 Rumble Wrestling
ivilclvway

After the massive success of Ready 2

Rumble Boxing Midway are working on

this wrestling follow up. If Midway can

convert the fantastic gameplay of the

boxing version and come up with another

set of hilarious characters then they'll be

onto another sure winner

Seaman vivanum
A massive hit over in Japan, we can only

hope that this bizarre game manages to

make it over to us. Ignore the name and

it's related connotations and you have a

game where you must raise your seaman

(a fish with a human face creature) as

you would a real pet. Only in Japan could

such a game be spawned.

UbI Soft-
A fantastic adventure platform game

following on from the success of its

predecessor on the PlayStation. Looks

promising with some stunning graphics

and loads to do. One for kids and

adults alike.

Sega
More simulator than arcade is how
Sega GT has been described, which

makes a change for Sega. The game's

going to be full of a range of realistic

courses as well as a huge number of

cars as well as having the usual bunch

of modes of play.

Resident Evil Code;

Veronica c™
> Another of the big game releases for the Dreamcast

next year looks set to take the Resident Evil series to
|

another level of greatness. Once again following Claire

Redfield in her search for her missing brother you can

expect a lot of zombies and a lot more blood and gore.

What's The Score?

Following on from where Resident Evil 2 left, Code

Veronica follows Claire Redfield to Europe in search of

her missing brother Expect more zombies, more blood, "'

more guns and more gore. n

When's it coming out?
'""'

No definite date has been set

but it should be with us

sometime in the spring.

Why Should you be excited?

With the Resident Evil legacy

behind it. Code Veronica looks

to be one of the biggest games

to be released next yean due

primarily to its history as well

as some great looking visuals.

We're wetting ourselves already

34 DreSmcca&t Megd
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StarlVelc New Worlds
Intprplcsy
Set way in the year 2292, Star Trek: New
Worlds follows the adventures of a group

of officers as they explore alien worlds

where you must compete an array of

Shenmue
Undoubtedly the biggest game of the

year 2K, ShenMue looks set to redefine

the entire boundaries of RPG's and home
console gaming in general. With Yu

Suzuki's massive vision for the game and

some astounding visual effects it's not

hard to see Why should you be excited?

this is the most anticipated game ever

What's Tlie Score?: The biggest and most

ambitious game ever created is the only

fitting description of Shenmue. As Ryo

you must search for his father's killer,

Souryu, by exploring the fully interactive

environments and questioning people on

the streets. This game will be massive.

When'S it coming out?: Released in Japan on

December 29, we should see a European

version by autumn bearing in mind that a

European conversion will take a bit of

time due to the importance of language

in the game.

Wliy sjiould you be excited?: The greatness of

this game does not have to be justified

and if you saw our exclusive feature last

month you will know why.

missions. As a real-time strategy game it

looks set to bring a new dimension to

gamesplaying as well as being another

useful addition to the Dreamcast's

growing catalogue of games.

Star Wars Episode 1: Racer
l_UCc3£.ArtE.
We all rejoiced when LucasArts

announced that they would be developing

games for the Dreamcast, the first fruits

of which will be a pod-racing game. All

the high-speed action you could possibly

ask for in one neat little package.

Stupid invaders ubi a,an
Another mad-cap idea of a game from

Ubi Soft. This time a group of six cute

aliens crash land on earth and have to

escape the clutches of the evil Dr S

Follow them in their adventures all set in

a brilliantly animated 3-D world

Toy Story 2 Aci^ivis.ion
Although nothing official has been said

yet. Toy Story 2 looks set to follow the

film as a 3-D platform adventure game.

So, expect more crazy antics from

Woody, Buzz and friends.

Take The Bullet Se>Qc3

> Looking like a mix between GoldenEye

and Duke Nukem. Red Lemon's Take The

Bullet looks set to do for the Dreamcast

what Goldeneye did for the N6^. First-

person shooters rarely look this good

and with a four-player option and a

barrage of assorted weaponry it could

be a big hit next year

What's The Score?

As first person shooters go Take The

Bullet is undeniably going to be

something special. Any game that can

be described as similar to Goldeneye is

going to be worth checking out, and

Take The Bullet could easily have the

same effect on sales of the Dreamcast.

When'S it coming out?

Spring 2000

Why should you be excited?

Because the Dreamcast is in desperate

need of a really good first-person

shooter and this is the ideal game for

that title.

-m^

> As well as this list oF

games chat have been
confirmed for release

there are still those games
that are but rumours.

None of them have been

confirmed yet, but you
know what they say about

smoke and fires... well we
can dream.

Colin McRae 2

Tomb Raider IV

Micro Machines

Indiana Jones & The

infernal Machine

X-Men

Starcraft

PowerStone 2

Marvel vs Capcom 2

Soul Calibur 2

TekkenTag
Tournament

Time Crisis 2

PointBiani(2

Quake 3 Arena

VIrtua Fighter 4

So, as you can see

Dreamcast lovers are in a

for a bit of a treat next

year with Che release of

some massive titles, and
games which look set to

redefine the whole home
entertainment culture.

With loads more games
besides these coming out

too, it looks as if the

future and success of the

Dreamcast is assured - it

won't be going the same
way as the Saturn! With
an arsenal of games this

good and this big it looks

as if the PlaySCation2 is

going to have to be
something very special to

gain Che top spot.

MZ,
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Meet Teruaki

Konishi, the

Chief Director

behind the

development
team of Soul
Calibur on
Dreamcast.
Stuart Taylor

pinned him
down at Namco
Japan's offices

to ask him a

few questions.

JStiflfe^
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Dreamcast Magazine: So, what games
for Namco have you worked on before

the Dreamcast rendition of Soul

Caliburl

Teruaki Konishi: I worl<ed on Tekken. Soul

Edge (known as Soul Blade in the UK).

Soul Calibur for the arcades and Soul

Edge for PlayStation.

There is an incredible amount of depth

- both in technical and gameplay terms

- within Soul Calibur. How long was it

actually in development for?

It cook us about seven months to analyse

the hardware, as well as study the

specifications for the Dreamcast version.

Was it a simple matter to port the Soul

Calibur arcade game onto the

Dreamcast?

No. it was by no means an easy job. as

we had many challenges to overcome.

Such as incorporating technical

specifications unique to a home
videogame, whilst also making the best

use of the power of the Dreamcast ant

upgrading the quality of the game's

content to its limit.

Did you always intend to go further

than the Soul Calibur arcade game
with the Dreamcast version?

Yes. We always bear it in mind whenever

we develop a consumer game. This of

course should result in the home
players' satisfaction.

What features of Soul Calibur are you

most pleased with?

We made the game enjoyable to good

players as well as novices... and that's

our greatest satisfaction.

Dreamcast Magazine receives many
letters and emails from readers who
are raving about Soul Calibur. How do

you feel about the way in which the

title has been universally lauded as one

of the greatest videogames of all time?

We are very proud of it and it stimulates

us CO scare Che nexc projecc.

Were you completely happy with Soul

Calibur. or are there things you

would like to have changed or

perhaps added?

Developers are never fully satisfied with

a game that they have developed,

whatever the game is. The list of things

chac we would like Co improve cends Co

be numerous. For example, wichin Soul

Calibur. I would have liked Co have

increased Che originality of Che Time

Release Characcers. and also to have had

more variety in the Missions in Soul

Calibur's fWission Battle Mode.

What Soul Calibur character would you

like to be and why?

I want to be Goken as I am Japanese.

Namco has built an established

relationship with Sony over its ports

of the Tekken series and Soul Edge

on PlayStation. Why did you 'jump

ship' onto Sega's Dreamcast with

Soul Calibur?

The arcade version of Soul Calibur.

developed on System 12. had a vase

volume of data, including models for

each character motions and control files.

This made it physically impossible to

convert the arcade game onto other

hardware like the PlayStation. Under

these restrictive condicions, we found

that Che Dreamcast was Che only

hardware currently available on the

market that would be able to convert Che

game, be comparable Co Che original, and

also improve ic upon ic. It was at that

point, that we decided Co converc Soul

Calibur on Che Dreamcasc.

What do you make of the Dreamcast

as a home console, and was it easy to

develop for?

Dreamcast is superior in that it has the

power equivalent to one level higher Chan

ocher consoles and is well balanced as

well. In ocher words, it shows a great

screngch Co compuCe co-ordinates and

render polygons, which enables us to

estimate how many polygons it can

display which further facilitates

development. On the other hand, it

becomes harder to process them when a

large number of translucent polygons are

displayed at anyone time.

What games are you playing at the

moment?
1 am interested in online RPGs, and am
currencly playing Everquesc on PC.

Can you reveal to the readers of

Dreamcast Magazine if there any plans

for a Soul Calibur 2, Tekken Tag

Tournament or Time Crisis 2 for

Dreamcast?

No comment.

Namco's Greatest Hits

> The home of Pac-Man,

Namco has been

developing games For

years. Here's a fern you

may have heard oF...

Rie-is^Ats
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> Acclaim Entertainment has gone giveaway bonkers,

and is giving Dreamcast Magazine readers the chance o
winning either a copy of one of its latest Dreamcast

releases or a South Park woolly hat. We have five copies

each of Chef's Luv Shack, Re-Volt, Psychic Force 2012
and Shadow Man to giveaway, as well as 20 of the

aforementionedjaackiLSoiifh Park hats.

Iiiiii'i.'i'i

'inning one of these Acclaim-tastic

need do is answer the following simple question:

Which of the following is not an Acclaim Dreamcast title:

1 a) Chef's Luv Shack >

b) Psychic Force 2012
c) Acclaim's Alien Y2K Invasion ,

Send your correct answer on the back

of a postcard or sealed envelope to: ^
Acclaim's ¥2K Giveaway Competition i

Dreamcast IVIagazine

Paragon Publishing Ltd
'

Paragon House /
St Peter's Road /
Bournemouth /
BH1 2JS / -^

n

if\.

.

y

-c3nnc:i3£.t Meaqcs.^dne'

I^Q]
Janua

ip 1st,

..._ ..__,___-__ ^__. .., .
.,

.

J i^j.^ Employees of Paragon

. o -.
, , - -J - -.- M\\ be available in vvriting from

Paragon Publishing. The sponsors reserve the right to supply prizes of equivalent value rather

than those illustrated. No cash alternatives.

00-28:66 /;
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simplyc

FREE Christmas DeLluerijp*^
FREE ^50 money Orf Uouctiers
FREE Eirt lUrapping
Freephone oeoo ibq ;^se'^

yGAMes ^ Dreamcast
«i PC

games

i the best games
the lowest prices
0800 169 2304

games from: only £29.99 peripherals from: only £19.99

keyboard : only £19.99 price beating guarantee: of course

^1 H H M M H ^1 Trademarks and copyrights acknowledged. All prices correct at time of going to press. E&OE. H

http://www.simpiygames.co.ui(
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Hawk Manson returns and
Core step into the Dreamcast
arena, all guns blazing!^ /

Check out

the game
on-line at the software

company's website.

Find out who the publisher and
developer are, when it's out, how
many players and what
percentage complete the game is.

IVMINFO
Sega's unique memory card and
PDA has some unique features.

They are all detailed in this

special section, including

information on any mini-games
that can be downloaded into

the VM unit.



AWESOMEMOMENT
J .4 .—, •.. The latest games are always reviewed first in these

I
"TiiL .•'" hallowed pages. This month's hardy bunch of titles is no

A stand out moment from our
lengthy playtest of the game.

r* jfc.1

^J^

Fighting Force 2 42 Street Figliter Aipha 3

NBA Sliowtime 46 Worms Armageddon

Vigilante 8: Marvel Vs. Capcom

Second Offense 50 NFL2K

Worldwide Soccer 2000 54 Psychic Force 2012

NFL Quarterhacii Club

I — Tir!i-."^-i4lS

et Fighter Alpha 3 ^;2iiiiit=\ ^plnlbn-ii

wuLi.ci^ean-cas^.net.
,

out Calibur co a fight.

' always did have balls!

•J hpipiBJwen nswwtli^pB

,V,
I

•., If you own an import machine then this is where you
.'

.•* should focus your attention. Each month we scour the

globe to bring to you the latest reviews of games that only work

on those NTSC machines.

70 Glga Wings 75

72 Mal<enX

75 Jojo's Bizarre Adventure 75

S^^hu Chu Rocket!
Take cute Japanese -M-lt^ff.^'™. «>.« Iftf,« f«tN,ti«.^t.»«n-.,«<t.j

brain-blistering l-^^^it-"^'TTS^^' wn J) On CnaV inc fv* r-an »
njn:.re,..r->wsoM! I.^.o^

a piping-hot Chu Chu
Ro<ket! surprise. HTr^'^-^'r '*'-'''!"".

:''^^,"y",H^-X- Rocket ltiiTlieAi...AliBn! ll!^^;^Cfc".l^^?i
f fj, ffc-JK^b™WW. yx, 1.- i»l

. , ,, .... . .v.^^, YSntt ;nDBf/l Jt*« If-! CV

"V-i.- «.-->;..<. |--.T*OWhr "i-rcalfr..-! ,,.M- -i*i/lt»»J.
««|n^<«n KMt

RM, .mini iflfiuMi' . Tcff So.

-x^-k [^ Liv tvif imi irir MTV- e> *T« BWM.) «!¥«* aM-.
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Chu Chu Rocl<et

Zombie Revenge

Mini-Reviews

Let's Play Golf

DiSSMllEAM
.:• With a new Millennium just around the corner, and a new
Dreamcast Magazine team in place we thought we'd find out

what New Year resolutions this lot would be making...

^ Simon Phillips

»X iw '*I-Uu. Ci|w rtful in •w

"~| ^ ^"!J)l!l^ ,ftt;WB

I I I I I
1
1

*.V«.*
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You can find out all the essential information about a game by checking out
these icons.

Coming

soon!

Dl^ypffc llg|-|^qun drc:<9dc> £>tick ri&l-iinq pytioeSfcl fetpprintg vvMCPI jump ptsck

I reckon that I am going to get my haircut more
regularly next year.

Game Of The Month

Chu Chu Rocket!

Stuart Taylor

I would sort out the muppet who killed my
beloved spider plant via a rancid milk injection.

I've got your number monkey-boy!

Game Of The Monlh

Chu Chu Rocket!

Alex Warren
My resolution will be to give as good as I get -

the team just don't stop badgering me!

Game Ot The Monlh

Guinea Fowl

I would like the armies of the world to lay down
weapons as an act of peace.

Game Of The Month

Toy Commander

Lou Wells
I would launch a campaign against the person who
invented the song, Somebody Answer the Phone.

Game Of The Month

Toy Commander

Claire Kressinger

I would like to move out of the Dreamcast office

- the testosterone levels are too high!

Game Of The Month

Chu Chu Rocket!

m
^
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Get your bags and your
guns - it's time to save

the world again.
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The FMV sequences
throughout the game are
most impressive...

\ Hawk Mason the man who eats
.•' Four Weetabix for his breakfast is

back and he's right bacl< in Che thick of

the action as if he never left. After having

banished the evil Dr Zeng to the outer

regions of space in the first Fighting

Force he's back to tackle an even more

sinister enemy who is threatening the

world once again. This time your mission

is even more dangerous than before, as

you have to dabble in a touch of

governmental espionage to save the

world from the nefarious plans of the

Knackmiche Corporation who plan to use

genetically cloned soldiers to achieve

world domination. As ever, it is your job

to stop them before it's too late, but if

you screw up, you're on your own. Can

you take the heat?

Figliting Force 2 is almost

unrecognisable from its predecessor -

which can only be a good thing - as it

veers away from the now dated scrolling

shoot-'em-up and ambles towards the

third-person style of adventure gameplay

that has made the likes of Jorr)b Raider

and Shadow Man such successful

franchises. The game is sprawled over a

massive nine different stages, including: a

jungle base, prison, bio lab and tank

factory, which are then further subdivided

into yet more levels. Within these stages

you must solve puzzles and investigate the

corporation's base, collating information

that will help you solve the riddles and

mysteries that surround the genetic

cloning. All the environments are fully

interactive and fully destructible so you

can leave a trail of carnage behind you,

which is just as well, as that is the premise

of the game - destroy everything and save

the world. To help you on your mission of

mass destruction is an assortment of

weapons, from the standard handguns

and Uzi's to the more indulgent

flamethrowers and rocket launchers. Kill

and destroy are your only orders, after all,

it is one way to make a living.

Fighting Fit

Visually the game is mightily impressive

with a bucket-load of really cool little

effects; the light sourcing is gorgeous, as

are the perfectly realised explosions and

electrical pulses that help to create

convincing environment. The levels are

fantastically constructed and detailed and

even the slightly polygonal characters fail

to detract from the overall allure of the

game. The sound effects aren't bad either

and they're brilliantly complimented by the

virtually constant use of the rumble pack

which goes off at every explosion, gun

shot and lift movement, and considering

it's non-stop action it means that you'll be

rumbling all the way So as you shoot your

way through the mass of unwanted and

unpleasant denizens that pollute the game

M
,
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^ [1] Hawk starts liis exercise routine with some hlgli Iclcks to the riglit [2]

With a gun thai big It's best not to argue loo mucli. [3] Part two of Ills Irainiog was to

go up aod down Ibe ladder 50 limes. W Tbe explosions and llglil-sourcing In tbe game

look great. [5] The electrical pulses are particularly attractive.

[6] Even thougli It was three on one. Hawk ileciiles to

beat the living daylights oat ot the minilless trio. [7] It

was fireworks day come early tor Hawk.

you have an accompanying rumble to keep

you in rhythm. Killing, it would seem, has

^ never been so rewarding.

K Downforce
Unfortunately Fighting Force 2 is a rather

rough-hewn diamond. What could've

been a great game is hampered by a

crippling case of poor handling, a chronic

case of dodgy Al, as well as a minor dose

of the potentially debilitating disease

known as RSG (repetitive simplistic

gameplay). Being able to make Hawk
walk as if he were sober is a major



ROCKET

> One of the cool pieces

of destructive equipment
that Hawk gets to play

with is the delectable

rocket launcher Simply

point it at a target, wait

for the display to declare

that it is 'locked', and
pull the trigger. Bada-
boom. bada-bing!

challenge, and to make Inim kick and

punch so that he actually hits his target is

an even bigger challenge which all too

often ends up with a controller being

tossed angrily to the floor

The same goes for the Al. which is

virtually non-existent; you can enter

rooms filled with guards who you might

expect to make some kind of attempt to

pump you full of lead. Well you'd be

wrong. One or two might take a little bit

of notice and might let off a shot or two,

but never do you get filled with that

adrenaline rush that makes you feel as if

your life is constantly at risk - in short, it

all becomes a bit tedious. All of these

unpolished aspects mercilessly gnaw away

at the soul of the game leaving behind a

tired husk of a game. The puzzles hardly

test the grey jelly between your ears and

it's not too hard to work out what you

have to do most of the time. It's all a bit

too simplistic and cliched to say the least.

Overall. Fighting Force 2 is fun to play and

looks great, it's just not a game that you

will find yourself being totally engrossed

in and addicted to for long.

Alex Warren

[8] Hawk gave out a beating with his iron rod. [I] The 3D

environments look lantasllc. [10] Another expiosion, another

death. . . ail in a days wori( for Mr Manson. [11] Hawl(

WM hiowing np oii drums just for a laugh.

"Killing, it

would seem,

has never

been so

rewarding..."

It is a good sign that Core

Design has signed up for

the Dreamcast, and whilst

Fighting Force 2 is an

entertaining romp, its lack

of depth means that it

doesn't have that all

essential staying power The

graphics and sound effects

are top notch, giving the

wafer-thin gameplay
elements a much-needed

boost, however, it could

have really done with

additional gaming modes to

add some longevity... here's

hoping Core releases Tomb
Raider: Last Revelation on

Dreamcast soon!

Stuart Taylor

e Siii)listlc piziles

eOilEil gameplay aid

slomllne

eCGitnllsi'llDDM

VISUALS 83%

SOUNDS 72%

GAMEPLAY 70%

VALUE 77%

DM Rating 74%
Ejumminq up
Although Fighting Force 2 has

some impressive visual effects, its

gameplay and control leave the

player ultimately unsatisfied.

alterrncgfivF'lig >

> Shadow Man
Resident Evil 2

Issue h Drpdmccast Mt3Qc3.^ln6> 'iS
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Dribble, dribble,

dribble, dribble,

dril^ble, dribble,

bounce, bounce,
bounce, bounce,
bounce, bounce, spit,

shoot - basketball,

simple huh?
\ It .seems that the popularity or -

§.•** basketball has risen meteorically in

the last Few years and, although it's

yet to reach the astronomical heights

that it has achieved in the US, it's

malting progress, albeit slowly: There

has yet to be a basketball game for any

console that has caused such a sensation

that it's been able to turn the sport into

more than just a sport,. but a religion as it

is across the Atlantic. But that was before

the power of the Dreamcast and before

the indisputable might of Midway's NBA

"Entertainment doesn't

got much more enjoyable

orli^tisfying than this!"



(fimofimRmt;
Slam-dunking is the name
of the game, and there are j^

plenty of ways to do it. F

owlime: NBA On NBC
Showtime. To put it in a word NBA
Showtime is a great game, despite some

obvious deficiencies. But even with tinese

failings this is a game that just strides on

through it all and up the steep and

precarious mountain of greatness until it

reaches the top and straddles the world.

Prepare to be stunned. Prepare to be

awed. Prepare to have some of the best

fun of your hereto empty and soulless life.

Bouncing Balls
Much is said about arcade to Dreamcast

ports (it's a port of NBA Jam), but NBA
Showtime is a lesson in how to do it to

perfection. The gameplay is all that you'd

expect from an arcade game - it's

addictive and incredibly good fun to play

Entertainment doesn't get much more

enjoyable or satisfying than this. In fact

it's so good that it's virtually impossible

to describe the joys and pleasure that

radiate out and filter through the air

when you sit down with this game.

Utopia it could well be.

A large amount of this pleasure derives

straight from the graphics which not only

look fantastic but they also move along

at a slicker than slick rate (especially in

the 60fps option). There's no slowdown

whatsoever and the game is bursting at

the seams with action, outrageous moves

and slam-dunks aplenty. The rest of the

near orgasmic pleasure emitted by NBA
Showtime is gleaned from the chaotic,

outlandish, ludicrous and extravagant

gameplay. The game mixes the real life

action of the court with a large dose of

some of the most preposterous slam-

dunks and moves this side of the galaxy.

All this madness is topped off with a

sugar coating of all the usual special

features and options that are packed into

the majority of Midway's games, features

that make games like this and NFL Blitz

so fine. There's an 'On Fire' mode as well

as sweet spots on the courts and secret

power-ups... and of course there's the

now legendary 'Big Head' mode - an

absolute must for any game. Add to all

of that all the ridiculous cheats and other

hidden features and you'll find yourself

glued to your Dreamcast for days on

end. All these build up to create a game
that is simply great fun to play Nothing

more, nothing less.

Slam Dunking
The game boasts a full NBC licence and

has a giant sized 1^5 individual players

- including all your favourite players -

from the NBA as well as over 30

Issue ^
I
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> At the end of each match you're put

on the spot and have to answer a

basketball trivia question, which is a

cool little touch to the game.

different courts, some real some

fantasy. Rather than opting for full team

play. NBA Showtime gives you full two-

on-two action which means that the

courts are less crowded. This gives you

more scope for outlandish moves and

there's no slow down as there doubtless

would have been if they had tried to

cram two full teams onto the court. The

best thing about this is that when you

play it in four-player mode the CPU has

nothing to do but commentate on the

action, and this is where the game really

shines. Four times the players, four times

the pleasure.

However, every silver lining has a cloud

and as great as NBA Showtime may be, it

still has its faults. Criminally the game only

features one mode of play - single match

play - so there's no Championship mode,

no Practice mode and no other mode to

speak of. The loading times add another

minus point to the game, but that's only a

minor flaw. Likewise the commentary, as

good as it might be, does tend to get a

little repetitive at times - although after

you've been playing long enough, you'll be

making your own commentary anyway, so

that doesn't really count. Even so. these

detrimental features far from kill NBA:

Showtime due to its aforementioned

gameplay and addictive nature, meaning

that they hardly detract from the overall

might of a game that is just too good to

be toppled.

Alex Warren

Basketball, shmarketball!

Personally, the only American

videogame that I've actually

enjoyed playing before was
Baseball on the ill-fated

Nintendo 6A. However, I was
royally surprised at how
much fun NBA Showtime

from Midway turned out to

be. You don't have to be a

Shaquille O'Neal to be able

to play Midway's top BB
Sim, as it's designed in such

a way that dimwits like me
can get straight onto the

court with a minimum
amount of fuss. Oh, and my
NBA Showtime alter-ego

Crispy The Horse is based

upon what my ex-girlfriends

thought of me... honest!

Stuart Taylor

e Here's I dislinctu

d! modes glpliy

e CMHlai) gets i

lltllereietltlve

OSIowUingllies

VISUALS 89%

SOUNDS__„™™ 84%

GAMEPUT 95%

VALUE 73%

DIVI Rating 90%
summinq up

This is undoubtedly a great

game due to the Fact that it is

fantastic fun to play, despite the

fact that it has a restricted

amount of modes of play.

c3lte>rnc3t"ivplLj >

NFL Blitz 2000

NBA 2K

'iS
I
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\ Dreamcast Magazine has teamed
,<* up with Midway, publishers of Che

fantastic basketball game NBA Showtime:

NBA On NBC, to offer you an exclusive

chance of winning one of 20 copies of the

game. Winner of our very own Dreamcast

Ultra Award, NBA Showtime is a game

that you don't want to miss out on.

And what do you have to do to win

your very own copy? Simply tell us where

the ball is in this screen using an 'X' and

you could become another addicted

basketball fan.

Once you think you Icnow where the

ball is send your answers to:

NBA Showtime Competition

Dreamcast IVIagazine

Paragon Publishing Ltd

Paragon House

St Peter's Road

Bournemouth

BH1 2JS

The editor's decision is final. No
correspondence will be entered into.

Employees of Paragon Publishing or its

sponsers Midway may not enter. The
winners will be available in writing from

Paragon Publishing. The sponsers

reserve the right to supply prizes of

equivalent value rather than those

illustrated. No cash alternatives.

Mime
Win a copy of NBA Showtime: NBA On NBC

Name

Address

Postcode

Tel

>lf you don't want to receive related material tick this box. D

endenwe

Aanoaw
\™
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Publisher

Developer

Origin

Price

Genre

Release

Activision

LuxoFlux Corp

America

£39.99

Shoot- 'em-up

December
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> has to be

!

Sieved with a mightH
npresslve FMV sequence.

Armageddoi
fcome to the ro

of America - ai

you ready fo
"^

nuclear fali-c

"Never ha

gang warfa

been so violQDt

m and so-

destructive!

\ It's 1975 and a war is raging

.*' across tlie once peaceful suburbs

of America. Streets are deserted, fire's

rage as homes and shops smoulder away

before collapsing into a pile of charcoal,

wood and ash. There is a deathly silence

in the air - there Is no life here, it's all

been destroyed, left as a poignant

reminder of the on-going war of the

roads of America between two fiercely

opposed gangs, as if it is no more than a

calling card. Never has gang warfare

been so violent and so destructive, and

it's set to happen all over again, only this

time the stakes are higher and the

destruction is going to be even more

destructive and cataclysmic than last

time. Prepare yourselves for the second

offense - it's going to be messy.

Apocalypse Now
Messy it might be, but it's going to be a

whole lotta fun in the making. Pacifists

stay away this is one for the masochists

and those with a penchant for annihilation

and extermination. We're back in the

Seventies with Slick Clyde and his Coyotes,

a group of desperadoes who are out for

some severe revenge for their ignominious

defeat at the hands of rival gang, the

Vigilantes, in 1975. It's a grudge that's

been born a long time by Slick and his

cronies and only now, with the aid of a

time machine, has he been able to go

about inflicting his bitter revenge and

eradicate the memory which has haunted

him for too long. Now it's time...

Issue ^
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"Everything about Vigilante 8: Second

Offense is ridiculousiy fantastic!"

Vigilance 8: Second Offense plumps you

right slap bang In the middle of what can

only be termed as an apocalypse of

explosions and cross-fire with something

even bigger just waiting to erupt... and

that could just be you. You know that

you're in the presence of a battlefield (and

greatness) as soon as the fabulously

rendered Intro movie kicks in, with

explosions going off left, right and centre

as Slick and his crew burst back into the

1 970's in a way only seen before in Back

To T77e Future, armed to the teeth and

ready for some serious action. And action's

what you get in abundance as it crams into

every little polygon on the screen and in

doing so makes a scene that is begging to

explode. In other words, it's manic.

You get to control of one of 1

8

different and totally individual vehicles

and characters you must skit around the

various areas destroying anything that

moves and blowing up anything else that

doesn't. There's the Flying All-Star Trio in

their Dakota Stunt Cycle, Astronaut Bob

O in his Moon Trekker Molo in his Blue

Burro Bus and John Torque in the

Thunderbolt all of whom have individual

attributes and perform differently The

action takes place in 1 2 different

locations splattered around America,

including Arizona, Louisiana, Florida,

Alaska and Utah and all have their own

distinct features which add to the overall

mayhem that surrounds and envelops you.

Road Rage
Extra in

All Che fighting

environments in the game
are real locations in

America - the Florida area

is based at the Cape
Canaveral space station.

Although it was originally

touted that 1/8; Second
Offense might support

network play, sadly this is

not the case.

[1] All you have to do is aim, tiie and

destroy. [2] Try not to get caught in the

cross-tire, your lite is at stake. [3] He

was sure there was sometliliig In the pipeline, hut

wasn't sure what II was. [4] Tills could be

right out of Easy Rider, mayhe.

There are three options of play in one

player mode - Arcade, Quest and Survival -

all of which create a state of chaos within

a matter of seconds. In arcade mode you

must destroy the other vehicles before

they blow you to microscopic pieces and

back to the 21 st Century, and as many

buildings that you care to destroy - just

for the hell of it, of course. In the Quest

mode the purpose and outcome are just

the same only this time you must find a

couple of items as well; and in Survival

mode you just have to, well, survive, and

we all know that the best way to do that

is to destroy them before they do the

same to you. The action throughout is

nothing short of anarchy as you go about

your business of 'kill and destroy', and of

course there's a whole host of weaponry

which you can add to an ever growing

arsenal as you drive around.

There are mortars, canons, machine

guns, missiles, rockets, flamethrowers,

mines as well as shields and upgrades -

you name it this game's got it. Add to that

a whole load of other character and vehicle

specific 'specials' and you have what can

only be defined as a moving bomb just

waiting to blow. But it's not all driving

either as you can transform your vehicle so

that it can go on water and hover above

the ground giving you a much-needed

advantage over your would-be destroyers.

But the delights of V8: Second Offense

aren't just a solitary affair as you can bask

in the pleasures with up to four other souls

who are seeking for a way to indulge their

appetite for destruction. With two players

you can either team up in a quest or go at

it head to head with each other whereas

with four players you can either have a

four way battle, battle in teams of two and

even revel in a game of cat and mouse. The

combinations are almost endless, and the

pleasure is infinite.

But even that isn't the best feature of

the game. Where the game really shines is
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in the fact that not only does it have

some fantastic gamely but it lool<s great

too. With so much going on you might

expect a load of graphical deficiencies and

tonnes of slow down. But you'd be

wrong, it all moves along at a

frighteningly quick pace and apart from

occasional pop-up and the odd dodgy

camera angle, it's arcade-paced action all

the way to the bank. Explosions even look

like the real thing for a change. To put the

icing on the cake the soundtrack perfectly

compliments the game with a mix of

seventies funk and high-speed beats

providing the perfect backdrop to the

adrenaline filled action. It could almost be

gaming perfection. Almost, but not quite

due to the frustrating and ultimately

infuriating control of the vehicles which

take a while to comprehend and even

longer to master But then nothing's ever

perfect, not even this.

Topltumps
Although already granted a life on the

PlayStation, the Dreamcast version of

Vigilante 8: Second Offense is vastly

superior in every shape, size and form.

Everything about it is ridiculously fantastic

- the gameplay the game's concept, the

action, the graphics, the music, the

expanse - everything, and it puts previous

Incarnations to shame. As a genre, the

game is unique on the Dreamcast and by

virtue of that it demands a place in your

game collection. It isn't your run-of-the-

mill racing game, your typical shoot-'em-

up or even a banal action/adventure game
but something completely inimitable and

unique. The fact that it's a great game is

just a bonus.

Alex Warren

Vigilante 8: Second Offense

offers no more and no less

Chan previous incarnations on

other consoles. The only

major difference is the fact

that this is certainly the best

looking of the series.

However, despite Alex's

enthusiasm, I can't help but

feel that just like every other

version of the game, you'll

play it to death for a while

and then it will be left to

gather dust.

That's not to say the

V8:Second Offense isn't great

fun because it is, and For a

short-term blast this is

certainly one of the most

entertaining games to have

arrived on the Dreamcast -

just don't expect to be

playing it forever

Simon Phillips
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Publisher Sega

Developer Silicon Dreams

Origin UK

Price £39.99

Genre Sports

Release November
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Pass, pass, tackle,

scratch bollocks, pass,

run around a bit, tackle,

spit, pass and shoot.

There you have it - the

game of Football!

•., Football has often been given tlie

.'* title of the 'beautiful game', no

doubt for the grace and style that flows

through it like a river of ambrosia

through the heavens above. But vuait a

moment, did someone forget to tell Sega

that it was a beautiful game? Because by

the looks of Sega Worldwide Soccer

2000 it certainly seems as if someone

did forget to let them in on this not so

little secret. So instead of a beautiful

simulation we get a damn ugly looking

game, albeit one with depth and

personality But that doesn't matter,

we're only interested in looks because

we're blokes and shallow like that.

Sega Worldwide Soccer 2000 offers

what can only be described as a

VM
inrornndtion

Logo during pIcSLj

As well as displaying the logo

during the game For some
matches you will even get the

name and number or the player

on the ball. Exciting stuff!
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How to score that elusive

winning goal - pay
attention at the back!

Worldwide

er 2000#
[1] Even Ginola's magic couldn't save Snuis. [2] Left, at right?

[3] Sclioles snuclf In and burled the ball in the net.

c ont i nued ..
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phenomenal amount of options of play

and teams to romp around the park

with, which is a good start at least.

There are various Cups, Leagues and

Tournaments to be won, internationally

as well as nationally, and so at least

you're not going to get bored with it in a

hurry. Frustrated yes, bored no.

You can play in any of the home
leagues of England, Scotland, Holland,

Italy and France as well as a whole host

of others, including bizarrely enough

America. With a league chosen you can

then choose any of the top flight teams

to control, manage and all that sort of

stuff and nonsense, and yes,

Manchester United are there, as are

Watford. The international list of teams

is just as impressive, including all the

minnow nations as well as the Brazils

and Argentines of this world. In other

words you could be here a long time if

you're desperate enough to win

absolutely everything on offer... and

can put up with the mind numbingly

horrendous visuals.

The Ugly Game
If we were to stop there this game would

be fantastic, such is it's depth. However,

unfortunately it's not because you

actually have to play the game, and only

then do you realise that it's not going to

be as good as you first thought. If I said

it looked bad I would be lying. If I said

that it looked horrendous I would only

just be touching on the truth. Visually

Sega Worldwide Soccer 2000 is appaling,

and that really is all that can be said

about it. The audio is just as bad with

some of the worst commentary that

you're likely to hear. So when they say

that it was a great goal, it's hard to

believe them, such is their enthusiasm.

Ugh. ugh, ugh!

The horror doesn't stop there as it

doesn't just look like the back end of a

horse it also plays like one too. The

words 'football' and 'fast' should be

synonymous - not where this game is

concerned though. The players and the

action are as stagnant and sluggish as the

team from the local residential caring

home after a pint of Red Bull and vodka

- and just as unresponsive. Where's the

fun in that?

A football game should be fast, furious

and fun to play, but Sega's attempt

doesn't really qualify for any of the above.

Instead it's just plain old dull, mindless

and prosaic. So what if it's got character

and depth, because without looks and

verve it's worth next to nothing! So yet

again we find Sega shooting themselves

in the foot by producing a totally sub-

standard sports game for which they can

have no excuse.

Alex Warren

GroMS^^Ij'
There are over 170 teams to

play In Sega Worldwide

Soccer 2000.

There are, hovuever, only ten

dirrerent stadiums to play in.

Right at the bottom of the

International team list is a

team called Silicon Dreams -

the name of the game's
developers.

Young Alex has been a mite

unfair on the relative merits

of Worldwide Soccer 2000.

Certainly the graphics are a

little garish in places and it is

true that that Trevor

Brookings commentary

begins to grate.

Houuever, in every other

department it trounces tiie

rush-job that mas UEFA
Soccer Whilst it may not t>e

comparable to to say, ISS '99

or even the latest Fifa

offering, it is far and away
tfie best football game to

grace the Dreamcast thus far.

Overall, Worldwide Soccer

2000 is a solid, playable

football game that warrants

your attention.

Simon Phillips
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IF Football is supposed to be a

fast. Free flowing and enjoyable

sport then this game couldn't

possibly be termed as football,

sorry, soccer
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QAMUFRONT
your source for the cheapest products around
www.gamefront.co.uk - mail@gamefront.co.uk

MAILO RDER
GAME FRONT
PO BOX 83

MANCHESTER
MI4 6ET
TEL: 0700 2020020
FAX: 0700 2030020

SHOP
NEW EAST GAMES
87 PRINCESS STREET
MANCHESTER
Ml 4HT
TEL/FAX: 0161 228 0070
SHOP PRICES MAY VARY FROM
MAILORDER

£CALL

GAMES £41.99 UNLESS OTHERWrSE STATED

POWERSTONE POP'N'MUSIC BLUE STINGER SUPER SPEED
£44.99 RACING t44.99

HOUSE OF THE MARVEL VS
DEAD £CALL CAPCOM

MONACO CP

^
SEGA RALLY

SCART LEAD £14.99

GET BASS
U4.99

PURU PURU PAK £24.99

REPLACEMENT CASES £19.99

lASER MNTHER STANDARD GAMARS GAMARS MOVIE

OI.99 AND PEDALS PAD «.99 "O^'^ CARD REMOTE

£19 9f CARD £39.99 CONTROL
£14.99

GAMARS MOVIE CARD 003
(INCLUDING SCART LEAD) £39.99
GAMARS PASSWORD CHEAT CARTRIDGE £14.99
NTSC-PAL CONVERTOR £14.99
I MB SONY MEMORY CARD £7.99
2MB MEMORY CARD £9.99
4MB MEMORY CARD £12.99
LINK CABLE £5.99
JOYPAD EXTENSION CABLE £5.99
STEREO G-CON SCART LEAD £5.99
LATEST JAP/U.S GAMES £CALL
POCKET STATION £CALL
POCKET SKY £1 1.99

VCDs ALL £14.99
ALIEN
ALIENS
ALIEN RESURRECTION
ANASTASIA
ARMAGEDDON
AS GOOD AS IT GETS
BLADE
BUG'S LIFE

CITY OF ANGELS
DEEP RISING

DOUBLE TEAM
DR. DOOLITTLE
EVER AFTER
FUTURE SPORT
GODZILLA
HALLOWEEN H2O
I STILL KNOW...

KNOCK OFF
LETHAL WEAPON 4

LION KING 2

LOST IN SPACE
MASK OF ZORRO
MORTAL KOMBAT:
ANNIHILATION

FOR A FULL
SEND

MULAN
NEGOTIATOR
PERFECT MURDER
PRACTICAL MAGIC
RONIN
RUSH HOUR
SIX DAYS SEVEN NIGHTS
SOLDIER
SPECIES 2

SPHERE
THERE'S SOMETHING
ABOUT MARY
TITANIC
TOY STORY
US MARSHALS
WEDDING SINGER
X-FILES THE MOVIE
YOU'VE GOT MAIL

COMING SOON
THE FACULTY
MIGHTY JOE YOUNG
HUSH
HOLY MAN
ENEMY OF THE STATE

LIST, PLEASE
ASAE

ALL PRICES INCLUDE P&P TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME

NEWAGE
CONSOLES LTD

JUST KEEPS ON GROWING !!!

SALES 0181-686-1680 www.newageconsoies.coin

WHOLESALE ENQLIRIES • PHONE THE MANAGEMENT TEL: 0181 686 7700 FAX: 0181 686 0200

28.1-28.!A HIGH STREET, CROYDON, SURREY. CRO IQH.

MACHINES
UK CONSOLE WITH SCART LEAD + GAME ECALL
U.S CONSOLE WITH SCART LEAD + GAME + STEPDOWN £239.00
JAP CONSOLE WITH SCART LEAD + GAME + STEPDOWN £199.00

We can modify your machine to play all region games for £20
Free modification given every console purchased

CALL FOR OTHER TITLES
LOTS OF S.C HAND GAMES IN STOCK

GAMES

JW US JAP

AIR FORCE DELTA . eCALL £44.99 S,

BLUE STINGER ECALL £44.99 £29.99
BUGGY HEAT ECALL £44.99 £39.99
CRAZY TAXI - £CALL £47.99
D2 - ECALL £47.99
DYNAMITE COP ECALL ECALL £34.99
ESPION AGENTS . ECALL £29.99
EVOLUTION ECALL £44.99
EXPENDABLE ECALL ECALL £34.99
FRAME GRIDE ECALL £29.99
GET BASS CWITH ROD) ECALL ECALL £59.99
GIANT GRAM £47.99
GIGA WINGS ECALL £47.99
HOUSE OF THE DEAD (WITH GUN) ECALL ECALL £69.99
HYDRO THUNDER ECAa £44.99
JEREMY McGRATH SUPERCROSS ECALL £44.99
JO JO'S ADVENTURE . ECALL £44.99

MARVEL V CAPCOM ECAa £44.99 £34.99
METROPOLIS STREET RACER ECALL ECALL ECALL
MORTAL KOMBAT GOLD ECALL E44.99 ECALL
POWERSTONE ECALL £44.89 £44.99

'ilWiH

DREAMCAST ACCESSORIES
(NOTE: ALL ACCESSORIES ARE UNIVERSAU

ARCADE STICK E38.00

CONTROL PAD E19.00

KEYBOARD £20.00

LIGHT GUN ECALL
SCART LEAD £12.00

STEERING WHEEL £38.00

VMS £19.00

VHSIFAD £15.00

PREORDER YOUn NEW
RELEASES TO GUARANTEE A
COPY ON THE DAY (SUBJECT
TO A E5 DEPOSIT)

RAINBOW SIX ECALL E44.99 £47.99
READY TO RUMBLE ECALL £44.99 £47.99
RESIDENT EVIL 2 ECALL £47.99
RESIDENT EVIL: CODE VERONICA ECALL £47.99
SEGA GT ECALL £47.99
SEGA RALLY 2 ECALL £44.99 £39.99
SECSA WORLDWIDE SOCCER ECALL ECALL ECALL
SHENMUE ECALL £47.99
SHU SHU ROCKET (WITH CONTROLLER) ECALL ECALL
SONIC ADVENTURE ECALL £44.99 £29.99
SOUL CALIBUR ECALL £44.99 £47.99
SOUL FIGHTER ECALL £44.99 £47.99
SPACE GRIFFON ECALL £44.99
SPEED DEVIL ECALL £44.99 £47.99
STAR GLADIATOR 2 ECALL £47.99
STREET FIGHTER ZERO 3 ECALL £44.99 £39.99
SUPER MONACO GP ECALL £44.99 £34.99
SUPER SPEED RACING ECALL £44.99 £19.99
TOY COMMANDER ECALL ECALL
TRICKSTYLE ECALL £44.99
UEFA STRIKER ECALL ECALL ECALL
VIRTUAL FIGHTER 3 ECALL £44.99 £29.99
VIRTUAL ON 2 ECALL £47.99
VIRTUA STRIKER 2 ECALL ECALL £47,99
ZOMBIE REVENGE ECALL £47.99

OPENING HOURS Q.OOam 6.30pin MON-SAT Z.OOpni . Spm SUN (PHONE 0181-668.0289)
SCNO VOUn CHEQUCS OR POHTAL ORDERS TO N.A.C,

PLEASE CAU. BF.FOR6 S6N0IN0 CHEQUES AND POSTAL OBD6HS FOn »NV
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Virgin Interactive

Capcom

Japan

£39.99

Beat-'em-up

Out now
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street Fighter
Few would challenge Soul Calibur to a fight,

but then Street Fighter always did have balls!

Hyper uppercut

\ Few things are as certain

.•* nowadays as the 'grandfather' of

beac-'em-ups making an appearance on a

new console, and we sure didn't have to

wait long for the cobwebs to be dusted

off this game! Street Fighter hits the

Dreamcast, but this isn't the eagerly-

awaited Street Fighter III unfortunately,

but the latest in the souped-up 2-D

legacy that has been hassling the

PlayStation for the past few years. The

result is a game that is still rich in comic-

book pummellings. but looks hideously

out of its depth perched on the

Dreamcast platform.

It could be argued that this game acts

as a savoury stop-gap and serves to

remind players that Street Fighter can

still hold its own against the 3-D

upstarts, in theory at least. The reality of

it all though, is that the Dreamcast

owners that have splashed out the cash

for next generation technology and

gaming will no doubt regard this as little

more than something unpleasant that has

been trodden in. and left to dry in the

grooves on the soles of trainers the

world over To be fair though, despite

looking like a sprightly grandad, this

game still packs a decent enough punch.

Split into a wide assortment of gaming

modes, Sfreef Fighter Alpha 3. apart from

the undeniable fun to be had in the after-

pub two-player Versus mode, is best

played in the new (to this number in the

series anyway) World Tour mode. In this,

players must choose a character from a

tally of 33 and send them off travelling

the globe in search of opponents to

smack-up. Each port of call brings fresh

new adversaries who must be disposed of

in order to move on to the next and beef-

up your fighter's powers. The more fights

you win, the more powers become

available to your character This comes in

especially handy for later on when you

have to take-on two, three and even four
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Akuma's Raging Demon
super-combo. Very hard to

execute, but very satisfying! ,.«rji^"'*---:^ ?3»>^L'
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Alphas
opponents at once... well, they take it in

turns to attack you, but you only get one

energy bar to wipe-out the lot.

Okay, so we've established the fact

that this game is distinctly last-gen in

terms of visuals, but the one true

element that has remained true to all

Sfreef Fighter games over the console

generations is that it is hugely addictive,

and this garish eye-sore is no different.

With the format and commands being as

old as the proverbial hills means that

anyone can pick it up and play and

instantly know most of the moves for

every character, because they haven't

changed. What has changed though is

the shape of the joypad you're playing it

with though, and it has to be said that

the Dreamcast kite-handle isn't the best

utensil to use. The size of it means that

getting to the hard-hitting shoulder-

buttons isn't easy - especially if you opt

for the noble ancient Sfreef Fighter

control method of favouring the D-pad

over these new-fangled analogue sticks!

Of course, you can re-configure the

buttons, but that will instantly lose you

respect in the inner Sfreef Fighter circles.

Soul destroying
Sfreef Fighter Alpha 3. like the previous

Alpha games, has slowly built on the

extravagant combo system that was

installed in Sfreef Fighter II all those

years ago. In this latest incarnation, you

can opt to fight using three different

power gauges. These are fuelled when

you string moves together and once

'maxed' a tricky bit of joypad

manoeuvring will unleash a super combo

move. If these crowd-pleasers don't

finish your opponent off amidst a hail of

tear-jerking connections and a flash of

light, then they'll serious wind them,

provided they connect in the first place

of course. The gauges in question are

called 'ISMs' and the three on offer date

back from Super Sfreef Fighter II Turbo to

Sfreef Fighter Alpha 2. They're

complicated to explain, but Street Fighter

aficionados will take to them like a

bouncer to a p'ssed student.

To its credit, Sfreef Fighter Alpha 3 is

coin-op perfect and practically devoid

of the painful loading times that

plagued the PlayStation version. It's not

new by any means and it won't impress

the masses much, but if it's a good,

solid fighting game you crave with

weeks of lastability, then you could do a

lot worse than picking a fight with the

oldest brawler in town!

Ryan Butt

Just like Marmite you're

gonna either love Street

Fighter Alpha 3 with a

passion or hate it with a

vengeance, with no in-

between. Personally, I

would be of the latter

persuasion as this is the

sort of game which should

stay banished from the

glorious realms of the

Dreamcast. Street Fighter

was a great game on the

SNES but on the Dreamcast

it's like a minnow
swimming with the sharks

of Soul Calibur and Ready 2

Rumble. Anyone foolish

enough to spend money on

this deserves to suffer for

their stupidity.

Alex Warren

[4] We can think Of far

simpler methods tor coming

onto a bloke! [5] Dan

cowers as Ken flurries...

[61 The big wrestler

prepares to grapple!

every duel Id Mil.
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VISUALS 55%

SOUNDS 50%

GAMEPLAY 90%

VALUE 05%

DMRafing 84%*
&LjmmlnQ up
Go beyond the retro look and

you'll find a compelling fighting

game that is holding back the

years and showing the 3-D posse a

thing or two about street fighting!
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Armageddon has come
at last. The world is

coming to an end and
worms are in the

throws of power.

•., It seems that Worms has become
.*' some kind of national institution

such is their all-conquering presence

across a spectrum of games machines.

But now it's making its way to the all-

powerful Dreamcast and this time it's

not just war, it's Armageddon. The end

of the world is nigh. You know the score

by now - command a small group of

rebellious worms who are intent on

destroying everything they come across

as well as anybody who dares try and

gets in their way.

Worms Armageddon retains all the

charm and appeal of its predecessors

as well as the simplistic gameplay that

has endeared it to many a games

player, despite its transition to the

Dreamcast. But what this also means Is

that there isn't much advancement in

the graphical side of things either -

indeed this could be any Worms game
on any games console at any time. In

other words it's nothing that we
haven't seen before, but that's not

necessarily a bad thing as it's still great

fun to play, maybe not on your own,

but with a group of friends where you

can plan your tactics and initiate your

opposition's ultimate downfall. All the

usual options of play are on offer -

Missions, Death matches and

multiplayer mode as well as a training

"It is, to all Intents and

purposes, a case of

or be killed!"
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There are loads of ways to

kill and they're all great.

Here are our favourites.

s Armageddon

mode where you can hone your

murderous ways and exercise your

throwing arm and trigger finger in

preparation for the final showdown.

With the added ability of being able to

create your own personalised bunch of

barbarous and gun wielding worms, it's

a game with such appeal as to have

you totally absorbed.

As a game, Worms Armageddon takes

our carnal instincts and natural penchant

for destruction and killing and gives

them an arena to go and indulge

themselves where there is no law and

where no one's going to tell you what

you can and can't do. There is only one

rule in this game and that is to kill and

destroy. It is, to all intents and purposes,

a case of kill or be killed and the survival

not of the fittest, but of the most

cunning. The pleasures of this are made

all the more indulgent and satisfying

with a whole new and even bigger

arsenal of weapons of massive

destruction and there are over 50 of

them. All the old favourites like the

cluster bombs and exploding sheep are

here, but they're complimented by the

equally masochistic skunk attack.

baseball bat and mole bomb, which are

just as satisfying as anything else that

we've seen before, if not more so.

Indeed the most satisfying 'kill' never

has been and never will be with a

weapon, but a simple prod of the finger

off the edge of a cliff into the depths of

the water below. It might be sick, but

who cares when it's this much fun.

Visually the Worms Armageddon hardly

troubles the Dreamcast's graphical

capacity, opting for the 2-D backdrops

and action. Not that that's a bad thing,

as you hardly notice it as you fully

immerse yourself in your wicked and

butcherous ways. But whereas the

graphics are static, the comments that

come from the little worms' mouths are

lively and sprightly, a feature made all

the more apparent by the choice of what

kind of accent they have, from Scouser

and Brummie to Geezer and Rushki. All

told. Worms Armageddon offers nothing

new to the gamer, doesn't even look as if

it should belong on the Dreamcast but -

and this is a big but - it is great fun to

play with a group of friends.

Armageddon is indeed coming.

Alex Warren

[4] Pie sheep might look all sweet and tlufty, hut It sure

ain't [5] A pestilence hail killed all humans hut the

worms lived on. [6] It was time lor a hit ot karate action.

As ever, Team 1 7 have

delivered the goods. Worms
Armageddon is the Finest and

most enjoyable of the series

and of the console versions,

the Dreamcast's is easily the

most complete. Combining

the best elements from the

previous incarnations Worms
Armageddon Fitting tribute

to the series.

Off the top oF our heads,

we can't think oF any other

game that oFFers as much Fun

and long-term multiplayer

enjoyment as Worms
Armageddon.

However, if you have any

other version, on any other

platform, then you might

want to think twice beFore

you shell out another £40.

VISUALS 70%

SOUNDS 74%

GAMEPLAY 86%

VALUE 75%

DMRaling73%
£>unvTilnQ up

It might seem a strange game to

be on the Dreamcast, but Worms
Armageddon is all you would
expect it to be - nothing more,
nothing less.

Toy Commander
Incoming
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Manrel Vs
It's the biggest fight of the century - join the

greats of beat-'em-up history as they bash the

living daylights out of each other!

ft ^n^f^BBnES [1] They don't call iilin Juggernaut tor nothing. . . look

out! [21 Ooh, now that's going to leave a mark! [3] Take

that - pow! [4] Anything Ryu can do, I can do better!

Mc3rve»l Vsj
C<3p(=onn

Publisher

Developer

Origin

Price

Genre

Release

. n , ^

Virgin Interactive

Capcom

Japan

£39.99

Fighting

Out now

Tour players. isrceade E>tick:

f

.fctlfclBiyiMUII

•._ Well, it's tliat time of year again
.•*' when tlie top bods at Capcom HQ
put their collective minds together and

bring us another quality... fighting game.

Call us mildly cynical, but could it be that

the word 'originality' doesn't exist in the

Japanese language? Nevertheless, when
the people behind the Sfreet Fighter

series stick to their predictable guns,

they do it with style and thankfully this is

no exception._

Right, from the moment you turn on

Marvel Vs Capcom, you'll be able get into

it as if you've been playing it for ages... as

long as you're even vaguely familiar with

any of the Street Fighter games. It's got

enough in common with Capcom's other

long line of fighting titles to make it easily

accessible and yet provides sufficient new
touches to prevent people from saying it's

nothing more than a rehash of old ideas...

well, most people anyway.

Tag Team Action
Taking cues from earlier arcade titles like

Marvel Vs Street Fighter, you've got the

opportunity to pick a team of two

characters and then switch between

them freely during the fight (unlike on

'other' machines...). Now though, you've

also got to pick an third random ally as

well, who can be called In to wreak havoc

for a few seconds before nipping off

again. Smart.

"Press a few buttons and

VM
infarmation

^ ^ ^dve> pOS.iriQn

' ^^ Logo durinq pldij

tssamMsk!^!
One of Che longest running

games series, Sfreet Fighter

is over 1 years old.

With 37 characters on
offer, Marvel Vs Capcom is

one of the biggest Fighting

games yet!

Capcom are now working on
SNK Vs Capcom, combining

the Dreamcast and Pocket

Neo-Geo!

Despite being in Capcom's
fighting games for years,

Ryu hasn't aged a bit!
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The intro to the game gives

us a glimpse of the huge
number of fighters on offer

Capcom
Then there are tons of special moves

and powerplays that can be pulled off, as

long as your power meter is filled. You

can do all sorts of double-team moves

and massive flashy finishers that plaster

your opponent's face across the

pavement. The best part of the game
however, has to be 'Cross Fever' - if

you've got four mates (and four

controllers, of course) you'll be able to

play a four-player version of the game.

This is incredibly good fun and also a

first for any console - a decent

multiplayer beat-'em-up!

One of the most remarkable things is

the lack of delay while you're playing it.

Thanks to the immense power of the

Dreamcast, there's practically no loading

time between fights and the matches

themselves fly along at a fair old pace.

The animation never falters and there's

not even a glimmer of slowdown, even

when the screen is full of action. This is a

near-perfect arcade conversion with

plenty of extras on the side!

Crash, Bang, Whallop
Of course it's not all perfection and as

you'd expect, there are a few problems

that prevent this from being the

definitive fighter For starters, the

desperate need to make Marvel Vs

Capcom different from the fighting

games that have preceded it has

produced a game that might seem a little

bit too complex for some. At the end of

the day, it's a beat-'em-up in which

gamers want to be able to press a few

buttons and beat things into a pulp -

beat things into a puip!"

having to learn tons of new button

combinations just to play the game
properly can be a pain.

However, the most annoying thing

about playing Marvel Vs Capcom isn't

really a problem with the game - it's

more the fault of the Dreamcast itself.

Unless you've gone and splashed out on

an Arcade Stick (which is needed for...

erm, nothing else), you'll never get the

most out of this game; playing it

properly with the regular pad is nigh-on

impossible. With_all the different button

combinations required to activate the

various moves, it can be tough to find a

comfortable control layout that does the

job. The top L and R buttons in particular

are very annoying in the heat of battle...

If you can forgive the minor faults

though. Marvel Vs Capcom really is one

of the better fighting games around. If

you want to be a total cynic, then yes -

it's just another Street Fighter game. You

could even be really pessimistic and ask

the question that in the age of

Dreamcast technology do we really need

another 2-D beat-em-up like this? Well,

surprisingly the answer is yes; just

because it doesn't look anything special,

that doesn't mean it isn't fun. Going

back to your 2-D roots has never been

so good...

Martin Mathers

Games like Marvel vs

Capcom should, in a word,

be banned. At least on Che

Dreamcast. It suffers from

all the diseases that rankle

all Capcom beat-'em-ups.

Rather morryingly some
people will absolutely love

the mindless gameplay,

multi-coloured backgrounds

and flashing lights, but for

the more seasoned games
player (or at least those

with any taste) this is just

sickening and eye watering

stuff. Please, please, please

will someone tell Capcom to

stop churning out this

rubbish and get on and

make PowerStone 2.

Please!

Alex Warren

VISUALS

SOUNDS

GAMEPLAY

VALUE

DM Rating 91%
Sjumminq up

IF you're looking for a top-notch,

no-Friils fighting game then you'd

be a fool to overlook one of

Capcom's finest titles yet!

Power Stone

Soul Callbur

Blast From The Past
> Talk about bringing old fogies back to

life... to fill up the Capcom side of the

game, a number of familiar faces have

reappeared to do battle with the might of

the Marvel boys. See if you recognise any

of these guys...

The original Street Fighter, Ryu's learnt

a thing or two since his arrival all those

years ago. Just watch out for his fireball!

m^ulHm j.

14^

Strider Hiryu
If you remember this guy you're officially

I
old'. He's back from the days of 2-D

' platform adventures and he's still as

dangerous as ever!

-^i^m^Z

KX
CO

Mega Man
The little guy hasn't changed much since

his original days on the NES - with his

blaster on his arm, at least he's learnt

how to duck now...

' 'ilU i
'" -.rn'mmmm

vmlb
'

Arthur
There ain't no ghouls or ghosts around
here (unless you count Morrigan), but

Arthur's still fighting with his trusty

lances by his side!

StG3

m-fi
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More fooling around
with men in tight

pants and shoulder

pads with Sega's

American Football title.

\ It would seem that the partnership
.•' between Sega and Visual Concepts

is one made in lieaven judging by the

number of high quality games that are

Dreamcast bound from their stable. But

whether or not NFL 2K is a game that is

fitting of this noble lineage is a cause for

much debate.

Down Town America
First of all, it's an American Football

game which has it's own deep-rooted

problems in a country where it's not

quite socially accepted, let alone

understood. Over in Blighty we prefer

the violence of rugby and the ponciness

Playing Around
> As well as being able to create

your own players you can also create

your own play, so that you do
actually know where your players are

going to run. Mind you it takes a

while learning how to work it all out,

so patience is required.

^B %V 1 Sdve po^irion

,__^ \^,^ Logo during pidij

Mini qeme

As well as saving your position in

the season mode you can also

use the VM to save any players

and any plays that you create

so that you can take them
wherever you go.
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As with most games the

intro movie is especially

impressive

. ,
.

.^^,^
3:24
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of football, so why we don't like

American Football - which is a perfect

hybrid of the two - remains a mystery.

So. is NFL 2K finally going to reverse this

trend and convert us into a nation of

American Football lovers? Probably not.

As a game NFL 2K has it all. it boasts

a ridiculously massive six modes of play

offering all you could ever want from a

sports game. There's Practice. Exhibition.

Tournament and Season modes as well as

Play-off and Fantasy options where you

can put together your own season. No
complaints there. Best of all though is

the option where you can create your

own players and team and design your

own cunning plays as if you were an

expert coach from the mid-west to be

saved onto your VM.

The game even has a four-player

option which can only be regarded as a

good thing, as sports games rarely have

lasting appeal when you must trawl

through them on your own. So with four

players in tow there's four times more

fun to be had. With all these credentials

it would seem that the game couldn't put

a foot wrong, yet it still does.

Visually it is nothing short of awesome.

The players are unbelievably detailed and

move with incredible precision and fluidity

- but that's hardly surprising as there are

over 1 .500 motion-captured images used

to make them up Add to that some
fantastically rendered stadiums, ultra-

realistic weather effects and you have a

game which seems to be one of the most

rounded and complete on the market. Yet

it still manages to slip up at the vital

moment. It's not even the audio quality of

the game that proves to be the Achilles

heel, as there are some varied

commentary as well as accomplished

sound effects from the crowd and grunts

and groans from the players.

It's bizarre how many
American Football titles are

now out/on the way for the

Dreamcast... particularly as

the console is still in

nappies! However, Sega's

entry to the Yankee pigskin

ball park is not a bad

effort, and whilst it is not

quite as good as NFL Blitz

from Midway, it stands

head-and-shoulders above

Acclaim's Quarterback Club

2000 (which is surprising,

as Acclaim's American

Football videogames are

usually the best of the lot).

You're better off with Blitz,

but this ain't bad!

Stuart Taylor

Beaten Black And Blue
Despite all of NFL 2K's said credentials,

the game still manages to fall on its face

and get a bloody nose because it is sadly

lacking in the gameplay department. NFL

Blitz 2000 has already shown that

American Football games can be both fun

to play and engrossing. NFL 2K lacks

gusto - it's just not fun or even remotely

enjoyable to play Sure the graphics are

great but the game moves as fast as a

snail, despite running at a swift 60fps.

The action is lackadaisical, even

bordering on the static, and when there's

no action there's no enjoyment. Of course

the complexity of the sport doesn't help,

but the game does little to offer a

watered down set of rules and. Unlike

NFL Blitz there are rules and there are

refs which only serve to stop the game

dead in its tracks. All the options of

various plays and the like are easy enough

to follow but the general presentation let

it down. Call me a Philistine but when a

game sends you to sleep, there has to be

something wrong with it. If, on the

otherhand, you have the patience to put

up with a game that takes ages to get the

hang of then you're on to a winner - it's

just one of those games that you're either

going to love or hate. But in reality NFL

2K could and should have been so much

better than it is, leaving the way clear for

its rival to take the NFL crown.

Alex Warren

[1] Going over toi a Toochdown has never been easier.

[2] Americans never could remember tbeir numbers.

[3] Getting down to some business. [4] Just in case you

aren't ciued uu on American footbail, ua tbe darn baii!

DM Radng 74%
Stunnmlnq up
When compared to the likes of

NFL Blitz. NFL 2K is made to look

wearisome and monotonous due
to a lack oF fire in its belly, despite

being visually superior.

NFL Blitz 2000
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Publisher Acclaim

Developer

Origin

Price

Genre

Release

n.

TaiCo

UK

E39.99

Beat-"em-up

Out Now

two pldycrsi (Srccadp £.rick

k
vlbrdtlon pdck

Psychic For

VM
Infornndtlon

I AV ] Sidve position

Logo aurinq pldu

Mini Qesme

Can Taito's Manga-
inPluenced beat-'em-

up join Soul Calibur

and Power Stone's

'Fight Club'?

\ Beat-'em-ups are like buses
/' really, aren't they? I mean, you

wait around for ages for one to turn up,

and then stacks of them pull in at the

same time! Hmmm. admittedly that's a

ropey metaphor, as the one genre that is

never lacking on a console (apart from

the mis-managed Nintendo 6^) is the

beat-'em-up.

So far, the Dreamcast has had the likes

of Virtua Fighter 3[b. Street Fighter Alpha

3. Powerstone, Marvel Vs Capcom and

Soul Calibur... and the little blue and

> What the beat-'em-up genre needs is

a new twist... perhaps an innovative

movie licence? What would Fight Club:

The Game be like on Dreamcast?
An office opinion splitter, some of us

reckon that Fight Club was a

barnstormer of a movie, whilst others

thought that the twist ending was a desperate attempt to salvage an

already flawed film. However, how cool would a Fight Club videogame be on

Dreamcast, and how would we design one?

Kicking off with a grungy FMV sequence depicting the 'this is your life'

speech by Tyler Durden (played by Brad Pitt), and featuring the stonking

Dust Brothers soundtrack, the game would initially take place in a Resident

Ew7-style 3-D environment. Taking on the role of Jack (Edward Norton),

players would hang around at support groups pretending to be someone
else, and hug Meat Loaf (the latter requires repeated button pressing - the

faster you press, the better the hug - and is essential to progress to the

next level). The next stage sees Jack finally meeting up with Tyler, and the

resultant formation of Fight Club, which will utilise the Ready 2 Rumble
game engine. And then... eh? Hey Simon! What do you mean I'm fired?

beige bugger is not even out of nappies

yet! So, sensing that there must be an

untapped market. Acclaim enters the

crowded fighting arena with Psychic Force

2012. a title it is distributing in Europe

for arcade hall giants Taito.

From the minute you boot up Psychic

Force 2012, you know something is very,

very wrong. For a start, the odds are that

you picked up a Dreamcast to buy the

next generation of videogames, leaving

the dated delights of the PlayStation

behind. So. it is curious that Psychic Force

2012 looks disturbingly similar to the

original game of the same name on

Sony's grey box of tricks... from over two

years ago! Granted, each game should be

evaluated on its own merits, but

graphically and aurally, there is nothing

here that couldn't have been ably

produced on a PlayStation - and that's

not the reason you've forked out almost

200 smackers on a new next generation

console, is it? It should also be noted that

the soundtrack's sub-operatic techno-rock

combo is a tad offensive on the ear

drums as well (cue immediate turning of

volume dial to zero).

Mayhem, Mischief, Soap?

To be fair, from this reviewer's point-of-

view, graphics and sound are never as

important compared to how a particular

title plays. The excellent Chu Chu Rocket

reviewed in this issue is a classic case in

point: simple graphics, average sound-

effects and music, but by crimney, it plays

like a redneck banjo strummer high on

mama's special moonshine (which mean's

it's very good, by the way).

So. does Psychic Force 20l2's

gameplay make up for the fact that is

presented in such a retro format? Dm,

considered as a whole, probably not.

However, now would be as good a time as

any to point out that a respected Japanese

gaming magazine selected the arcade

version of Psychic Force 2012 as its beat-

'em-up of 1998. And yes, as astounding

as it may seem, it did beat the likes of

Soul Calibur.

What was it about this game that gives

it such an appeal to those supposedly 'in

the know'? Well, it does feature a unique

combat system, allowing players to duke

it out in a 360-degree cuboid-shaped

Wk
jm .^Hm^cq^i

L yS*

• • -

innrio^
R

The playable characters in

the game are called

Psychiccers... because they

have psychic powers.

Psychic Force 2012 takes

place two years after the

original Psychic Force.

Psychics shouldn't be

confused with the likes of

Ted Bundy (psychos) or

Robin The Boy Wonder
(sidekicks).

a
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The game kicks off with an
FMV sequence rendered
using Che ingame engine.

ce 2012
arena. Each of the unique Manga-

influenced characters can unleash a

combination of close-quarter physical

attacks (ie punches and kicks) and long-

range psychic assaults (these vary

according to each characters attributes,

but include such delights as the Lightning

Hound and Atomic Burner).

Just for implementing a new fighting

system, Taito gets a hearty thumbs up, but

it matters little if the game itself is largely

unengaging, lacks a feel of real 3-D

freedom and is, at its core, downright

irritating to play Perseverance is probably

the key to getting the most out of this

game, but since the overall experience is

hardly enjoyable, only a masochist would

put themselves through this torture when

there are far, far superior beat-'em-ups

available on Dreamcast.

"It's a pity that the

innovative combat

system couidn't have

been attached to a

better quality game..."

Dyed-in-wool fight addicts who frequent

the local arcade halls would no doubt have

already made their own minds up about

the merits of Psychic Force 2012. With the

good news being that if you loved the

original PSX version and got all sweaty

over the arcade rendition, then you will

enjoy this Dreamcast installment.

Although it's a solid and faithful arcade

conversion, it's just a pity that the

innovative combat system couldn't have

been attached to a better quality game.

Stick with Soul Calibur.

Stuart Taylor

lUJy.^ AUTO .03
,^^;-.T#^^/j^

Wendy slams Reglna into the side of the arena. .

.

000, that's got to hurt! [2| Regina feeis the pinch,

coortesy of an psychic energy hiast from Setsona. [31

Viewed up close, the graphics really don't cot the next

generation mustard. [4] Dirty old man Geoshin tries to

cop a feel off of Patty.

Arcade game of the year?

My arse! Great things were
expected from this game
when it arrived in the

office, unfortunately when
we actually put the dies in

the console and played it

we were mortified. Not

only does it look

horrendous, it plays

horrendously too. Do Taito

actually think that there's a

place for this kind of game
on the Dreamcast?

This Is a lazy, ill-

conceived beat-'em-up with

very little going for it other

than the pretty visuals and

if see ever this game again

it'll be too soon. To the bin

and begone!

Alex Warren

ISinc8$t[oBag^imP
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VISUALS 55% I
SOUNDS 70% 1
GAMEPLAY 65% 1
VALUE 60%

1

DM Radng SSH
surnmlnq up

In an already crowded genre.

Psychic Force 2012 just doesn't

Fare particularly well compared to

Soul Calibur and Powerstone,

alfernatively

Soul Calibur

Power Stone
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This is tiie third American

Football game for the

Dreamcast, not to mention

the worst.

There are a massive 1

6

dIFFerent camera angles to

choose From.

American Football is the most
popular sport in America...

which explains a lot.

Quc3rfe»rbc3c=k
Club c2000

OUtRTHIBilGK .

ClUB

2000 -

American Football is on a full scale

invasion of Britain. How are we
going to survive?

NFLQuaite
[1] Ttiese boys are as mean as they are hard. [2] Create

your own plays. . . if you can worit out how to do It.

Publisher

Developer

Origin

Price

Genre

Release

Acclaim

Acclaim Sports

America

£39.99

Sports

Out Now

/ V
four pldgprs tarceade £>rick

%
/itDfcsrion pdck

VM
informc3t-|an

" ^^ l_oqo durlnq PIdij

\ It would seem that the peaceful
.•'' island of Britain is undergoing

something that can only be described as

a full scale invasion from America at the

moment... at least that would seem to

be the case if we were to look at the

mass influx of American Football games

into the country at the moment. This is

the third such title to make the long trek

into our offices, and quite frankly we're

getting a little tired of them. But not

only is NFL Quarterback Club the third

American Football game to reach us, it's

also the worst.

More NFL 2K than NFL Blitz 2000.

Quarterback Club has all the options and

all the modes of the former and none of

the fun and games of the latter, which

ultimately means that it's not much cop.

What Is A 'Down'?
> You're English, and lil<e the rest of us

you haven't got a clue what a 'Down'

is. Well here at Dreamcast Magazine, we
went and did a little bit of research

into the matter, but the only definition

we could find was a load of grown
men crouching down in a big field,

playing with their balls. Enlightening

stuff, hey?

i. ctttieeS
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Scoring goals has always
been satisfying and
Touchdowns are just as good.

"Not only is NFL

Quarterback Club

2000 the third

American Football

game to reach us,

it's also the worst!"

rback Club 2000^#%*^^bm ^^HvaBv mP^p^F
Tliere's tine usual Season. Practice and

Play-off modes as well as an Exhibition

mode, just like NFL 2K. It's also got all

the same confusing play options and.

truth be told, there's not much to choose

between the two - they're both as dull

and uninspired as each other.

Visually NFL Quarterback Club isn't too

bad with some highly detailed and

polygon bursting players, it's just a

shame about the completely inanimate

and water coloured crowd who do their

best to stay quiet and kill any

atmosphere. And that's where QBC really

loses out, as it just has no atmosphere at

all, a feature made aii the more worse by

some crass and somewhat droll

commentary Even the four-player mode
(saviour to so many games) fails to ignite

the blue touchpaper and save this game.

Dead And Buried
The best feature about the game is the

expansive 'Create A...' mode where you

can not only create an individual player

and plays but you can also customise an

entire team, choosing players from all

the teams and throwing them all

together to create some kind of iJber

team. But you'll still get beat due the

pretty appaling control system that only

goes to annihilate the gameplay making

it seem worse than it already is. To say

that the control was unresponsive

wouldn't be doing it justice, as it's less

effective than a chat-up line from 'The

World's Greatest Chat-Up Lines' book.

And if we were to say that the action

was fast and furious, well, we'd be lying.

What action there is, is conveniently

split up every five seconds as a down or

whatever the referee decides to call is

called. How do Americans expect us to

understand the appeal of this sport if

they continue to send such bad

ambassadors to try and convert us?

There's just no fun in a game like this as

it all it does is infuriate, annoy and

irritate, thereby making sure no one

actually enjoys the game, let alone gets

converted. If you want an American

Football game, then the one that should

be on your list is NFL Blitz 2000.

Alex Warren

CimNERAS,

CAMERAS,

> It might seem a little mad, but NFL Quarterback Club

features a gigantic 1 5 different camera angles to choose from

to watch all the action (or lack of it). There's a QBC Action

Cam, TV Cam, Helmet Cam. Sideline Cams, Ball Cam. Aerial

Cam - you name it. this game's got it. The camera option also

offers you the chance to position your own sixteenth camera
somewhere in the stadium.
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[3] Enjoy Ihe pleasures of creating your own leani. [4] Even the

replay mode looks really poor. [51 Deciding what play to

call Is one thing, working out what It means Is another.

Having played NFL Blitz

2000 and been converted to

the American football cause.

NFL Quarterback Club 2000
promptly reversed my
opinion - it's a load of old

cack! As a game, it has no

appeal and even less

character. It's all a bit too

slow and complicated to get

to grips to ever get any kind

of enjoyment from it.

Because of this NFL Blitz

2000 is anything but a good

advert for the sport and as

long as games as bad as

these are released, American

Fijotball will forever be

destined to remain popular

only in America.

Mark Jones

DM Raflng 56%
Siumminq up

Dull, boring and mindless. NFL
Quarterback Club is American
Football at it's worst, with not an

ounce of enjoyment in sight.

)lternatlvel4 >

NFL Blitz 2000 fO^
NFL2K
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Import Reviews
> IF you own an import machine or

you just want to clieck out what
Japanese and American Dreamcast

players have been enjoying, then

this is the place to be. Here's

where we take a peek at the wide

world of import games.

This month's gems are

undoubtedly Sonic Team's Chu Chu

Rocket! and the highly anticipated

arcade conversion of Zombie
Revenge. Elsewhere you'll find the

usual mix of the good, the bad
and the just plain weird!

Chu Chu Rocket 71

Zomhie Revenge

Let's Play Golf 7

Giga Wings 7

iVlal(an X ^
Jojo's Bizarre Adventure 74

Four pic3ijpr£> drcacJp Eitick

viDrtsnon pdCk

[1] There's a Capu Capu on the rampage. . . quick! Lay

ilown a tew directional arrows and dump him in a

rivai's rucl(et! [2] it's a Chu Chu freai( out!

Tal^e cute Japanese
animals, mix with
brain-blistering

puzzles, and voila! It's

a piping-hot Chu Chu
Rocket! surprise.

..^ What's the secret of a great

.•*' videogame? Is it cutting-edge

graphics and animation, the likes of

which are amply prevalent in the visually

droolsome Soul Caliburl How about

some ear-blistering tunes provided by the

latest hip-to-the-groove DJs who are

'down with the kids'? Hang about, maybe

it's just old fashioned gameplay? Nah...

that's the last thing that the MTV-

weened generation want.

Chu Chu Rocket! is a prime example.

Here's a game that's been developed by

Sonic Team, is retailing at around half the

price of standard Japanese DC titles, and

plays like a dream. So why is it likely to

end up being ignored by the majority of

Dreamcast owners? Because it looks and

feels like a previous-generation game.

Narrow-minded, eh?

So, what's a Chu Chu, and why exactly

should you care about its rocket? Well,

the aim of the game is to get the mice-

like Chu Chus into their rocket, whilst

avoiding the cat-like Capu Capus on the

game grid who will eat them. Sound

simple? Hmm, not exactly, primarily

because the Chu Chus aren't the brightest

4-1>L^V-l\hll -vtyt-*?!-
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> Are vue alone in tininking that Sega Europe's TV ads for the

Dreamcast are a tad, w/ell, crap? Hmm, why can't we have ads like

this wacked-out effort from Sega Japan for Chu Chu Rocket? It's a

unique, hand-drawn, black and white cartoon, with the musical

accompaniment being sung by a tuneless male vocalist! Hey kids,

isn't this what we really want from our game ads?

WM V3



u Rocket!
rodents on the block. You see, they are

only capable of walking straight-ahead,

Lemming-style, until they hit a wall and

immediately turn right (if they can't turn

right, they'll then go left). It's up to you

to lay down directional arrows (left, right,

up or down) in their path, leading them

away from dangerous Capu Capus and

black holes, until they reach their rocket.

Rocket Up The Ar... Ahem!
There are essentially two main gaming

modes in Chu Chu: Battle and Puzzle.

Let's start with the latter first. There are

three different groups of puzzles, each

comprising of 25 individual brain-teasers

and, as common sense would have it, the

difficulty levels of each rise as you

progress. Instead of laying down
directional arrows wily-nily, you are given

a strict number (usually only a couple)

which need to be placed in a specific

square on the game grid if your Chu Chu

(or Chus) are to reach their rocket.

Sometimes you have to work out what

path a Chu Chu will take once it

rebounds off of a wall, whilst on

occasion, it is necessary to time a Chu

Chus path through a hungry pack of

Capu Capus... tension raising stuff.

The Battle mode of Chu Chu Rocket! is

the game's bread and butter, where up

to four players can go completely mad,

attempting to cram as many Chu Chus as

possible into their respective rockets

within a strict time limit. Thrown into an

already chaotic mix are the rare purple

Chu Chus (which randomly selects a

different game option - including the

point-increasing magnet effect, whereby

all Chu Chus on the game grid are sucked

into your rocket); Capu Capus (who not

only eat any Chu Chus in their path but

can kill off a percentage of a players Chu

Chu stash if it collides with a rocket); and

the 50 point Chu Chus (which, bizarrely

enough, boost your total score by 50

points). If you're a Billy-no-mates, Chu

Chu Rocket! even allows you to play with

yourself (wahey!) against two CPU
opponents, with a third CPU acting as

your friend.

In an ideal world, the perfect game
would have all three tickboxes well and

truly checked (Graphics? - "Yep!" Sound?
- "Present!" Gameplay? - "Sir!") However,

this is a world in which Cliff Richard can

get to number one in the pop charts and

people actually find The 'Bland' Witch

Project scary, so perhaps we should be

grateful for what we're given. Okay so

Chu Chu probably won't win any awards

for its graphics and sound, but when the

gameplay is so thumb-meltingly addictive,

is it really that important? Before you

pour scorn upon III' ol' Chu Chu Rocket!,

remember this - lefris is arguably the

world's most popular videogame... and

do you think it's because of the classic

puzzle game's ground-breaking graphics

or orchestral soundtrack? Hmm, now if

you'll excuse me, I've got a Chu Chu and I

need to see about a rocket.

Stuart Taylor

*^g??™^
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No puzzle game has ever

been able to match the all-

encompassing might of

Tetris, that is until now.

Shooting straight to

number one in the games
charts Chu Chu Rocket! is

the new puzzle

phenomenon hitting all

Japanese homes. It's clean

and simple Fun, just like all

the good things in life, and

most importantly it's totally

addictive. Helping mice

escape from the evil

clutches of cats and sending

them flying off to space has

never been so enjoyable.

Bizarre but brilliant.

Alex Warren
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VISUALS 65% 1
SOUNDS 80% 1
GAMEPLAY 95% 1
VALUE 95% 1

.

Rating §2%
^LjmminQ up
> It may not be next generation in

graphics and sound, but by

crimney, the gameplay's where it

really shines! Shamelessly retro

and monstrously addictive.

Worms Armageddon

Chef's Luv Shack

Dre'amcas.t- M<3Qc3,^lnp I 71



Publisher Sega

Developer In-house

Origin Japan

Price £ii9.99

Genre Beat-'em-up

Release Out Now (Import)
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Zombie Re
Get ready to punch, kick, shoot, burn and
drill your way through the undead hordes.

•., Arcade conversions are much of a
/* muchness. Ac their core, they are

designed to be quick-fix entertainment,

where you ctiuck in a couple of quid, play

it for five minutes or so, and more often

than not, bugger off to the next machine.

So, whilst it is a technical achievement

for a home videogame console to

faithfully reproduce a high-tech arcade

title, it is not necessarily something to

get excited about if in-depth gameplay is

what floats your particular rubber dinghy.

However, a number of arcade and

videogame producers have cottoned on

to this fact, and make a point of adding a

number of extra features to home
conversions of its popular titles. Namco
is a notable example of this, as it recently

improved upon the arcade version of Soul

Calibur by throwing in a number of

Dreamcast-only special features (the

Mission mode. Art Gallery, and so on) as

well as going the extra mile by radically

improving the graphics and sound.

Whilst Sega slipped up rather badly

with Virtua Fighter 3tb on Dreamcast -

by not having any extra gaming features

- it has more than redeemed itself with

its latest arcade to Dreamcast

conversion: Zombie Revenge. Currently

wowing arcade gamers up and down the

country, the Dreamcast rendition is a

faithful (read: arcade perfect)

conversion, with more extras than you

can shake a disembodied limb at.

The release of Zombie Revenge in

Japan on 25 November 1999 could not

have come at a better time for the

Dreamcast. In stark contrast to its launch

success stories over in America and

Europe, Sega's wonder console had been

performing well below expectations due

to a software drought. However, Zombie

Revenge reminded gamers in the Land of

the Rising Sun exactly why Sega is a

force to be reckoned with.

Arcade Abattoir
Anyone who has played Zombie Revenge

in the arcade will find themselves on

familiar stomping grounds with the

Dreamcast version. The three playable

heroes with their smirk-inducing names

are here - Stick Brightring, Linda Rotta

and Busujima Rikiya - and so are the

gruesome UDS hordes (UnDead Soldiers,

in case you were wondering).

Unfortunately, only two players can take

part at once, which does defeat the

object of having a four-player console.

The aim of the game is to move from

one location to the next, beating the

decaying crud out of the zombies along

the way, using your fists, feet and any

objects that you may find lying around.

As well as metal pipes, knocked down
UDS fiends drop useful stuff like:

shotguns, machine guns, rocket launchers

and pneumatic drills - you know, the

usual everyday kind of refuse.

'i "*" iSS ^"^M \
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You can download a mini-game

onto the VMS via Zombie
Revenge's Training Mode, which

has four separate sections. These

are Food Mode - items obtained

in Gun Mode and Bare Knuckle

Mode can increase your

character's health; Barometer -

character statistics: Zombie
Doubt - a bizarre iconic guessing

game; Zombie Fishing - a unique

twist on Sega Bass Fishing.

72
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Graphics are top notch, making full use

of the Dreamcast's technological 'oomph!'

- check out the screenshots for a hint,

and rest assured that the game runs at a

smooth 60fps. even when the zombie

action hots up. Sound effects and music

are nothing to write home about, being

the same kind of synth tunes found in

The House Of The Dead 2, and none of

which are particularly scary. There is also

some sampled speech dotted around,

helping to add depth to the game's plot,

and whilst the dialogue is cheesy it's

nonetheless a worthwhile addition.

Gameplay-wise. Zombie Revenge is

obviously very similar to the excerable

Dynamite Cop 2. But never fear, where

the latter fell flat on its face (naff and

limited gameplay). Zombie Revenge holds

its rotted head up high. Granted, even

with the additional gaming modes.

Zombie Revenge still has that quick-fix

arcade playability at heart, but that

doesn't make it any less enjoyable. Sega

Europe is aiming to have the PAL version

of Zombie Revenge on our shelves during

spring 2000. Save up your pennies now.

this is going to be a killer!

Stuart Taylor

Zombie Revenge is a bit

too arcadey for my liking.

There's no doubting that

Sega are the world's

greatest developers of

Arcade games and as a coin

guzzler this is no exception.

Unfortunately, when shelling

out £^0 or more, I prefer to

choose games that are going

to have some sort of

replayability and In this

department. Zombie Revenge

is somewhat lacking.

Certainly there is fun to

be had blowing the bejesus

out of the living dead, but in

my opinion it's all a bit too

souless, repetitive and

short-lived to be worthy of

such high praise.

Simon Phillips

eoilylwO'Plaiiers

e llnlleil laslibillty

O Meiliicre nsic

VISUALS 90%

SOUNDS m
GAMEPLAY 10%

VALUE 95%

DMRaflnggo^o
summing up
Another top quality arcade

conversion from Sega. Immense
fun in the short-term, but is

unlikely to hold your interest a

few months down the line.

e^lt-prnaMvplLt >

House of the Dead 2
: Soul Fighter

irave Robbing

Creature Features

> As well as the standard arcade

conversion of the original Zombie
Revenge, the Dreamcast version also

has the added addition of four new
gaming modes, as well as a

downloadable VMS game via the

Training Mode.

Vs Boss Mode
As the name might suggest, this option

allows you to take on Zombie Revenge's

boss creatures. Do it quick enough, and

you can enter your name on the best

scores chart.

Fighting Mode
Whilst the idea of a one-on-one arena

beat-'em-up option sounds like a good
idea, unfortunately it has not been
executed particularly well.

Gun Mode
The wimps option - weapons and ammo
grow on trees (metaphorically

speaking), allowing you to dispense

justice upon the UDS more effectively.

Bare Knuclde Mode
For those who laugh in the maggot-
encrusted face of death - ammo pick-

ups are sparse, but hand-to-hand

combat is more powerful. E
oM
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Dream

Scene
Dreamcast Magazine's

new regular column is

designed to giue you an

importer's perspective on

the world of Dreamcast

games. Keith Edwards
and Stewart Makin run

The Joypad in

Bournemouth. Here's

their perspective oF

what's been happening on

the import scene this past

month... and it's all gone
Chu Chu-shaped!

.• visiuils sell products, there

are ci few designers with

enough vision to develop

giimepiciy ahead of graphics.

But every now and then

someone thinks of something

simple that stands out amongst
the endless hordes of

uninspired tat that fills the

shelves. Something that makes
people say. "Why didn't I think

of that?"

In the past, games such as

Tc'fr/s. Lemmings and Worms have

done exactly that, and now
finally there's a new addition to

this dying genre - Chu Chu
Rocket from Sega's Sonic Team.

It's the developer's first game
since the excellent Sonic

Adventure, and with its simplistic

interface and control, it managed
to top the Japanese multi-format

videogame charts after just one

week of being on sale. Before

the release of the game, there

were very few details available,

and because of this, only a

handful of copies were brought

into the UK by importers who
assumed the game would be

impossible to understand.

And to an extent, they were

right - for someone who can't

speak Japanese, starting up Chu
Chu Roci<ct can be a daunting

experience. For example, the

game selection screen modes,

each with their own long line of

Japanese options. But you'll soon

decipher that there are really

only two modes - Battle and

Puzzle - with the additional

options being variations of these.

Over the next month, we'll be

receiving the home translations

0/ Sego 's Virtua Slril<cr 2000
and Virtua! On: Oratorio

Tangram. Let's Play Golf and
Street Fighter 3. We'll also be

anticipating the release of Sega's

potentially ground-breaking

adventure Shenmue. which has

Let's Play Golf

Publisher

Developer

Origin

Genre

Reviewed by

I Jojo'sHom AdvMiiin

\ A cursory glance at Let's

.•'*
Plaif Golf, and you'll be

forgiven for thinking that you

were looking at Mario Golf on

the Nintendo 6^. Mind you, if

you are going to do a golf

game, borrowing from the

home of the Italian plumber

isn't a bad place to start.

However, Let's Play Golf has a

different feel to f^ario Golf.

You get to choose from a

variety of lovingly rendered

cartoon characters, and also

tour the world via its golf

courses, designed for amateur

and professional computer

golfers alike. Great fun!

Acclaim Europe is publishing

Let's Play Golf as Tee Off Golf in

January 2000.

\ Do you have the
.•*' reaction times of an

astronaut? Do you like playing

merciless, 2-D shoot-'em-ups?

Well, Capcom have the

perfect game for you.

This is so bad, it's almost

offensive and we can't think

of a single reason for paying

money for this paltry, short-

lived tripe. As we know,shoot-

'em-ups, even retro-shooters

can be great. However, they

have to ooze playability, they

have to offer long-term play

(20 minutes is not enough!)

and they also have to be

difficult, but fair None of the

above applies to Giga Wings

and as such it represents all

that bad about videogames.

.,, -V;;ir'r,r

\ Atlus deserves credit
.•*' For blending the humble
beat-'em-up genre with the

first-person perspective antics

made famous in the likes of

Quake and Half-Life. Whilst

the publisher has certainly

produced a visually

sumptuous affair in Maken X.

it is a pity that the gameplay

itself is a tad shallow.

The plot, depicted in the FMV
sequences is hard to make

out if your Japanese is rusty.

However, the basics are that

you control different

characters, and explore

corridors bringing retribution

to the evil masses via your

power sword. Looks good,

lacks depth.

•., Hey; kids! It's another
/' Capcom beat-'em-up! Do

you really need an explanation

for what kind of game this is?

Look at the screenshots...

notice any familiarity to

Capcom's Sfreef Fighter series?

Yep, this is indeed familiar

territory but the publisher has

astutely added a new twist

courtesy of the alter-ego

mode. Each character can call

on their superheroic alter-ego

to perform beat-'em-up

combos and special moves.

The game is inspired by the

popular manga series of the

same name, and Jojo's design

is very comic book-like. This is

Capcom 2-D beat-'em-up

antics at its best.

H^LMHHMM^^^Bffia

forward to 29 December. IVlaybe

the fVlillennium will be worth

celebrating after all!

The Joypad 01202 311611

.' .V 'J>
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^ Console Corner
Import & UK Mail Order Games/DVDs

Dreamcast ConsolelVi^^^^^^H^I 89.99

Dreanicast Consoles U^lllllllllli...£189.99

Dreamcast Console Dual US^IU^ modem)..£179.99

DC Controller £18.99 ^^^atest Titles:

DC Racing Wheel £38.99^ ^, ^. ^„^ ^,„^„
OC VMS r. £18.99 Star Gladiotor 2 (Jap) ....£39.99

DC Vibralioii Pa(k"!!]!!!!!!£14!99 Virtual On (Jap) £39.99

DC RGB Cable £7.99 Biohazard 2 (Jap) £Call

DC S-Video Coble £7.99
^^^p ^ With Gun £Call

DC Pal Converter £13.99

DC 4Mb Memory Card....£22.99 D2 (Jap) £44.99

DVD Players . £Call Resident Evil 2 (Jap) £39.99

Most UK Titles £32.99 shenmue (Jap) £49.99

S::;i^t::::::::::::::m>'^^^
DC Light Gun .£CALl

^^' ^™« Veronica £CALL

DC VGA Box .£CAll Crazy Tax! £CAll

Website: www.consolecorner.com
Email: sales@consolecorner.eom

Tel: 01724 855 155 Fax: 01724 874 558

* VM ft^ VI
Tel: 0171 627 5044 / 0793 924 6883

e-mail: intogames@lineone.net

into games P.O BOX 2874 W1A 5QS

^^^.

import specialists for

PlayStation, Dreamcast, Nintendo 64 and
handheld software and hardware

free same day delivery for central London .,^^^^^^^

VISA

DVD Players Li: -'

Shinco 180 DVDA'CD/MP} t300

Sony DVP-M35 £570

Welcome to the new millennium from

WWW.madei rs^Hames.com
Pokemon Collectables

Pokcmon Beanies £5.50

Large Plush Pikachu tl5

Pocket Monster Figures £5

Trading Cards Set of 50 £6

Y£y Rings from £5

Ashtraj^

£4
'

Pioneer 525 £290

Loads in stock

All region free

GamcBov

Carrv Cases il2

Colour GjnicBqv £70.50

Replacement Cases £16.50

Replacement Screens £7.50

Cam Straps £6

Speaker .Add on £l8

Phone with j'our

bid for

NOW!

PlayStation

Comnilink Card £17

Coolint; Fan £25

PC Dirpad £18

Dancing Queen £20

Replacement Laser £35

Hacker £10

MP3 Adapter £35

VCD Adapter £35

VCD Remote Control £15

RGB Leads £4

PlayStation 2

All the latest import games

^'^r PlayStation and Dreamca'

Mad Games ^" Prices are subject to cliange

will have them 1st
www.madeiragames com

Madeira Games Ltd.

P.O. Box 212. Heacham. King's Lynn. Norfolk, PE31 7TX
Tel:- 01485 570256 Mobile:- 0831 444041 Fax:- 01485 570501

Catch aH of the
Pokemon mania

Dreamcast

Universal DC £ call now

Extra Controllers £23.50

Nexus 4mb VMS £20.00

Link Cable £5.00
All the latest DC Games Inc.

Death Crimson 2. Zombie Revenge.

Speed t?)cvils, Gigavvlng. Virtual Striker 2000.

_ Resident Fvil 3 and Shenmue

Collectables

Austin Powers Figures £15

Bruce Lee Figures £20

Movie Maniacs Figures £20

(Juake II Figures £15

Star Wars Figures £5

X-Files Figures £15



litz 2000
Choose Plays Off-Screen

Ac Che play seleccion screen move Co Che

cop lefc box and press Up cwice. Your

choice of play will Chen be hidden and

chosen secrecly on your VMU.

Access Hidden Players

To access hidden players enCer one of Che

following player names and Che PIN

number when ac Che 'Encer Names For

Record Keeping'.

Cheat Codes
When ac Che 'Versus' screen you press Che Turbo. Jump and Pass Che icons below Che helmecs

change and depending on how many cimes the buccons are pushed, a differenc cheac will be

accivaced. When Che buccons have been pressed, press Che indicated direccion on Che D-Pad

and if Che code has been encered correccly you will hear a sound and see Che name of Che

code appear For example, if you wane Co accivate Infinice Turbo press Turbo five cimes. Jump

once and Pass four cimes before pressing Up. You can accivace more Chan one cheat per game.

Cheat Code Team big heads 2-0-3 Right

Infinite turbo 5-1-^ Up No play selection [Note 1] 1-1-5 Lefc

Unlimited throwing distance 2-2-3 Right Show more field [Note 1

1

0-2-1 Right

Fast turbo running 0-3-2 Left No CPU assistance [Note 1] 0-1-2 Down
Pomer-up Offense 3-1-2 Up Power-up speed [Note 1

]
/i-0-« Left

Power-up defence lt-2-} Up Hyper blitz [Note 1
]

5-5-5 Up
Power-up team-mates 2-3-3 Up Smart CPU opponent [Note 2] 3-1 -A Down
Power-up Bloclters 3-1-2 Left Deranged blitz mode [Note 2] 2-1-2 Down
Super blitzing 0-^-5 Up Ultra hard mode [Note 2] 3-2-3 Up
Super field goals 1-2-3 Left Super passing mode [Note 3] A-2-3 Right

No interceptions 3-^-^ Up Super blitz mode [Note 3| A-^-^ Up
No random fumbles ii-2-3 Down Tournament mode [Note 3] 1-1-1 Down
No first downs 2-1-0 Up Always quarterback [Note 4] 2-2-2 Left

No punting 1-5-1 Up Weather: clear 2-1-2 Left

Allow stepping out of bounds 2-1-1 Left Weather: muddy 5-2-5 Down
Fast passes 2-5-0 Left Weather: rain 5-5-5 Right

Late hits 0-1-0 Up Arizona Cardinals playbook 1-0-1 Lefc

Show field goal % 0-0-1 Down Atlanta Falcons playbook 1-0-2 Left

Hide receiver name 1-0-2 Right Baltimore Ravens playbook 1-0-3 Left

Invisible ^-3-3 Up Buffalo Bills playbook 1-0-^ Left

Red, white and blue football 3-2-3 Left Carolina Panthers playbook 1 -0-5 Left

Big football 0-5-0 Right Chicago Bears playbook 1-1-0 Left

Big head 2-0-0 Right Cincinnati Bengals playbook 1-1-2 Left

Huge head 0-^1-0 Up Cleveland Browns playbook 1-1-3 Left

No head 3-2-1 Left Dallas Cowboys playbook 1-1 -ii Left

Headless team 1-2-3 Right Denver Broncos playbook 1-1-5 Right

Detroit Lions playbook 1-2-1 Left

Green Bay Packers playbook 1-2-2 Left

Indianapolis Colts playbook 1-2-3 Up
Jacksonville Jaguars playbook 1-2-4 Left

Kansas City Chiefs playbook 1-2-5 Left

Miami Dolphins playbook 1-3-1 Left

Minnesota Vikings playbook 1-3-2 Left

New England Patriots p'book 1-3-3 Left

New Orleans Saints playbook l-3-'i Left

New York Giants playbook 1-3-5 Left

New York Jets playbook l-^i-l Left

Oakland Raiders playbook 1-4-2 Lefc

Philadelphia Eagles playbook 1-4-3 Left

Pittsburgh Steelers playbook 1 -4-4 Left

San Diego Chargers playbook 1 -4-5 Left

San Francisco 49ers playbook 1-5-1 Left

Seattle Seahawks playbook 1 -5-2 Left

St. Louis Rams playbook 1-5-3 Left

Tampa Bay Buccaneers book 1-5-4 Left

Tennessee Titans playbook 1-5-5 Left

Washington Redskins book 2-0-1 Left

Note 1 - Two player agreement required.

Note 2 - Only in one-player game.
Note 3 - Only in two-player game.
Note 4 - Two human teammates required.

Name PIN
ALEC 1197
ALIEN 1111

AOB 1111

AUBREY 7777
AZPOD 4777
BOXER 2111
BRAIN 1111

BRIAN 2221

CALEB 0996
CURTIS 1111

DANIEL 0604
DAVID 3333
DINO 1111

EDDIE 3333
FORDEN 1111

FRANZ 1010
GENTIL 1111

GRINCH 0222
GRINCH 2220
GUIDO 2222
GUMBY 8698
JAPPLE 6660
JASON 3141

JEFF 1111

JOVE 6644
LEX 7777
LT 7777
LUIS 3333
MOOSE 1111

MXV 1014
NATHAN 0515
NICO 4440
PIRATE 1111

PUNKS 2112
PUNKR 1221

RAIDEN 3691
RALPH 1111

RANDU 6666
ROOT 6000
SAD 1111

SHINOK 8337
SHRUNK 6666
SKULL 1111

SMILE 1111

THUG 1111

TREX 1111

TURMEL 0322
WHODAT 1844
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Soul Fighter
Access Cheat Codes Screen
To access the screen that will allow you to enter the codes for the cheats

press Left on the D-Pad and Y when the Soul Fighter logo appears on the

screen. Then go to the Options Menu and exit it. The next screen to appear

will be the cheat code screen.

High Energy
To get high energy enter ABXXYA as

a code.

All Weapons
To access all weapons enter XAAYBB
as a code and you will instantly play

with all weapons

Level Codes
To bypass levels enter the

following codes.

Level 2 - AABXYA
Level 3 -

Level ^ -

Level 5 -

Level 5 -

Level 7 -

Level 8 -

Level 9 -

Level 10

Level 1

1

XAYAAB
YYBAXA
BABXXY
XAXBYY
ABXBYB
YBBAXY
BYAAXB
- XABBAX
- YBYXAB

Toy Commander
Access all Rooms
To access all the rooms, and to have all missions unlocked, pause the game
and then hold L and press A. Y, X, B, Y, X, and if done correctly a note will

be heard.

To switch machine gun
Pause the game, then hold L and

press B, A. Y X. A, B. A note will

heard if entered correctly.

Fix toy

Pause the game, then hold L and

be heard if entered correctly.

I

III!

Access cheat menu
At the start screen quickly press Up

twice, Down twice. Left twice

and Right twice. If the code is entered

correctly a laugh will be heard followed the

word 'Outstanding'. Enter the options screen

and the press L+R and the cheat menu
will appear with various options to ,

'

choose from. ^ '

Easy Endings - Will allow you to see |f

a player's ending by only beating

one character

Fatal 1 - To enact a character's

first fatality simply press High

Punch

Fatal 2 - To enact a character's '

second fatality simply press
j

High Punch
J

Pit Fatal - To enact the 'Pit / -

Fatal' hold Down and press • '*

High Punch

r ENDWGJ OFF
FATAL t (HPlON
FATAL 1 tPION

'PIT FATAL iDtHPlON
DANGER OFF

KOMBAT KODE

'aiVlt^

Fight as Goro

To play as Goro enable the cheat menu
and at the character selection screen

select the hidden icon and hold L+R
and press Up, Left, A.

Fight as Noob Saibot

To play as Noob Saibot enable the cheat

menu and at the character selection

screen select the hidden icon and hold L+R
and press Up twice. Left three times. A,

Play as Sektor

To play as Sektor enable the cheat menu and at

the character selection screen select the hidden

icon and hold L+R and press Up four times, ,

Left four times, A.

Alternate fighter's costumes
Highlight a character and hold Start and

any button to rotate them to reveal their

second costume.
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Re-Volt
Unlock All Cars

To gain access to all the cars enter your name

as CARNIVAL at the enter name screen.

Unlock All Itackcs
To gain access to all of the courses and their

variants enter your name as TRACKER at Che

name entry screen.

Cycle Through Weapons
To run through all of the available weapons

enter your name as SADIST and press both

shoulder buttons together.

[TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOMED, MSSM Mi SPECIALIST IN MAIL ORDER IMPORT VIDEO GAMES AND ACCESSORIES
TEL: 0181 508 1328

|
vwAiv,pfojectk.com|

Stamped Self Addresse Envelope

DRenivicnsT//WPC>«75
'••

CT K Add £2 per item for P+P

£15 for INSURED COURIER on Hardware

|Email: info@proiectk.com

|
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DREAMCAST JO/PAD

ADAPTOR
y Use your

i PSX Dual

Shock

J, J Joypad
and Steering Wheel on a your

Dreamcast. Compafble witi an DCs
Impoft DfeamcGst £149.99
Universal Dreamcast CALL
Light Gun CALL
Joypads £27.99
PSX to DC Joypad Adaptor £ 1 9 .99

PuruPuruPolt £19.99
SVHS LEADS £14.99
l?GB Scan lead £14.99
Virtual Memory System £24.99
VGA Cable CALL
VGA Box (3rd Party) CALL
JAP VIrtua Striker CALL
JAP Crazy Taxi CALL
JAP Virtual On £47.99
JAP Zcmt>ies Revenge CALL
JAP Bio Hazard 2 Plus CALL
JAP Virtue Fighter 3 £29.99
JAP Sega Rally 2 £37.99
JAP Air Force Delia £35.99
JAP F 1 Monaco GP £24.99
JAP GIga Wings £47.99
JAP Chu Chu Rocliet £39.99
JAP Psychic Force £24.99
JAP Aero Dancing £24.99
JAP House of the Dead 2 CALL
JAP King of Rghters £29.99
JAP Soul Calibur £45.99
JAP Shen Mue CALL
JAP Giant Gram £44.99
JAP Maken X £45.99
JAP Star Gladiator 2 CALL
JAP Death Crimson £47.99
USA Rainbow Six £47.99
USA Ready To Rumtsle £39.99
USA Sonic £39.99
USA INN Hardcore Heat £34.99
USA Hydro Thunder CALL
USA NFL 2K £42.99
USA NBA 2K £42.99
USA Shadow tvflan £42.99
USA Virtue Fighter 3 CALL
USA Evolution CALL
USAR.E. CodeVeionica APRIL

\i_S |^A3 FAX: 01 81 508 3845
J i^uuKitK on Maraware

project K, The Seedbed Centre, Langston Road, Loughton, Essex, IG10 3TQ

pinvSTRTION/yMPORrS NINTSNDJD_6^^1POgZ5jm€nCHnMDIS€...MUSICCD:S...POST€RSjAfP0«K

FBMLMNTMYM
Fpe Keychoin Models lACH E6.99

Dance Revolution Mot £35.99
Guitar (for Guitar Freaks) £35.99
NTSC to PAL Booster CALL
Infra Red Dual Shock £1 5.99
Pocketstation £24.99

Hi Res Pak

Universal Converter

Dex Drive

USA WCW Mayhem
USA Rainbow Six

USA Pokemon Snap
USA Gauntlet 3D
USA Winback
USA Star Wars Pod Racers

USA Pokemon Snap
USA World Driver Champ

£21.99
CALL
CALL
SEPI

NOV 17

CALL
£49.99

OCT 20

CALL
CALL

£49.99

poKeMON mpows

N5c£§24y i^p*.

RcnTMnNin pockct 2

9 Arcade Tunes

5 Arcade Buttons

Scratch Deck
Funk Jazz Groove

DJ Battle

Reggae
Break Beats

Rove

£34.99

Q
II c^

pfiOjfCTons & nvR m?ows
1 OOinch LCD Projector £995
All Region DVD Players from £349

Region 1 rviacrovisicn Disabler £86

BLACK BOX NTSC lo PAL Converrof£70

" nsDogEwr

JAP Gran Turismo 2

JAP Vagrant Story
JAP Dew Prism

JAP Assaults Suit Valken 2

JAP Pocket Tuner
JAP Guitar Freaks

JAP Everybodys Golf 2
JAP Microman
JAP Dance Dance Rev
JAP Silent Bomber
JAP Dr Slump
JAP Vagrant Story i3ciL«.e!oH)

JAP Runabout 2
USfii Parasite Eve
US^ Sulkoden II

US^ Resident Evil 3
US^ Vandal Hearts 2

USA Clock Tower 2
US^ Jade Cacoon
US^Need for Speed 4
US^ Dino Crisis

lu wi lufprojectkfcow
Piojecl K Web poge. ld«l NEWS to PSX. PS2.

CVMmcoa Old r«errt>. h\ the ia«r updd» on Ihe

rart gaiadKT s»slem& caeoTa (T>d 'he IdeeT ne»s and

P4»o9i6 of the hotot etiit Mi the d wwpiqeclcaxn
IHMED31IM$ oveA WehKvewdldliojghayJgjdeslD

h) Hand 3, FF6 dnd mae. Alsd he Ue4 t>^p<B> coda tb(

Ste(4h Cocala role o look d the LR^ p<emiei fnpcrt vKleo

gone rtemd sJe Wndhe yoj motiig up to the 128 1:4 ot

wd'ingto' the PS2. we hove dl theUest ifxtdes dtd»:hediied

rele<i9s on dl famols thd ate *dthrg tolong abod

TIOIE »e ate diaiie to gve a(>r tee di the telet^foie

CALL

CALL
call

£39.99
£47.99

£39.99

£39.99

£39.99
£49.99

CALL
£39.99

CALL

CALL
IN STOCK
£47.99

CALL

CALL

IN STOCK
£34.99
£19.99

CALL
USA Soul otttie Samurai £45.99
USA Final Fantasv Anthology CALL
USA tvledal ot Honour £47.99
USA Legend of Legaiaa £44.99
USA Thiousand Arms £47.99

USA Street Fighter Zero 3 £34.99
USA Resident Evil 2 cua s.«>» £39.99
USA Lunar Silver Star Story CALL
USA Medal of Honour £44.99
USA Star Ocean £47.99
USi\ Quake 2 CALL
USA Bass Landing inc CotiroTterCALL

USAGrandia £47.99
USA Ready 2 Rumble CALL

USA Messiah CALL
USA Gallop Racer CALL

mciMPmcuL'tMion

US'* Pokemon YELLOViT

Pokemon PInball (m.; nmoe; CALL
Pikachu Boxed Set Models £12.99
Pokemon Racers £12.99
Pikachu Talking Toy £19.99

'
, .

. , mmmiiijmmiWSk
' " ' 25cm LARGE £25.99

40cm EXTRA LARGE £39.99

Pokemon Beanie Toys

Squirtle PolwhIM

Jigglyputt Eevee
rvleowth £14.99coch
Pikactiu Alarm Oock
Charmander + POKEBALL
Charmeleon + POKEBALL
Bulbasaur + POKEBALL
Squirtle + POKEBALL
Pocket fvlonster Ivluppel

Remote Control Pikachu
8 Pokemon Keychains
20 Pokemon fvlini Models set 5 £ 1 9.99
23 Pokemon Mini Modets set 3 £2 1 .99

12 Pokemon Mini Models S£t 4 £13.99
Pikactxj Rucksack £17.99

> fpimm imimw
neeonvfTOiSHONos

e ^ OfMrUtOMtttUYOtt
' ' aAlfMAXi

nnumai
WHAT no wurr

(
Stxilh Park 10 Set Keychains £20 )-

Boxed |t
J

Sst £12:99 ^^
V/RTUA

flGHTtR
DANCING

^ SHADOWS^ MUSIC
CD

.' e.n.99

vnoTO noTO lies set i

^4 ^^^f^

WOLF AND SARAH £5.99
KEYCHAIN MOD£LS

soma
sEim

nmm
m

evmiAVi

Rinona Si^hie Seller Squall Zetl

Final Fantasy 8 12cm Ivlodels CALL

3inch Keychain Models ^°^*'^^
incudes FF8 Japanese Collector Card
Squall Rinona Zelli SeVer

20 x 14- Fiial Fantasy 8 Posters CALL

Final Fantasy VIII Music CD £15.99

FF8 4 CD Collectors Set viith CAU.

SeED Ke/chi3in and Collector Cords

FmMLMNTMf7

JEFFREY AND JACKIE
HEYHAIN MODELS £5.99

FINAL FANTASY
-^MODELS £6

3inch FFVIII Keychain t^odels IE6 EACH
Barrett Wallace Coil SIth Cld

lita Lockheart Vincent Yutlle

Find Fantasy VII Music CD'S EACHE16
FFVII CD Set, Poster &. Model CALL
20" X 14" Final Fantasy 7 Posters £6
Tobal 2 Models Set (Pock ot 3) £10
Xenogears Music CD CALL
South Park 10 piece Keychains £19.99

StorWarssetof 13 Models £19.99

3inch Tekken 3 Mtxlels £15
Fist of Northslar Models £25

Rockman Models £10

1 :8 Scole Porcelain Models £79

Mai Ryu Ken Chun U Gouki Barrett

DidtJ/ Kong Keychain Models £9
SNK Models |5 different Set^EACH £10
City Hunter Music CD E 16

Tekken 2 Music CD £12
Soul Edge Music CD £19
Dragon Boll Z Music CD £16
Ghost in the Stiel Music CD £ 19

Lqputa Music CD £19
Ki Ki's Delivery Service Music CD £ 19

My Neighbour Totoro Music CD £19
Dragon Ball GT Video CALL
VIrtua Fighter Music CD £1 7.99
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Dreamcast Console
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Koyboard

VMS Unit

GAMES
Non Members Members

Aerowings 35.99 34.99

Airlorce Delta Call Call

Alone In The Dark 4 Call Call

Armada 33.99 32.99

Blue Stinger 29.99 28.99

Buggy Heal 35.99 34.99

Caesars Palace 2000 35.99 34.99

Castlevania Resurrection Call Call

Crazy Taki 35.99 34.99

Deadly Skies Call Call

Dragons Blood 35.99 34.99

Dynamite Cop 35.99 34.99
Ecco The Dolphin 35.99 34.99

Evolution 34.99 33.99

Fl World Grand Prix 35.99 34.99

Felony Pursuit Call Call

Fighting Force 2 35.99 34.99

Furballs 33.99 32.99

House Of The Dead 2 35.99 34.99
Hydro Thunder 35.99 34.99

Incoming 35.99 34.99

Jeremy l\/lcGraths Supercross 2000 35.99 34.99

Jimmy Wliites 2 Cueball 35.99 34.99
Killer Loop 35.99 34.99

Marvel Vs Capcom 35.99 34.99

MDK2 Call Call

Millenium Soldier Expendable ....35.99 34.99
Monaco Grand Prix Racing Simulation. .34.99 33.99

Mortal Kombat Gold 35.99 34.99

MSR Metropolis Street Racer 35.99 34.99

NBA 2000 35.99 34.99

NBA Showtime 35.99 34.99

NFL Blitz 2000 35.99 34.99

NFL Quarterback Club 2000 33.99 32.99

Pen Pen 35.99 34 99

Plasma Sword 35.99 34.99

Powerstone 35.99 34.99
Psychic Force 2012 33.99 32.99

Re Volt 33.99 32 99

Ready 2 Rumble 33.99 32.99
Red Dog 35.99 34.99

Resident Evil 2 30.99 29.99

Resident Evil Code Veronica 35.99 34.99

Roadsters 35.99 34.99

Sega Bass 35.99 34.99

Sega Rally 2 35.99 34.99
Shadowman 33.99 32.99

Shenmue 35.99 34.99

Slave Zero Call Call

Snow Surfers 35.99 34.99

Sonic Adventure 35.99 34.99
Soui Caiibur 35.99 34.99

!i e

^%
Mai. v*a I '^

Tel. +144101268 531222 Fax. +E44] 01268 288049
Email, sales@softwarefirst.com

Telephone orders: Mon-Fri 9am-7pni/Sat-Sun 10am-4pm. Cheques/PO's payable to

SOFTWARE FIRST, FREEPOST, ANG1778, BASILDON, ESSEX SS14 3BR
Some titles may not be released at the time of going to press. Prices are subject to change without notice. E&OE. Please state format with order.

Please note that Members price apply to Club First Members only. All prices include VAT. Credit cards not charged until day of dispatch. Free postatge
in the UK (Order over £15), £1 First Class or Orders under £15, Next day UK mainland from £3.65. Overseas postatge: Europe £2.50 per item R.O.W
£3.50 per item. Easypay subject to status. Tenris & Conditions available on request. Shop Swap - Games sent back will be purchased back at the price paid

for the actual game and does not include any postage charges you may have paid. Games for exhange or buyback must be returned within 40 days of despatch
otherwise you forfeit the right to retum them. Games being exchanged rather than retumed for buyback must be exchanged for a game of the same or higher value.

Call for more details. Games retumed must be In their original condition with manuals etc.

Vibration PwA

Soui Fighter 35.99 34.99

Soul Reaver Legacy Of Kain 2 Call Call

South Park Chefs Luv Shack 26,99 25.99

South Park Rally 33.99 32.99
Speed Devils 34.99 33.99

Street Fighter Alpha 3 35.99 34.99

Stupid Invaders Call Call

Supreme Snowboarding 35.99 34,99

Suzuki Alstare Extreme Racing 34.99 33.99

Take The Bullet 35.99 34,99

fee Off 33,99 32,99

Tokyo Highway Cliaiienge 35.99 34.99

Toy Commander 35.99 34.99

Trickstyle 33.99 32.99

UEFA Striker 35.99 34.99
Vigilanle 8 Second Offense 34.99 33.99

Virtua Fighter 3tb 35.99 34.99
Virtua Striker 2 35.99 34.99

Worldwide Soccer 35.99 34.99

Worms 3 Armageddon 33.99 32,99

WWF Attitude 29.99 28.99

ACCESSORIES
Dreamcast Arcade Stick 34.99 33 99

Dreamcast Controller 18.99 18.49
(Analogue & Digital Pad With 6 Buttons(2 Shoulder) &
VI^U/Rumbie Pack Slots)

Dreamcast Fishing Rod & Bass Fishing 57.99 56.99

Dreamcast Keyboard 18.99 18.49

(Standard Style Keyboard Making Your Internet Browsing

& E-Mailing Easier)

Dreamcast Lightgun & House Ofltte Dead 2 ,,57.99 56,99

Dreamcast Race Control Wheel 43.99 43.49

Dreamcast Scarf Cable 14.99 14.49

Dreamcast VGA Box Call Call

Dreamcast Vibration Pack 14.99 14.49
Dreamcast Visual Memory System 18.99 18.49

(Next Gen Ivlemory Card With LCD Display Allowing You

To Save Data & Much More)

Logic 3 Dream Station 19.99 18.99

CONSOLES
Dreamcast & Pad 194.99 193.99

(Sega Dreamcast & 1 Controller - 128Bit Machine With

Built In Modem)
Dreamcast Pick A Pack Gold ....289.99 ....287.99

(Dreamcast. Extra Official Controller.Visual Ivlemory

System & Any 2 Games under £40)

Dreamcast Pick A Pack Silver ..239.99 ....237.99

(Dreamcast Solus Pack. Extra Official Controller & Any

Game under £40)
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Ready
Having trouble honing your pugilistic skills? Can't

seem to make it past the First bout or Find that

magic knockout punch? Then Dreamcast Magazine is

here to help. Let's rumble!

CONIROIS

••.. A, B, X + Y - The four
° buttons are all essentially

the same as they all punch,
but they do different punches
for each boxer In this respect
no two boxers are the same as
they all have different moves
and different punches. A+X
are Left punch buttons while
B+Y are Right punch buttons
and you can pull of a large

number of combinations and
punches when combined with
the directional pad.

Rumble mode...
\ IF you successfully land
/' a powerFul punch on an

opponent a letter will

appear and when you have all

six it will spell out RUMBLE.

To enact the RUMBLE mode
you nnust press L+R
simultaneously When this

happens it means that you

will have a certain amount of

time when your gloves will

glow and you will have full

stamina, thereby giving you

the opportunity to inflict

more damage on opponents

in rapid succession than

otherwise possible.

Some characters even have

special moves that can only

be pulled off when in

RUMBLE mode and will inflict

even more damage. Also if

you press A+B together while

in RUMBLE mode you will

unleash your characters'

special moves (rumble flurry)

to make sure your opponent

won't be getting up again in a

hurry A useful hint to

remember regarding RUMBLE
mode is that your RUMBLE
will last longer the higher

your stamina - so if your

stamina is up to 50% you can

perform as many as three

rumble flurries instead of two

if your stamina was 30%.

Obviously the effectiveness of

this depends on the standard

of your boxer's rumble flurry

but it can prove to be lethal.

Tips to the Top

For your boxer to be able to

reach the pinnacle of the

Ready 2 Rumble ladder you

need to be a canny and

unforgiving manager and

coach as well as a resourceful

boxer. It's not all about

fighting you see, as the

secret to success lies in the

training and professional

approach that you take in the

Championship mode.

Fights can be won and lost

in the gym as well as in the

ring, so to help you get your

boxer to the top we've put

together some top tips and

hints on how to get the best

out of your boxer and how to

win that all important

Championship medal.

n Considering that you only

start off with a measly

$1,000 in the bank the first

thing you should do is enter

into some prize fights and

bet as much as possible on

each one. As long as you win

the bouts, this is a quick and

easy way to get the money

rolling In, money which can

be spent on training your

boxer so that he will be in a

suitable state to take part In

Championship fights.

B Although the cheaper

forms of training like the

sway and speed bags are a

useful way to build up your

boxers credentials it's best to

save up enough dollars so

that you can buy a Rumble

Mass Nutrition Regime as

they this will instantaneously

boost your strength as well as

your experience. This is

especially useful early on as it

will give your boxer an

advantage when he does

enter Championship bouts.

0When training in the gym
it is best to build up your

strength over and above

stamina and dexterity due to

the fact that if your strength



your boxer as well as more

money for adding new boxers

to your stable. So make sure

you use up all your fights in a

class but making sure that

you leave enough fights to

win the Championship with -

after all you might need two

or three attempts to beat the

champion of the class.

. > Forget the fair may to win - here's the foul way to garner

success - well we did say by Fair means or foul!

Unlock Bronze Class Boxers
If you haven't got to time to hang around waiting to train your
boxers up and want access to all the bronze class boxers enter

'Rumble Power' as a gym name in Championship mode, as well

as Kemo Claw in the arcade mode.

Unlock Silver Class Boxers
Impatient to unlock the silver class boxers? To unlock them
simply type in 'Rumble Bumble' as your gym name when in

Championship mode All boxers will be unlocked as well as Bruce
Blade in arcade mode.

Unlock Gold Class Boxers
To unlock the top quality boxers of the gold class enter 'Mosma!'

as your gym name in Championship mode. All boxers will be
unlocked and will also unlock Nat Daddy in the arcade mode.

Unlock Champ Class Boxers
To gain access to the champ class boxers enter 'Pod 5!' as your

gym name in Championship mode. This will unlock all boxers as

well as unlocking Damien Black in the arcade mode.

Access Alternate Backgrounds
To gain access to different backgrounds set the system date to

October 31 and skeletons will replace the living in the crowd.
Alternatively set the date to December 25 and a Christmas tree

will appear in the arena.

Fight In A 1^0-tler Arena
To fight in a two-tiered arena enter arcade mode and then select

two player mode. When at the boxer selection screen hold L

while choosing a boxer

Fight In The Gym Bing

levels are high you will do

more damage as well as being

able to withstand more hits

yourself. If you do build up

your strength to a sufficient

level it will make beating

opponents easier Indeed if

you manage to build it up to

1007o you will become

virtually invincible as each

punch will inflict maximum
damage and hits on you will

have virtually no effect.

DBut that's not to say that

stamina and dexterity

aren't important as they

undoubtedly are, but it's just

a case of getting your

priorities right to begin with

and starting off on the right

foot. If you do manage to

build your stamina up to

100% it will make your task

much easier as it means that

your stamina will hardly drop

when throwing punches, and

so in effect being RUMBLE
mode. However, to build your

stamina to such a level means

a substantial amount of

money and a lot of time spent

in the gym on the various

punching bags.

Money makes the world

go around and there's no

difference in Ready 2 Rumble.

The more prize fights you

enter the more money you

can potentially get which

means more top training for

Q

To fight in the gym ring hold L+R when selecting a boxer in two-
player mode.

With a boxer on full

strength and stamina he

(or she) will be virtually

impossible to stop as you

march towards the crown of

indisputable champion of the

Ready 2 Rumble Boxing ring.

So, go get training.

Change Boxer's Costumes
At the boxer selection screen press X+Y together to change the

outfit of the boxers.

Bestore Energy Levels
To recharge your energy when you have been knocked down or

have knocked someone else down you can either press L+R or

rotate the analogue pad full circle.

continued >
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> When in Che Championship mode there are a number training options that you can

undertal<e to build your boxer into a one man Fighting machine in your bid to climb to

the top of Che Ready 2 Rumble rankings. Each piece of training apparatus will build up
one of your boxer's accribuCes - which include strength, experience, stamina and

dexterity - and it is in your best interest, if you are to progress in the tournament, to

build these up to as high a level as possible. Each training mode tal<es the form of a

mini-game whereby you must press buttons at the right time, if the session is to be

beneficial to your boxer However each training session costs money, ranging from a

paltry $500 to a massive $25,000, with the benefits obviously more noticeable with

the more money you spend. Here's a list of them to help you on your way.

Rumble Aerobics Weight Twining

Cost $500

Benefits Dexterity Stamina

Object There is a row of four letters and

directions over which a small ball

bounces and as Che ball lands on

thac leccer/direction you must press

the corresponding button to succeed

in the discipline.

Usefulness 3

At $500 a throw you can't expect to reap

much of a reward from this exercise and it

isn't even particularly easy to gee Co grips wich

as timing (as with all these exercises) is all

important - so no time for looking down at

the buttons. If only real aerobics were so easy

Sway Bag

Cost $1,000

Benefits Stamina, Dexterity

Object The object of this training is to hit

the sway bag with a left jab and

then follow the pattern that is set

whilst avoiding being hit in the face

by the bag.

Usefulness 4

Although more effective than the aerobics

training it still doesn't do a huge amount
for your boxer's attributes, unless you do it

repeatedly that is.

Cost $5,000

Benefits Strength , Stamina

Object You hold down A to lift the weight

and then release it to bring it back

down again. There are two bars on

a chart - one near the top and one

near the bottom - and you must try

and not go over or under these

marks as the nearer you stay to

them the more t)eneficial the

training will be.

Usefulness 8

Probably the best form of proper training as it

builds your two most important attributes up
- your strength and your stamina and for that

it's worth the extra dollars in training.

Vitamin It'aining

Cost $10,000

Cost $1,500

Benefits Stamina, Dexterity

Object Similar to the sway bag training you

must hit the bag using different

punches and make it hit the ceiling

and the more times it does the

greater the benefits to your boxer.

Usefulness 5

Substantially more effective than the sway
bag, though still not great, the speed bag is

good for building up your stamina but you

still need to have a few goes to neap any

real benefits.

Heavy Bag

Cost $2,000

Benefits Strength, Stamina, Dexterity

Object As your trainer calls out a punch you

must do as he says and so long as

you complete that move in as quick

a time as possible the exercise will

continue. It takes a while to get

used to but you do get three

attempts to get it right each time.

Usefulness 7

As it's the only form of training to beef up

three of your attributes it's pretty good
especially for your strength, but it is hard to

get the hang of.

82
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Benefits Stamina, Dexterity

Object One for all the lazy boxers out there

as all you have to do is pop some
pills and the benefits will be

instantaneous.

Usefulness 7

If you're failing to build up your stamina and

dexterity in the gym the hard way then this is

the easy option out. It costs a lot and the

benefits only amount to the same as a few

workouts on the speed bag, but if you're

impatient then this is the way to go.

Rumble iVIass Nutrition Regime
Cost $25,000

Benefits Strength, Experience

Object As with the Vitamin Training

programme there's no need to

exercise those fingers with a mini-

game to reap the benefits, only this

time the benefits are far more

substantial.

Usefulness 9

As an easy way out of training you can't go
wrong as it does wonders for your strength

and experience. Probably not something you

should take too many of due to its sky high

price and probable side effects, but is an ideal

way to get your boxer off to a flying start in

the competition.

Age 23

Home Town Columbia

Weight 232 lbs

Height 5'9"

Reach 82"

If they're going to call Tyson an

animal then Butcher Brown is one

stage up from that. Don't be

mistaken - he's hard. Having lost his

championship title to Boris

Knokimov. Butcher took some time

out from the sport and only

returned to the ring after his lust for

the ring was re-awakened by his

friend and fellow boxer Kemo Claw.

We renewed confidence Butcher is

out for revenge and even though a

bit slow his power means it ain't

gonna be pretty.

EHHEMiaiSId



Gut Thumper
Belly Button Tap

Fro Windup

j Low Blow

Fierce Hook
Hair to Gut

Sissy Punch

Groovy Hook
Left Uppercut

In Yo' Face

Fro Jab Boris 'Hie Bear"

Knokiniov «:

Bori£>

Knoklmov
Age

Home Town

Weight

Height

Reach

30

Zagreb. Croatia

220 lbs

6-3"

73"

Boris is one of the more serious

characters on the Ready 2 Rumble

circuit, carrying a virtually cult status

back in his home country, where he

has many expectations to live up to.

With this weight on his shoulders

it's small wonder that Boris is one

of the most rounded fighters in the

game, through strict and disciplined

training, with good speed and a

hefty right hook to boot. No wonder
his nickname's 'The Bear', as he will

literally eat you alive.

Basic Moves
Zagrev Crusher Right B

Sweep Right u or d, B

Stomach Splatter r. B
Zagrev Crusher Left A

Sweep Left u or d, A
Evasive Jab r. A
Jab X
IVlighty Hook Left u or d, X

Iron Uppercut I.X

Sliding Jab nX
From Croatia With Love Y

Mighty Hook Right uord, Y

Superior I.Y

Moving Bruiser r,Y

Special iVIoves

Justice Axle 1. r. X
Delta Axle r. A, Y X

Reigning Axle r, 1. Y

Axle Combo r, 1. Y X, X
Dividing Shaker u. X, Y

Taunts
Taunt 1 Game over

Taunt 2 1 feel no pain

c ont i nued ^
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Age

Home Toiflfn

Weight

Height

Reach

33

Waipahu. Oahu

358 lbs

6'0"

IT

There's one in every game and in

Ready 2 Rumble it's the Hawaiian

born Salua Tua, Yes. we're talking

sumo wrestlers. But now he's quit

the sumo ring after having reached

the top and headed for the more
commercial and financial waters of

boxing. A sizeable monster of a man
Salua is fairly slow around the ring

but has a devilish array of punches

as well as keeping a few sumo
moves in his arsenal of attacks.

Beware the belly.

lil'iJiHH;MII,'l*/iM

Mr. FIsto

Fat Sweep Right

Belly Bruiser Right

Below the Belt

Fat Sweep Left

Belly Bruiser Left

Straight Jab

Short Hook
Wide Hook
Flubber Fist

Hidden Uppercut

Hula Tula

Quick Hook
The Wai Ki

Skull Smasher

Running Uppercut

Special Moves
Porkchop

Ton of Fun

All You Can Eat

Gut Buster

Monster

Taunts
Taunt 1

Taunt 2

Hit me here

Rumble bumble

Basic nnoves
Hidden Delight Right u or d. B

Age 26 1 Duck & Punch Right r, B

Home Town Guntersville, 1 Tummy Tucker B
Alabama I Sloth Gut Shot A

Weight 290 lbs 1 Hidden Delight Left u or d. A

Height 6' ^" 1 Duck & Punch Left r. A

Reach 80" 1 Sloth Punch X

Nose Bleeder r. X
Having become bored of the lack

Earth Shaker u or d X
of high class opposition in the 1
sport of crocodile rodeo. Tank has 1 Over-Extended JabY

now turned his attentions to the 1 Le Tardo u, Y

boxing ring. With no set agenda 1 Heel Co Fist d, Y

apart from that of beating his 1 Over the Top I.Y

opponents to the floor by | Tiring Punch r. Y
whatever mean
an unconventio

s possible. Tank is

nal boxer but no 1 OmaaSaI Hfl# IIAA
less effective for it. He is. | oDeciai ivii ves
however, rathe

ring but the po

r ^louu Arniinri fhp H ^VBW^VBWB ^»

wer of his punch at 1 Bliu I.X.
least makes up for that in part. H

Crash Test Right r. r, Y

r. r. X

r. r, A
OVEDAIL RATING: 6/10 Crash Test Left

Shameless Left

Shameless Right r. r, B

1. 1. r, Ei Tenderizer

Taunts
Taunt 1

Taunt 2

You no hurt me
I wanna Fight you all

—-1.^4



Angel Riviera

Home Town Monterrey, Mexico

Weight 155 lbs

Height 5' 9"

Reach I
71"

After having won the championship

belt by use of conventional boxing

techniques he quickly had it usurped

by the unorthodox Rocket Samchay.

Revenge now drives Angel, revenge

to claim back his title From his

nemesis, and in a bid to realise that

he has strayed from his traditional

Fighting technique to pursue a less

pure and more wild one.

Consequently Angel has a large array

of moves and punches in his bag of

tricks as well as being fairly swift on

his feet.

Basic niloves

Flab Checker (Right) B

Mean McSpleen (Right) u or d. B

Over the Belt Boarder r, B
Flab Checker (Left) A
Mean McSpleen (Left) u or d A

Gut Shot r. A
Smell da Glove X
Neck Snapper u. X
Downcast d. X

Around the World (Left) r, X

Step & Jab Y

Repeat Offender (up close) Y

Ear to Chin u. Y

Around the World (Right) r. Y

Extendor d, Y

Monterrey Power 1. Y

Special Moves
Ghetto Blaster 1. r. X
Lowrider r. 1, B

Crusin r. 1, B. r, B. A. B

Salsa r. A. 1. r, X

Lambada r. 1. B. r, B, A, B, 1, r, X

Taunts
Taunt 1 Check me out

Taunt 2 I see they sent a boy to do a

man's job. hey

You might think that the boxing ring

is no place for a lady, but Selene

Strike might have something to say

about that. Flight-a-foot and with a

powerful punch to match. Selene is

one of the most complete boxers in

the tournament and can come up
with some pretty impressive moves.

so just don't be put of by that short

skirt and flirting smile.

Basic IVIoves

Fakie Jab B

Low Blow u or d. B

The One Two r. B

Jolly Punch A
Blocking Hook u or d. A
Slide & Stab r. A
Lightening Jab X

Overhand Smash u or d. X

Stylin' Uppercut 1. X

Powercut Y

Head Turner d. Y

Step & Strike- u. Y

Brain Bruiser 1. Y

To The Moon r. Y

Speciai iVIoves

1 Below the Belt r. B

1 Cold Shoulder 1. 1, r. A

No Love 1. r. B

Rejection r. 1. Y

Superwoman 1. r, X

Taunts
Taunt 1 Back Flip

Taunt 2 Let's get busy

essential information;

Age

Home Town

Weight

Height

Reach

20

Taipei, Taiwan

1 50 lbs

5' 8"

78"

Coming to the boxing ring by way
of the land of film and theatre,

where he was employed as a stunt

double. Jet might have the look of

innocence but in no way is this the

case. Combining his training in

martial arts with that of boxing. Jet

has an unconventional style in the

ring, but he is no less effective for

it. Not only is he swift and nimble

around the ring he's also got a vast

array of punches to knock all

comers down with.

OVERALL RATING: 7/10

Basic IVIoves

Taiwan Thunder

Rocket Right

Iron Strike

Forearm Check

Small Hook
Step in Jab

Backhand

Arch Protest

Holy Hand Slap

Karate Fury

Slap

Iron Angst

Firecracker

Sacred Slam

Uppercut (Close)

B
B

u or d

r. B

A
u or d, A
r, A
X

I.X

d. X

r, X

Y

u or d, Y

I. Y

r. Y

r. Y

Special IVIoves

Giving Order

Arch Nemesis

Great Fang

Fists of Fuzzy

Taunts

, B. Y

r. I. Y

I. X. A.

I. r. X

r. I, r, X, Y X

Taunt 1

Taunt 2

Come get some
Check it ^1
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Rocke^t Sannczl-»c3i_|

Age

Home Town

Weight

Height

Reach

23

Bangkok. Thailand

165 lbs

6' 2"

78"

Coming from Thailand Rocket has a

traditional training in kick boxing

and has travelled west to prove that

he can do it with his fists as well.

His victory over Angel Rivera, filled

with eastern style, proved that this

indeed was the case and so now he

believes that he is a complete boxer

and that no one can keep him from

further glory. With the perfect blend

of speed and power Rocket is

indeed one of the best boxers in the

Ready 2 Rumble ring.

l.l'iJilJIIiHiL'ltiliHM

Basic Moves
Tight Tuck

Right Hook
The Dominator

Stab

Left Hook
Trouble in Belladise

Quicif Jab

Overhead Bash

Crazy Uppercut

Step & Jab

Pumpin' Punch

Thai Hoolt

Forehead Crunch

Special Moves
Rocket Launcher

Left Elbow Smash
Right Elbow Smash
Double Trouble

No Trouble

Bangkok Express

Taunts
Taunt 1

Taunt 2

Keep still

I'm the champ

Lulu Valentine

21

Seattle.

Washington

105 lbs

5'
2"

6A"

Age

Home Town

Weight

Height

Reach

Having graduated in business and

fashion design Lulu now
concentrates on bringing her own
style to the ring and to show the

men what boxing is really all about.

And she ain't just a pretty face

either as she packs a mighty punch

for someone so slight and petite

while seemingly swanning around

the ring like a butterfly, making her

the quickest character in the game,

albeit one of the least powerful.

lil'IJil,»l:^WI!I.H:H[i

Basic Moves
spin Navel Knocker

Rock Rocker

The Juggulator Right

Navel Knocker

Rock Rocker Left

The Juggulator Left

Sweet & Petite

Running Clobber Left

Double Time

Spinning Soundgarden

Speedy Uppercut

Uppercut (close)

Nirvana Shotgun

Running Clobber Right

Monster Smash
Power Uppercut

Side Uppercut (close)

Special Moves
Springing Assault

Backhand

1, X

r. 1. Y.

Triple Upper 1. 1. r, Y

Taunts

Taunt 1

Taunt 2

Cartvuheel

Go dive, go diva!



Basic Moves
McGrumpy Stab B

The Tasty Pudding u or d, B
Overhead Stab r, B
Jab the Ribber A
The Hasty Pudding u or d. A
Kidney Killer r, A
Knuckle Sandwich X
Haymaker u or d. X

Rising Dragon r, X
Maker's Mark Y

Jolly or Punch u or d. Y

Thunder Thwak 1. Y

The Fancy Man's Punch r. Y

Special iVIoves

Old School d, u, X. A
Clockwork r. r, 1. X
Tea and Crumpets r. r. Y

Timeout u. d. X, X
Stealing Props u. d. Xord. u. X

Taunts
Taunt 1

Taunt 2

Let me show yer something

You've nothing left

willy Jol-insjon

Age 108

Home Town Chester, England

Weight 172 lbs

Height 5'9"

Reach 72"

Having come to Che Ready 2 Rumble
competition via a strange rift in

time, Willy heralds from a time

when boxing was just coming to the

fore. So he's come along to show us

how it was done back in the 1 SOO's

when there were no rules, and

certainly no protection and to teach

the kids a trick or two. Prepare

yourself to be 'popped on the nose'

by this gentleman of a bygone age

as he slides around the ring and
lands a punch or two - what-ho!

OVERALL RAT NG: 5

3iSZ1 J J BIOOD

WillrUohns()iai

Age

Home Town

28

Riyadh.

Saudi Arabia

Weight

Height

Reach

230 lbs

6'
5"

76"

Another show-off in the ring, Faz is

also a bit of a monster, hence is

moniker. With a wealthy

entrepreneur backing him from his

days as a bodyguard. Faz brings the

pro into professional as he proves to

be a lethal competitor in the ring.

He's hard as nails and certainly not

someone you want to get on the

wrong side of because, man. has

this guy got one serious punch.

Basic iVIoves 1

The Right Stuff B
Naval Navigator u or d or r, B

Jewel Jab A
The Scud u or d A
Duck & Fly r, A
Jabber Jab X
Harem Scarem u or d, X
Uppercut 1, X
Step & Jab r.X

Sir Jabalot "
1

Right of Agony u or d, Y 1

Head Crusher I.Y

Step & Smack
1

Special IVIoves

Whirlwind r, r. 1. X
Cruise Missile r, r. Y

Oasis r, r, 1, X, r, Y
Urban Attack d, u. X.

Taunts
Taunt 1 Huh!

Taunt 2 ' won t hurt you...

^
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Described as an uncontrollable

animal at times, Jimmy is a furious

and often deadly opponent. His

regard for the rules of boxing are

minimal and his lack of regard for

discipline means that he isn't the

most pleasant of fighters to face.

With a massive reach to help him.

Jimmy's hook is one of the most

powerful in the game but it's his

overall balance which makes him

such an effective boxer

Kemo Claw
Basic Moves
Backward Flurry B

Righteous Hook u, B y
Step & Tap Right '^ £.
All Corners m
Fierce All Corners d.A ^
Step & Tap Left ^
Rubber Jab X ^
Back at Ya u or d. X
Power Slap r. X
Elastic Uppercut Left 1. X

Overhead Pound Y

Fake & Pound r. Y

Elastic Uppercut Right 1. Y

Special iVIoves

Shaman Punch 1. 1. r. Y

Warpath 1. 1, r, Y B, A. X

Warcry 1, r, X

Arrowhead Punch 1. 1, X

Taunts
Taunt 1 Feigns a chicken

Taunt 2 Feigns hiding

88
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One of the older members of the

Ready 2 Rumble club, but his

experience makes up for any lack of

power and speed that old age might

have brought. Kemo is a spiritual

man who draws on his experience

and spirits of the warriors in his

family. Not one for many words.

Kemo's actions speak louder for

themselves, action which is

facilitated by his massive reach of

99 inches.



Nat Daddy t*

essential

Age

Home Town

Weight

Height

Reach

Las Vegas.

Nevada

265 lbs

6-
9"

100"

A relative to the ways of the ring,

Nat has made his presence in the I

competition well and truly felt, both

physically and professional. He's a

beast of a man with a massive reach

that can get through all sorts of

defences despite a distinct lack of

punches. With incredible power and

average speed it's small wonder that

he's on route for the top.

OVERALL RATING: 9/10
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Age

Home Town

Weight

Height

Reach

San Diego.

California

2^3 lbs

6' 5"

78"

Yet another poser of the ring, with

his head gear's sole purpose to

protect his rumoured good looks in

an effort to keep him in favour to

the opposite sex. With an ego the

size of Manhatten the ring allows

Bruce to pose and show-off as

much as he likes, so long as he

doesn't end up being pummelled to

the ground. The power that his

punches impart are sure to leave a

mark, but it makes up for a distinct

lack of pace around the ring.

Bruce Blade

5SS:;

Basic Moves
Assassin

In & Out
Knee Buster

Left-O-Matic

Package Checker

Lazy Left

Lackadaisical Uppercut

Lerty Lefty

u or d. B

r. B

A
u or d, A

r. A
X

r. X
u or d, X

Bum Rush

Pain Express

Corporate Uppercut

Overhand Thunder

Y

u or d, Y

r. Y

I.Y

Special IVioves

Jackhammer
Dropping Bombs
Power Trip

Jackhammer Dump Truck

1. r, Y

1. 1. r. Y

r, 1, r, B A

1. 1, r, Y B

Taunts
. ,

Taunt 2 Roar!

Damlen Black

S^-T/l-

Basic IVioves

Reckless Right B

To Hell & Back u or d, B

Freakin' Fright r, B

Tummy Squisher A
Chestal Harassment u or d. A
Satan's Fixer r, A
Demon Slayer X
Splatter Machine Left u or d. X

Underworld Uppercut I, X

Extendo Man r, X
Bone Breaker Y

Final Blow u, Y

Splatter Machine Right d, Y

Wind Up Slam r. Y

Growl Uppercut I. Y

Special IVioves

Age

Home Town

Weight

Height

Reach

500

???

250 lbs

T 3"

105"

Damien Black could quite feasibly

be the devil in disguise. It is

thought that he heralds from

another dimension but Chat is all

that is known about him. His aims

and purposes are unclear but rarely

is he challenged. He is by far the

most powerful of the competitors

and is no slouch in the ring either

making him one very mean
proposition. Fight him only if you

dare - it's your life.

OVERALL RATING: 9/10

Scorcher 1, r + X
Damien's Grip

Damien's Fury

r, X+Y
r, X+Y B, A, Y X

Pitchfork 1. r, Y

Raging Storm r, 1. X
Hades 1, r. A
Blackheart Spear 1. 1. r. B

m'' i:V

Taunt
Taunt 1 Come here!
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Dreaming Of

Connection
Ql^ Get on the net the easy way with our
"" step-by-step guide.

mil

I

You tell us what you really think

about the games you play.

U
yj

: % \-

Mailbox
It's your letters, it's your letters...

no, really it is, and tiiey are. More

of your musings and thoughts on

the wide world of the only

console that matters.

Reader Reviews 9
More highly flattering reviews of

the games that you've been

playing. Surely you don't love every

game you played, or do you?

Dreaming of Connection 96
It's not just a games machine you

know, oh no, you can surf the Net

and everything! So here for you is

the indispensable guide to getting

on the net with your new toy!

Top Ten 9

Each month we'll be presenting

our very own top ten. This month

it's the ten baddest of the bad

characters to be found on a

Dreamcast game near you.

insiBiui imaiHa mm.mm\
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Miiiennium Games

Awards 9

It's really simple, you tell us your

favourite games ever and we
offer you the chance to win some

ace prizes. 'Vou got a problem

with that?
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Bring out your

mall! This month
we have been
literally

Inundated

with your

correspondence
and we can't get

enough of it.

Keep those

letters coming
Jl iv^ii

and questions

matter!

Mailbox

Dreamcast Magazine

Paragon Publishing

SI Peter's Road

Bournemouth

BH1 2JS

E-mail: il[eanica$t@patagon.co.ul(

Fax 01202 299955

Web site: www.ilre3ni-caslnet
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I Need Answers!

> I recently bought a

Dreamcast and bought 3

random magazines to see

which was the best. Yours was

definitely way above the rest!

Please could you answer

some questions so that my
mind will be at rest? In

previews of Shenmue. it said

that the game is in two parts.

Does this mean that in order

to fully complete the game

we will have to fork out the

money for two separate

games? You should include

posters in the magazine

because I am sure that many

people would love a picture of

Soul Calibur or Sonic

Adventure stuck on their wall.

Is Resident Evil: Code Veronica

any good? I need to

know because I am a

great Res Evil fan and

will go mad if the game

IS a flop.

Stuart Meczes

DM: Cheers for the kind

words Fella, but so that you

don't burst we'll get on to

your questions

immediately!

1

.

We're not even sure that

Sega know! Depending on

what day it is, or which

direction the wind is

blowing, Shenmue will

eventually come to us in

two, Four or Five separate

parts. It will all very much

depend on whether or not

gamers respond to it or not

- iF it sells by the bucket-

load you can guarantee that

it will be stretched out into

as many parts as Sega Feel

necessary. However, no one

is Forcing you to buy all oF

the separate parts though it

has to be said that, yes you

will have to buy each one iF

you are to enjoy the game
in its entirety.

2. Well, we are in the

process oF considering what

kinds oF lovely Freebies we
are going to oFFer our

readers. HopeFully the

massive book on the cover

should keep you happy For

''/C
K/a

Just Give Me Half a Reason To Buy One...

> I own a PC. but it is really

old and can't run any Fast

games on it. My mates have

been going on about the

Dreamcast and they have

recently bought one. So, as I

need a new games machine I

thought chat I'd buy a mag to

see what all Che fuss was about.

When I read your GREAT mag I

promised myself chac I would get

one. but as I am 1 3 I will have Co

waic uncil Christmas! Anyway, I

wanced Co asi< you abouC the

games that are coming ouc on

Che Dreamcasc. The lasc game
thac I bought for the PC was

Half-Life, which 1 completed a

while ago and I really enjoyed it.

I was told by one of my
friends chac it is coming

out on Che Dreamcasc and

1 wondered if you could

find ouC if chis is crue. If ic is,

Chen I will definicely be

a while... There's no way
that Resident Evil Code:

Veronica will disappoint. As

it stands, it's already looking

awesome and is expected to

be ten times bigger than

Resident Evil 3 on the

PlayStation!

Designs on Gaming
> I have designed a game
which i think is pretty darn

good. So I just was wondering

if you could tell me what my
next step would be to maybe

getting my game developed

or even just considered.

John Aitchison, Scotland

DNl: You could start by

sending your ideas to the

many games developers in

Scotland, oFf the top oF our

heads there's DMA, Red

Lemon Studios and Vis

Interactive to choose From.

However, any budding game
designers out there can

send in their ideas to us and

iF they're good enough we'll

print them in the mag.

You Know What
Tiiey Say About

Fiattery...

^'Congratulations on

producing such a great

magazine. I will be subscribing

very soon. 1 don't have a

Dreamcast yet. but I plan to

check out what deals there

are at Christmas. While at my
local shop I thought I'd see

which magazines were on sale

for the best console ever. I

spent about ten minutes

going through each of them

and I decided that there was

no contest - yours was the

just the best mag for the best

console. The others were not

up to date with their content.

Anyway I do have a few

questions for you.

DM: Half-Life is certainly on its

way - though you'll have
nearly a year or so before you
can enjoy it on your

Dreamcast. However, there are

loads of great games such as

Crazy Taxi, Soul Calibur and
Take The Bullet to name but a

few that should ensure that /
your Dreamcast gaming is /
an enjoyable

experience.

1

.

Do Sega plan to release any

more PC-style equipment like

printers and digital cameras?

2. When is THQ's WWF
Wrestlemania 2000 being

released in the UK?

3. Do you plan to ever include

a demo disc with your mag?

Carry on the good work!

Darren, Maidstone, Kent

DM: Cheers Darren, we try

our best!

1

.

Not necessarily, at the

moment a Zip drive and a

DVD player are all that have

been confirmed.

2. On the Dreamcast? I

don't think so; the N64
version should be out now.

3. Not at the moment, but we
are looking into the viability oF

covermounting a disc.

Japanese

Wiiispers?

>l just bought your

magazine this month and

I've been looking for a

Dreamcast-only mag for about

a month with no luck until now

when I discovered your fine

looking and accurate mag. I

was relieved to finally see a

mag for such an all-powerful

console at such a reasonable

price. I saw the other mag with

its cover-mounted disc but

yours was simply the best and

I think you shouldn't worry

about covermounting your own
demos because, quite frankly,

the mini game guidebooks are

far more useful. I used to read

CVG but they got caught up in

too much hype about Sony and

Nintendo consoles. I don't care

what happens, I will always be

a proud Dreamcast owner even

if it isn't the mammoth success

it deserves to be. I think Sega

are onto a winner and if they're

sensible they can blow

DrpeamizaE.t' MaQa.<ilr
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Nintendo and even the big kaliunas,

Sony, into oblivion plus Microsoft's

new Black Box console doesn't stand

much of a chance. I'm not obsessive

over computer games or anything but

I know what I'm talking about

compared to most people. Anyway i

have a few questions:

1

.

Are Sega becoming a software

only company, and if so will they still

make games for their 128bit baby?

2. Is Dead or Alive 2 going to be

released in this country?

3. Can the Dreamcast's modem be

upgraded?

'i. I read that Sega are developing a

Sega GT game to match the

Wrestling Time!
>ls IVWF Attitude any diFFerent

on the DC than the PlayStation

and NS'i? When will Crazy Taxi and

EPGA be released? Is Tel<ken Tag

Tournament worth buying if I've

already got Virtua Fighter 3tbl

When will South Park Rally and

Chef's Luv Shack be released?

Ian Carrington, Liverpool

DM: Not that we've noticed.

Neither have been given

confirmed release dates here in

superfluous Gran Turismo 20001

Thanks for your time and

congratulations on your wicked mag
- you guys are the coolest.

Ray Clark, Canterbury, Kent

DM: That's what happens when
you read teletext...

1

.

Sega have already been talking

about their plans For a successor

to the Dreamcast, which will one

day - in a good few years time -

will replace the Dreamcast. So it

would seem that Sega are

planning to make consoles for the

foreseeable future.

2. Indeed it is and we'll be doing

an in-depth feature on it in next

month's mag.

3. Yes, but this will only happen

when phone companies get

around to replacing the prehistoric

phone cables so that we can

actually take advantage of much
faster modems.

4. Yup, they are indeed, and

it'll be lovely.

the UK. Er, neither has Tekken

Tag Tournament, but Soul

Calibur, is Far and a way the best

beat-'em-up available on any

console. Chef's Luv Shack should

be out now, but expect South

Park Rally to hit the shelves

some time early next year

Bring it on!
> UnFortunately, the mag had to go to the

printers beFore we had the chance to tally up

your high scores for this issue. However, this gives

you another few weeks to send in your highest

scores and best times to us to be included in our

brand new league tables to be unveiled next issue.

So, if you think that you are a demon gamesplayer

and that you have achieved a noteworthy score then

get it sent in to us and pamper your ego by printing

your name in our hall of fame!

How To Send In Your Scores

I

iw^

Play any Dreamcast game and

get yourself a top score,

hopefully better than the ones

on this page.

Use a camera or video recorder

to capture the evidence of

your amazing feat!

Send in your video or

photographs to us with a letter

detailing your scores and your

name and address. We will

scrutinise your efforts and

weed out all the fakes, then

print them in a forthcoming

issue of Dreamcast Magazine!

The address is...

High Score Heroes

Dreamcast Magazine

Paragon Pubiishing

St Peter's Road
Bournemouth

BH1 2JS

> Note": ir you weanf your photogrcaphE, or vlcJe»o bcack ple>e3£>e>

mc3ke' £>urG= you include* <3 £.tannpe>cl i±dclre't£.e*d pnvelopp or
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This is where
you get to air

your opinions

on the games
that you play!

This month, as

ever, Sonic

Adventure
seems to be
the game of

the moment
and it's loved

by you all...

•., It seems chat you all

/' love each and every

one of the games chat have

been released for the

Dreamcast, with not one of

you having a bad word

about any of the games

thus far. Not that we are

complaining, but surely you

lot out there don't think

that every single game on

the Dreamcast is stunning

beyond compare? So let's

see some variety - you

don't have to love every

game that you play, as you

can see from our varied

review scores we certainly

highly you

The views expressed in ttiese

not Dreamcast Maqazin[

Drean^
can send your

ews in to us in a

Jety of ways...

ilreaincast@paragon.i

By snail mall...

Reader Reviews

Dreamcast Magazine

on Publishing

er's Road

Publisher

Developer

Origin

Genre

Reviewed by

Sega

In-house

Japan

Adventure

Kevin Oldlng

MCallliur
Publisher Sega

Developer Namco

Origin J<]pon

Genre Bedt-ein

Reviewed by kilos W[

Publisher

Developer

Origin

Genre

Reviewed by

Sega

In-house

Japan

Adventure

Jeremy Smith

IteHMMSflfee!

Publisher Sega

Developer In-house

Origin Japan

Genre Shooter

Reviewed by Paul Ro,'i^er

\ I have always been a
.'*' great fan of Sega and, I

even bought a Saturn despite

the fact that all of my friends

bought a PlayStation.

However, after much

consideration, I think that

Sonic Adventure is one of the

best games that I have ever

played. Who could have

imagined the visual and audio

treat that Sega had prepared

for us? Super Mario 64 might

well have dragged platform

games into the 3-D but Sonic

Adventure is by far and away

the best game ever of the

genre with great graphics and

incredible sound. You could

say that Sonic Adventure is

the game of the millennium!

•., Sega have always been
.•' highly regarded for

producing the console that is

the beat-'em-up fans choice.

The Dreamcast is no exception

as it has a wide choice of top

fighting games. However, up

until now there hasn't been a

truly awesome beat-'em-up. 1

am, of course referring to

Soul Calibur. Until recently, I

thought that Namco were

only ever going to develop

software for the PlayStation.

However, they have jumped

ship and designed the

ultimate fighting game for

both hardcore and casual

gamers. Soul Calibur is the

most important Dreamcast

release of the year!

\ When playing Sonie

.•''Adventure initially; in

terms of gamplay, it seems

very similar to its

predecessors. The graphics

stun, and Sonic moves swiftly

and fluidly. Finally, in Sonic

Adventure, a games company

has realised the gamesplayers

wants - gameplay from the

original remains, with

beautiful graphics and a good
- if slightly corny - plot. The

games lifespan is tremendous,

with three tasks to each level,

and six different characters.

This is the best transisition

from two to three dimensions

ever, and one that nobody

should miss out on. Go on,

buy it now!

\ I Iteep having this

.•' recurring nightmare

where I am in this Michael

Jackson video being confronted

by a man in a white glove

groaning with a bunch of

mutant friends. That dancing

doesn't fool me - this man is

not human. Oh no! What shall

I do? I'll turn the light on to

try take away the pain...

BANG... they've been blown

away. It's that simple to kill a

zombie - just point a lightgun

at it and it will show you

what it had for dinner the

night before. Your mum was

right, it does pay to eat your

greens. House Of The Dead 2

is just fun, fun, fun with never

a dull moment. What a thriller!

Overall mi Overall Overall m\ Overall
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VfOBBI-Y'Z COMPANY

Independent software specialists for U.K. Dreamcast.
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> www . c*-eain-cast
.

Get online with

our guide to

becoming a

fully-fledged

member of the

surfing

community!

•., When it was first

.' announced that the

Dreamcast would ship with

a built-in modem, jaws fell

to the floor. From that

moment on the Dreamcast

was going to be more than

just a games console, it was

going to be the ultimate in-

home entertainment system.

Where else were you going

to be able to get onto the

Internet for under £200?

Certainly not through a PC.

So not only is the Dreamcast

revolutionising the art of

games playing, it's also

revolutionising the Internet,

bringing it to a whole new
audience that didn't even

know it existed.

With this feature

Dreamcast Magazine is going

to take you on a journey of

the virtual world, a journey

of discovery, starting at the

beginning and ending

somewhere you never even

dreamt of. If you're ready,

then let's go!

Interact

Dreamcast Magazine

Paragon Publishing Ltd

St Peter's Road

Boumemoutii

BH1 2JS

Alternatively...

E-mail: ilreaiiicast@patagon.co,uk

Fax 01202 299955

Web Site: www.ilreani-caslnet
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Connection
Hooking Up The DreamArena
Once you've plugged your Dreamcast into the phone line and

you've placed your Dream Key disc (the passport to infinite

knowledge) into your machine, just push the button and a

whole new world will be opened before your eyes. A screen will

appear welcoming you to the DreamArena and asking you to

press start. Press the button and it will catapult you straight

into the World Wide Web.

Dreamarena
Powered by Dreamkey vi o

Pfpiontrd by

Once you've logged on, your fist port of call will be the

DreamArena. This is the official Dreamcast Web site and only

accessible via a Dreamcast. Once there you will have exclusive

access to all the latest news, reviews, cheats, tips,

competitions and all things Dreamcast - it wouldn't be an

exaggeration to say that there is loads to do and see just on

this one site, but it is only one of millions. One of the best

features of the site is the chat area, which has a variety of

different areas including: a reception, pub and sauna, where

you can go and discuss games and exchange tips and hints

with other Dreamcast junkies. The DreamArena also has a shop

for all your Dreamcast merchandise as well as a lifestyle

section that puts you on the Excite Internet browser to help

you find anything non-Sega related.

Recratlon.
^D'.arr? .i.iys.

' „
.mst-r. '.

- My*, 'roc rl

I
^™^9
^mH^^H^B
BjfjM^wyjttf^fttf^BiifjpiTM^^^M

1
Ovsa (DmoB Ooop CDtam

MStms GJ CD ao^jw C)sas> CBiisss E3 sessss ema? oibssqcq CDsb^
^ Conn 8:13 Dream Arena Conn 0:18

> If you're logging on for the first time you will have to spend the first half an hour or so traipsing through what seems not unlike a

mass of legal nonsense from Sega. Then you'll have to plough through yet more forms to allow you to register as an official Sega

Dreamcast Internet surfer You mill be asked for all the standard details - name, address, telephone number - as well as an email

address, passwords and all the gubbins you need to set your personal email account up with. With all your details handed over you will

then be registered and be able to start browsing.
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A Word Of Advice
> Get a Dreamcast keyboard. If you have any aspirations of becoming a king of the surf Chen the only way to do it

is by kitting yourself out with the ultimate surfboard, it will make your job one hundred times easier and even
quicker If you're using the standard Dreamcast Controller you will find the whole process of exploring the Internet

laborious and frustrating as you will spend ages trying to type in Web addresses - believe us, we tried!

'"/t^.
ffUy,V^.

Web Watch
•., What better way to while away
/ the hours than to surf the Net?

This month's rich pickings come have

been inspired by the contents of this

issue. But be warned, some are quite

bizarre! However, if you have favourite

sites, then send the addresses to us

and we'll check 'em out.

www.geocities.Gom/Area51/StatioiV6744

This one was inspired by Vigilante 8:

Second Offense as the site is a tribute

to the Seventies.

www.nj.com/yucl(y/worm

Well, there are various sites to do with

worms out there, some more

squirmish than others.

www.marvelcomicis.com

For the ultimate in graphic comics.

Marvel have yet to be beaten, and this

comprehensive Web site offers much
of the same.

www. tlie-eye.com/bgame.htm

A Web site devoted to the beautiful

game. You'll find everything you

could ever want to know about

football here.

www.entertainment2000.cam/

As the Millennium approaches ever

nearer, just a few days left now, this

site is busily counting down to that

magic moment.

www.geocities.com/Athens/Forum/6900/

deail.htmi

A tenuous link between Psychic Force

and dead famous psychics - interesting

if a little bizarre, to say the least.

http://member$.tripod.com/%7EyhailidiAaxi/

taxi.htmi

Crazy Taxi isn't all fantasy as they're

based on the yellow cabs of the

streets of New York, don't ya know!

www.ilumlicriminaiacts.com/

A site devoted to bungled crimes and

the dopey criminals involved. Check it

out, it's hilarious!

eirsiinf^
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SURRNGUSA
> To help you find your way around the Internet uuith the Dreamcast controller and
with greater ease, Sega have incorporated tvuo menus which can be easily

accessed by pressing the left and right shoulder buttons. Holding the relevant

button will bring up a menu screen which will then allow you to access the

following commands.

Left Shoulder Bunon

Home Will take you back to the

main DreamArena page

Bookmark a directory of Web sites

including other Sega sites,

i
BT. ICL and Arsenal PC. which

' you can highlight and then

{access without having to

type out the address

Jump ' The way to get around on

the Internet. A keyboard will

appear on the screen and
you can surf the Web by

entering whatever Web site

you fancy visiting

Mail Will take you to the email

facility so that you can send

1 letters to friends

Cliat Takes you to the chat room
menu in the DreamArena

Options Allows you to change various

settings, including sound and
contrasts, on your screen

Disconnect Disconnects you from the

Right Shoulder Button

Back Will take you to the page
that you were at previously

Fotwaril Will take you to the page
that you've just come from if

you've just left it

Reload Reloads the page that

you're on

Cancel cancels a pervious instruction

Add Bookmark win add a Web site's address

to your Bookmark list for

future reference

Zoom The page will zoom in on an

image or text on a page

File Takes you to the VM unit

menu where you can. in the

future, save items

With technique mastered you're now
qualified to roam the wilds of the

Internet... but at your own peril.

There are literally millions and millions

of sites to explore covering all walks
of life and a whole lot more. Happy
hunting!
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Nature's Recyclers

It's happening in the dirt under your feet, in the

woods, even in the old food you forgot in the back of

n1 invented by

lyclers. Mold and

a and higher level AwomisosMeis
ims like beetles, w

>b„,,b,,„.

!des and, of course,

orms are all busy

rs. They break dow/n M
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MAKING THE INTERNETWORK FOR YOU

Every month, What's Online

helps you get much more

from the Internet:

•Jargon-free,

hands-on guides

• Real-world Net use

made easy

•A great read for all

the family
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TO ORDER YOUR COPY OFWHATS ONUNE. CAU. 01202 200200 OR EMAIL SUB&aPARAGON.COUK
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Every game
has one or

two guys
battling it out
for supremacy,

but who is the

hardest of the

hard men on
Dreamcast?
We asked the

question on
www.dream-
cast.net, and
here's what
you said!

II i

GARYSIEWART MICHAEL lEROI BUTCHER BROWN
rr^=r| The House Ot The DeadZ/Sega

[ILJj Anyone who can wander^^^ around a zombie infested

town and escape alive has got to

be pretty hard in our bool<s.

Mal<ing blowing zombies' brains

and intestines to pieces look as

easy as stealing candy from a

baby, this is one cop you don't

want to mess with.

AKA SHADOW MAN
r=\ ShadowMan/Vlniin

[ / J Michael LeRoi has proved^^^ time and again that he's

hard as nails and so by this virtue

alone he demands a place in this

list. For a man who wanders the

nefarious Deadside for a living

there can only be two words:

respect brother

r^\ Ready 2 Rumble Boxing/Midway

I^^I Mike Tyson move oven Butcher

Brown has come to take your

title of nastiest and meanest boxer in

the ring. Built like a brick shit-house

and biceps the size of your torso,

Butcher isn't called Butcher without

good reason... if you get my meaning.

HAWKMANSON
fr~\\ Fighting Forte 2/Eidos

[^^ J Making a welcome return to
^"^^ the land of hard men. Hawk is

back to work on the Dreamcast with

more muscle and more guns, which

also just happen to be bigger too. On a

one man mission to save the world as

an undercover agent, there's not many
people who get in his way and survive.

KAGEMARU ALIUS
VIrtua Fighter WSega
The most rounded and

arguably the most lethal

of the Virtua Fighter crew, Kage

and his jujitsu moves are enough

to get us running with tail

between our legs, even if he does

wear a blue jump-suit.

rp7| Soul FIghter/Plggyhack

^^J Interactive

A swordsman of high

calibre, Altus wanders the plains

of Gomar looking to 'kill' anything

that looks like a genetic mutant

and moves only to save their soul.

With giant sized sword in hand

and bulging muscles to boot,

Altus is one hard medieval warrior

OANIEN BLACK NIGHIMARE
r^l Ready 2 Rumble

L^l Boxing/Midway

The ultimate hard man of

the ring could also be the devil

incarnate himself, such is his

power, strength and devilish looks.

With skin the colour of (actually

let's not go there) and some of

the meanest punch combos this

side of the hell, Mr Black certainly

isn't one to be messed with

without due course.

r~s\ Soul Callhur/Namco

[^~ 1 Having been transformed
^""^ into the metal clad and

deformed figure of Nightmare,

Seigfried (as was) is now even

harder and barbarous than before.

Although he'd stick to the nearest

magnet there's no stopping him

cut and slash his way through

anyone stupid enough to go near

him. And with a sword that big,

who's gonna mess?

EXPENDABIES
f^l Millennium Soldier: Expendable/inlogrames

[Cj J Although they're all one and the same, the soldiers, known as^^^ Expendables, are all rock hard as well as having a penchant for

killing and guns. It seems that very little survives after an encounter with

these man machines earning them a solid place in this list.

98 Drpamc

^^^^ly J 'N

ASTAROIH r^^?:^^

Soul Calihiir/Namco

Soiiiovvhjt Linsuipiisingly wc rind another

Soul Calibur character propping up the top 4
ten... In the end we plumped for the '»

mighty jxe-wielding, remorseless and plain vicious

Astoioth as the haidf:st nut in the bag. Apart from

anything else, he's giant sized and the abomination

who wed least like to meet down a dark ally let

alone meet on a date. There's no two mays about

it - this guy is hard. Really hard. ',..*Jfe*«

^ji-fti my^



HSHMV
TOTAL
GAMES
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,C^

^J^~'-

A £400 DVD player & 10 DVDs!
PlayStation, N64 & Dreamcast!
£500 HMV vouchers -^/^

L
O 9 c J ooo (^ 6

rES'^

s the end of the Millennium dr;iws near the

ToiAi, Gami;s Ni:i\\oi^k (www.totalganies.net).

in association with HMV and Titus, has

decided to honour the best pieces of software

lifetime chance test gaming

imes Awards!

All we want is for you to toll us what ten games have

rocked your world using the form provided below.

Having done this, complete the survey information and

your details on the following page and then send it

back to us Freepost - no stamp required.

Completed entries will be pulled out of the sack and

the winners nicked at random - there are no right or

wrong answers. Once we have received all the entries,

we will compile a top 100 games of the Millennium

and one lucky winner will receive a DVD player and

ten UK DVDs. 2nd prize is a Nintendo 64.

PlayStation and a Dreamcast. While 50 runners-up will

each receive get a £10 HMV voucher. Don't delay, get

those voting forms in today!

wre are bhepersonalFayourUes oP our oMors ^ vobe Por your ouim
lick Roberts Managing Editor

. Out Run (Arcade)

. Metal Gear Solid (PS)

. Gun Fright (Spectrum)

. Pac-Man (Arcade)

. Bubble Bobble (Spectrum)

. Rick Dangerous (Spectrum)

. Super Mario World (Super NES)

. Dynamite Dan (Spectrum)

. James Pond: Robocod (Mega Drive)

0. San Francisco Rush (N64)

Pliil King, Editor of PowerStation

1

.

Goldeneye (N64)

2. Gran Turismo (PS)

3. ISS Pro Evolution (PS)

4. Starcraft (PC)

5. Skool Daze (Spectrum)

6. Sensible World Of Soccer (PC)

7. Tekken 3 (PS)

8. Tomb Raider (PS)

9. Laser Squad (Spectrum)

10. Worms (PC)

Ryan Butt, Editor of Piay

1

.

ISS Pro Evolution (PS)

2. Goldeneye (N64)

3. Resident Evil 2 (PS)

4. Sonic The Hedgehog (Mega Drive)

5. Arkanoid (C64)

6. Kid Chameleon (MegaDrive)

7. Back 2 Skool (Spectrum)

8. Wonderboy (Arcade)

9. Tekken 3 (PS)

1 0. Street Fighter II (Super NES)

Andy McDermott, Editor of 64 Mag
1 : Robotron 2084 (Arcade)

2: Quake II deathmatch (PC)

3: Goldeneye (N64)

4: Elite (BBC/C64/Atari ST)

5: Defender (arcade)

6: Ancipital (C64)

7: Tomb Raider (PlayStation)

8: Street Fighter II Turbo (Super NES)

9: Super Mario Kart (Super NES)

10: Tempest 2000 (Atari Jaguar)

uttlenntim tames auiards enbruPerm
»e bop benfimes Uiab have ahmfiedmu tiFe are.C9 DroamcaSt MaoazinB #4 •^Dreamcast Magazine #4

Important: please write your game name clearly and in capital letters only Also ensure that all game
lames are spelt correctly and that you put what games system they are for in brackets. The closing date

or the Millennium Games Awards competition is 3 1 / 1 2/99.

6

1

8

9

16

The results of the Millennium Games Awards will be printed in the following magazines: Play 059,

64 Magazine 037, PowerStation 046, 64 Solutions 017, DVD Review 010, Dreamcast Magazine 06
and Dreamcast Solutions 03.
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Oreamcast Magazine #4
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Are you?

n Male D Female

Name:
What age group are you in?

Address: (tick one)

n 10-17

n 1 8-25

D 26-35

D 36-45

D 46-50

n Over 50

Are you?

n Married

Postcode n Living with your partner

n Living with your parents

n Living alone

n Living in a shared house

Daytime telephone number D Divorced/separated

n Widowed

What is your occupation?

I am prepared to attend the (tick one)

prize ceremony at HMV D Director

D Yes D No D Manager

The biggest games For the new Millennium 2DDI

© 1 999 - Titus. All rights reserved. Hercules TM & Copyright Studios USA Xcna : Warriror Princess. TM & © Univers

Television Enterprises. Inc. Licensed by Universal Studios Licensing, Inc. Blues Brothers 2000 is a trademark and

copyright of Universal Studios. Licensed by Universal Studio Licensing. Inc. All rights reserved.

D Self-employed

n Skilled worker/Tradesman

n Manual worker

n Office worker

n Shop worker

n Public sector

n Professional

n Armed Forces

n Student

D Housewife/husband

n Retired

n Unemployed

n Other (please state)

What is your household's

total annual income?

D Under £10,000

D E10,000-£ 15,000

n £16,000-£20,000

D £21,000-£45,000

D £46,000-70,000

D £71,000-100,000

D £100,000+

What newspaper(s) do you

read regularly?

D The Sun

D The Daily Mail

n The Daily Express

n The Daily Mirror

n The Guardian

n The Times

D The Independent

n The Financial Times

Do you own or intend to buy

a console in the next 6-12

months?

n No

n Yes (Please tick all that apply)

Sony PlayStation

Nintendo 64

PC

Game Boy Color

PlayStation 2

Dreamcast

Own Intend

to buy

D
n
D
D
n
D

n
n
n
D
D
D

New Nintendo console D n

Do you own a computer?

n Yes

n No, but I intend to within the

next 6 months

n No, and I don't intend to buy one

in the next 6 months

Are you connected to the

internet?

At work

D Yes

n No

At home

D Yes

D No, but I intend to be in the next

6 months

n No, and I don't intend to be in

the next 6 months

Do you own a DVD player?

n Yes

What brand?

survey came from PowerStation magazine.

n From lime to time you may be sent related material through

the post. If you do not want to recave this, please tick this box.

once you have complebed all bhese quesUons andMe alltnponbanb bop ben,

please sendn baek bo,-

nttlem^m eames auiards\

paragon pubffsl^g ibd

preeposb (Bu WS5)
^

Bournemoubh

emara



Video Games Experts
i»o

Dreamcast

The Besi Mail Order Games on the Internet

Open Monday-Sunday llam-llpm
Visit our wen site at : www.cvleniet-iiii)islu(lio.coni

Special Offer!
Buy Any Game and Get Znd for Half Price

Log on NOW to get your FREE LobbyShares

lliuk
lAt The Lobby, we aim to offer you top quality products, at

some of the best prices on the Net. Including PlayStation,

Nintendo, Dreamcast, Sameboy, PC Software and Hardware,
Videos, DVD, Music CDs, Sports Equipment, Branded Clothing,

Fitness Gear, Web Space, Domain Names, Batteries, Gifts,

Special Offers, News, Reviews, Updates and a whole tot more.

The Lobby Online Limited, PO Box 99, Selby. 708 SYE
Email: info@thelobby.co.uk Tei: 01757 229201 Fax: 01757 229194

CunthaeY
Independent
software specialists
^for U.K. Dreamcast.

Contact us for a
FREE price list:

Tel/Fax 01438 369759

Swap a in t

plus p+p iioi* ol

'am cast lilies

, our choice.

syntliasy@uk.dreanicast.coni

THE FWKKrtST I^AY TO
CALL Ota OF
TBS
IfVMBERS
BCLOR
p«T rr
THROUGH
TO A MATS.

.

MR. FORY
0%bO IllbfaO

THE DETECTIVE

OTObO lllfafal

MR. STA^AMER
OTObO Illbb2

nZHD VP A FRXCKD'

ft

.JMJH ffKXT
FOR THE

RCACTXOVf

XRATE paiVERY DRIVER
OlObO Illbb5

MY DAUGfTrtR^ PREGNANT
O'fOM Ill(>b4

Calls charged at £1 in at all times. Jokelines, P.O. Box 43, Warminster, BMZ 7PP
PliASE SEiK RBWSSIOd fROI* THi PffiSOK WVING HE tin lifCSE UUING

piinivw.chipsworld.co.uk

Independent software specialists
for U.K. Dreamcast.

We reward you with

FREE CASH
,wJ|eft,jfou buy game|.,toi»vj!tt5!«

-#yfli*a#y#«lh4fe«m##M?#«»

Contact us for a FREE price list:

Tel/Fax 01438 369759



get more info on all our products on the web.
^VWe are Britain's biggest mail

order su|>t>lier of computer
games! Call for your FREE 64 page

catalogue packed with Dreameast, PSX,

LAST ORDER DATES FORxeffR
credit card - 20th December, cash/postal orders - 16th December, cj

December, express cheque - 16th December. Please call fordellyet
after these dates as 'delivery may still be possible foj/an

^^^
TMAS
iue - 9th I

rmatlon |

'a charge.

PRICE THE PRICE YOU SEE IS THE PRICE YOU PAY

You should find Gameplay to be the CHEAPEST

supplier of computer games in the country. However, if

\ you do find a better price, please ring us and we will do

) our best to beat or at least match It. On top of this, we
'offer a FREE 1st Class delivery service and we don't

I charge for membership if you are buying by mail order

so there are no "Hidden Charges".

tm^

^y^u.

pw^v^.^

Watch us now on<^J^/.

Open....

CHOICE 1 0O's OF PRODuas to choose from

We try to stock every game available and If It's not in

stock when you ring we should be able to get It for you fast. I

Also, with plenty of2nd hand games available as well as new '

there should always be something that you're looking for.

;Sr:v I QUALITY the best of everything - guarai^eed!

We only sell official UK products and all ttems are fully

i guaranteed whether new or 2nd hand. Every product

I
line that we sell has been carefully tested by our

' enthusiastic sales tem to ensure that it allows us to live

'up to our repuatatlon for only providing the best of

.J A everything. Any product that becomes faulty within its

^•\ warranty period will be replaced hassle free, quickly and

efficiently, including return postage.

oT SERVICE IF YOU DON'T LIKE IT...DON'T KEEP IT

: (Available only on Sky Digital)

^ .--*^

CARRYCASE
only £1 6.99

TRANSPORT your DREAMCAST
EASILY AND SAFELY WITH THIS
MADE TO MEASURE CARRY CASE

FROM BLAZE

I

^

INNOVATION! The first

console to boast a
keyboard to allow you
to surf the Internet.
A recommended buy

Everything Is sent by first class post so delivery time Is normally

within 2 working days, or we offer optional next day delivery

if you can't wait! Our tough cardboard packaging has been

designed to ensure that your products arrive in perfect

condition and our salesmen are all enthusiasts who do not

make commission, so they can give you completely

Impartial advice. Remember, if you don't like it you
' don't have to keep it so we make sure we tell you the truth!"'

Add to this our superbly efficient technical support and

customer service departments and we are convinced you will

find us to be NUMBER ONE!

DREAM STATION
only £1 6.99

PROTEa YOUR DREAMCAST
WITH THIS CUSTOMED

DESIGNED STORAGE UNIT.
WILL SUPPORT PORTABLE TV

ON TOP!

£19.99
official keyboard
plug It Into your Dreameast
controller port.

Internet compatible
"you will need a keyboard to

gain full benefit from Internet

connection.

visual memory unit

(VMU) £1 9.99
much more than
simply a memory card.

hi-res LCD screen
200 blocks of memory space
built In D-pad and contol

buttons, allows for standalone
gameplay

.

official dreameast controller
ergonomic perfection, easy to use and
suberbly fast response. £1 9.99

analog thumbpad & 2 analog triggers

digital thumb pad & 5 digital buttons

2 built In expansion slots

THE ULTIMATE GAMING CONSOLE, CAPABLE

OF AMAZING 3D GRAPHICS.
PREPARE FOR A GAMING

REVOLUTION.

1 28 bit 3D processing

power that's faster than most

high spec home computers.

Built in 33.6 kbs modem
includes Dreameast Passport
software which aiiows free

unlimited access to the

internet and email. Play

games online and challenge

players across the globe.

^ TO MOSTAREAS
HTHEUK
"SUBJEaiO
STOCK ond

lEOVRITY CHECKS

official arcade
controller £33.99
to complete your 'arcade' at
home.

arcade stick and 6 diglta],

buttons

durable design

VMU port built In.

official steering wheel
the perfect add-on for driving fans.'

gives full analogue steering.

durable design g-j,^ -»-»
VMU port built in.£42.99

jump pack £14.99
feel every hit, crash and
shot In a sensory overload.

plugs directly Into

controller

no batteries required!!

VGA box £8.99
plug a PC monitor and a TV
Into your Dreameast.

Scart Cable £6.99
better quality picture and
sound

BRITAIN'S LARGEST MAIL ORDER
MONEY BACK



SALES LINES

Kmtmtom^' ' incomino ,

SALES FAX 0113 234 0770
Busiomer service «iu 2o< uvw

Sales o

rsi o sr jt, i sec

^̂
fl.

The Neo Geo Pocket Colour Is a 1 6-blt
handheld machine capable ofshowing
146 colours (colour Cameboy is only

8-blt and has 56 colours). It offers real

time gaming, a unique control stick

for arcade style gaming and is

COMPATIBLE WITH DREAMCAST!»

Handheld console . .£51.99
Available in Anthracite, Aqua
Blue. Blue, Clear, Platinum

Silver and Stone Blue.

All the following Neo Geo
Colour games are £20.99:
Bio hflotor Unltron, Crush Roller,

Fatal Fury, King of Fighters', Metal
Slug, Neo Cherry Master, Neo

Dragons Wild, Neo Ceo Cup, Neo
Mystery Bonus, Neo Turfmaster,
Pacman, Pocket Tennis, Puzzle

Bobble Mini and Samurai
Showdown.

Link Lead £9.99
Mains Adaptor £18.99

inn ^

If you are not absolutely
delighted with your pur-
chase for any reason you
may return it to us and we
will gladly exchange it for

you or send a refund. Simply
ring for an authorisation
number and return it to us

by recorded delivery.
(We will make a small restocking

charge of £4 or 1 0% of the purchase
price and we would ask that you

return the Item in perfect condition.)

your statutory rights are not affected

IT
•

r-yr oaoia with conhoence from

[vj one of the largest games suppliers in the— country. Over 325,000 customers so for!

/"^ye 1*1 tias* dtUnrjf §n* <t

\y) tharg* to UK mainland. We provide
^— the fXSTEST delivery service around:

1 -3 working doys max on stock items.

Next working day delivery from £4.

Orders placed before 3pm ore sent

the same day [subject to stock).

Payment via cheque please allow 8
working days for cheque clearance.

fOeo'S OF TITIES. We also

/''"X stock gomes end accessories for

t •; PSX, N64 & other consoles , PC CD^-^ ROM and DVD.

Other companies may take your
^^MOHEY immediately but with

( yJ Gameplay you will be safe know-— ing that your cndlt cord wl//
not b* debited unfit your
order I* despatthedl

Order by credit card, cheque. Postal

/'^yr Orders or cosh [please send cosh in

( ^J a registered envelope for your own
protection). Sorry, no COD.

Due to the immense extra pleasure that you will

get from your Dreamcast by playing games
online, we strongly advise against buying

imported games or machines. You can ONLYplay
online with a UK machine and UK games.

Aero Wings RRP £39.99 £31 .99
Blue Stinger RRP £39.99 £29.99
Buggy Heat RRP £39.99 £32.99
Cool Boarders RRP £39.99 £32.99
Dynamite Cop 2 RRP £39.99 £32.99
Formula 1 Racing RRP £39.99 £32.99
House of the Dead 2 RRP £39.99 £32.99
House of Dead 2 & Gun RRP £59.99 £52.99
Hydro Thunder RRP £39.99 £32.99
Incoming RRP £39.99 £32.99
Jimmy White's Cueball RRP £39.99 £31 .99
Metropolis Street Racer ...RRP £39.99 £32.99
Millennium Soldier RRP £39.99 £31 .99
Monaco GP Sim 2 RRP £39.99 £31 .99
Mortal Kombat Gold RRP £39.99 £32.99
NBA 2000 RRP £39.99 £32.99
NBA Showtime on NBC RRP £39.99 £32.99
NFL Blitz 2000 RRP £39.99 £32.99
Pen Pen RRP £39.99 £31.99
Powerstone RRP £39.99 £30.99
Psychic Force 201 2 RRP £39.99 £32.99
Ready to Rumble RRP £39.99 £32.99
Sega Bass Fishing & Rod ....RRP £59.99 £52.99
Sega Rally 2 RRP £39.99 £32.99
Sonic Adventure RRP £39.99 £32.99
Speed Devils RRP £39.99 £31 .99
Suzuki Alstare Racing RRP £39.99 £31 .99
Take the Bullet RRP £39.99 £32.99
Tokyo Highway Chall' RRP £39.99 £32.99
Toy Commander RRP £39.99 £32.99
Trickstyle RRP £39.99 £31.99
(UEFA Striker RRP £39.99 £31 .99
/irtua Striker 2 RRP £39.99 £32.99

'Virtua Fighter 3tb RRP £39.99 £32.99
Worms Armageddon RRP £39.99 £31 .99
WWF Attitude RRP £39.99 £32.99
All the games below are expected to be available prior

to Christmas this year. Ring or visit our web site at

www.gameplay.com for a more up to date schedule.
Dragon's Blood RRP £39.99 £31 .99
Fighting Force 2 RRP £39.99 £30.99
Marvel vs Capcom RRP £39.99 £31 .99
NFL 'QBC 2000' RRP £39.99 £32.99
Plasma Sword RRP £39.99 £31 .99
Red Dog RRP £39.99 £32.99
Re - Volt RRP £39.99 £32.99
Resident Evil 2 RRP £34.99 £27.99
Roadsters RRP £39.99 £31.99
Shadowman RRP £39.99 £32.99
Snow Surfers RRP £39.99 £32.99
Soul Calibur RRP £39.99 £32.99
South Park Luv Shack RRP £39.99 £25.99
South Park Rally RRP £39.99 £32.99
Streetflghter Alpha 3 RRP £39.99 £31 .99
Tee Off RRP £39.99 £32.99
Vigilante 8 2nd Offense RRP £39.99 £29.99
Virtua Striker 2 RRP £39.99 £32.99
Worldwide Soccer RRP £39.99 £32.99

PUASC CAll to CONFIRM PRICK AND AVMLABIUTY SFFORF OftDttUNG AS SOmt fTCMS MAY K UMmO STOCK AND PRICES ARC SUBJtCT TO fLUCTUATION

?j< Cut out this order form and post to:

GAMEPLAY, ENTERTAINMENT HOUSE,

CROSS CHANauOR SIREEr, LEEDS, LS6 2TG

Item description Price!

..Have you ordered before? Yes/ No

Address

. Postcode:.

:Tel:.

Optional express cheque clearance. If you are

paying by cheque but do not want to wait for it to
[clear please add £1.00 here fob express clearance'

..Signature: postage is mHofoll gomes shipped wilhm the U.K. DSD
Oplionol NEXT DAY OaiVERY available: £4.00 (ot 1st

Hem plus £1 .00 for each subsequent item.

Ovetseos posloge EZ.50 per sotlwore Item.
..Fax: ,

Cash D Cheque D Postal OrderD Card Q ^^ ;^"^ ^
CARDNo.nnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn expiry date nn/nn issue no.

TOTAL
Cheques payable to 'Gameplay'.
'rices correct ol time of soing to press, E & OE,

* Unfortunately, express cheque clearance cannot be used for building society cheques SENT TO PRESS 21/11/99

SUPPLIER OF COMPUTER GAMES!
GUARANTEE



Considering

buying a

Dreamcast
game? Wait!

Make sure

you read our
mini-review

of it before

parting with

your hard-

earned cash!

\ Well, the good ol'

.•*' Dreamcast has been in

the UK for about three

months now, and there is

an unprecedented array of

software titles already

cramming the shelves

alongside it. However, we
here at Dreamcast Magazine

understand that you haven't

all got money to burn, and

you need to be sure that

the game you are

considering buying is up to

scratch... which is where

the Dreamcast Magazine

Directory comes in. Every

European game release

reviewed in Dreamcast

Magazine is included here in

our patented, monthly

updated handy to use

reference guide.

nre Descriptions

Action/Adventure

Beat-'em-up

Party/Puzzler

Platform

Racing

Shoot-'em-up

Sports

Strategy/Simulation

Blending exploration and puzzle
solving with arcade action.

Rely upon you beating merry-hell

out of the opposition.

Brain-ticklers usually for more than
one-player.

Involves stacks of jumping and
climbing.

Perhaps self-explanatory; includes
cars, boats, bikes and planes.

Kill everything!

Soccer. American Football,

Basketball, Golf, and so on.

Covers the likes of flight simulators

and strategic war simulators.

AeroWings

Iftcctor-KePflHHI^H
Publisher: The company that distributes the game.

Developer: Who created the title in question.

Genre: What style of game is it?

Issue: Which issue of Dreamcast Magazine did the

original review appear in?

Summary: What is the game like?

We Say: A quote taken from the original review.

Reviewer: The member of the Dreamcast Magazine
team who put the game through its paces.

Publisher: Crave

Developer: CRI

Genre: Strategy/Simulator

Reviewed: Issue 3

Summary: Originally called

AeroDancing in Japan, Grave's

flight Sim is for those who like

aimlessly flying around performing

cricks. There's not enough variety

and it could have done with some
additional elements.

We Say: "As a flight simulator,

AeroWings is up there with the

best of them, but as a game it

lacks life. If you like a bit more
action then stay away"
Reviewer: Alex Warren UO70

Blue Stinger
Publisher:

Developer:

Genre:

Reviewed:

Activision

Climax Graphics

Action/Adventure

Issue 2

Summary: Despite changes in

the PAL version to take out

slowdown this has next gen
looks but shallow gameplay If

survival horror's your thing, try

out Resident Evil 2. or wait for

Code Veronica.

We Say: "It's Blue Stinger's

failure to really excite the

player at any moment that is its

main problem."

Reviewer:
;, Graeme Nicholson IH7II

Buggy Heat
Publisher:

Developer:

Genre:

Reviewed:

Sega

CRI

Racing

Issue 2

Summary: Only really

recommended for hard-core

gamers and race junkies with

perseverance.

We Say: "For a different kind of

racing game that is going to

hold a challenge in order to

master it, you can't go far

wrong with Buggy Heat." mMi
Reviewer: Louise Wells lO/g

Chef's Luv Shack
Publisher:

Developer:

Genre:

Reviewed:

Acclaim

Acclaim Studios Austin

Party/Puzzler

Issue 3

Summary: All the low-brow,

seedy humour and antics you'd

expect from a Soutli Park game.
We Say: "As party games go.

Ciief's Luv Shiack is up there

with the best of them. It's a

game which is probably best

played and enjoyed after a curry

and a few pints of lager"

Reviewer: Alex Warren IO70

Dynamite Cop 2
Publisher:

Developer:

Genre:

Reviewed:

Sega

In-house

Beat-'em-up

Issue 3

Summary: The world is in

danger from evil terrorists who
have kidnapped a cruise ship

complete with 200 passengers -

prepare for battle.

We Say: "Dynamite this game
may be, but it has far too

short a fuse, and leaves the

player Feeling a little cheated.

There just isn't enough here to

hold interest."

Reviewer: Ma.
Mike Richardson 08/0

F1 World Grand Prix
Publisher:

I
Sega

Developer: Video System

Genre: Racing

Reviewed: 1 Issue 3

Summary: Offers all the thrills,

spills and joy of real Fl racing,

and enough adrenaline rushes to

keep you up all night.

We Say: "The speed of the cars

and the way the scenery holds

together is superb. The in-car

display really shows off the

Dreamcast's power" g||..
Reviewer: Alex Warren WTu

The House Of

The Dead 2
Publisher:

Developer:

Genre:

Reviewed:

Sega

In-house

Shooc-'em-up

Issue 1

Summary: A top-notch shooter

that's better than the arcade

version in many respects. It is

only a gun game though so

don't expect major replay value.

We Say: "This is one of the

titles worth owning a

Dreamcast for on its own.
especially with the amazingly

good lightgun to play with -

blast some zombies today!" «.«/.)

Reviewer: Martin Mathers SlTB

76°/, Hydro Thunder
Publisher:

Developer:

Genre:

Reviewed:

Midway

In-house

Racing

Issue 1

Summary: Great fun water-

based racer especially in two-

player mode, but nothing

particularly original.

We Say: "As a one-player game,
there's perhaps not quite

enough in the gameplay to have

you drooling at the mouth."

Reviewer: Jem Roberts

Incoming
Publisher Infogrames

Developer Rage

Genre Shoot-'em-up

Reviewed Issue 2

Summary: Graphically up there

with the best shoot-'em-ups,

but lacking long term appeal.

More arcade than sim.



We Say: "Arcade fans will lap it

up, serious strategists will scoff

at the simplicity of the

Campaign mode. You get what
you see, basically." lu^
Reviewer: Tom Sargent OO/O

Jimmy White's

Cueball 2
Publisher: Virgin

Developer: Avuesome Developments

Genre: Sports

Reviewed: Issue 3

Summary: All this game proves

is that the Dreamcast and
snooker are like chalk and
cheese - refusing to mix.

We Say: "If you really must play,

then you might as well pop down
the local snooker or pool hall and
do the real thing, at least it'll get

you out of the house!" »>,
Reviewer: Alex Warren 39/11

IVIiliennium Soidier:

Expendabie
Publisher;

Developer:

Genre:

Reviewed:

Infogrames

Rage

Shoot- "em-up

issue 1

Summary: A mindless shoot-

'em-up but nonetheless great

fun to play.

We Say: "If you're a seasoned
gamer who remembers the

likes of Commando. Ikari

Warriors or Smash TV then

you'll know exactly what to

expect from Millenr)ium Soldier:

Expendable." «j|.

Reviewer: Nick Roberts W/l)

IVIortal Kombat Goid
Publisher; Midway

Developer: Eurocom

Genre: Beat-'em-up

Reviewed: Issue 3

Summary: This version breathes

new life into Mortal Kombat.
We Say: "This is a Mortal

Kombat game, and you're not

going to find in-depth plot-lines

and absorbing gameplay. Do we
really need this kind of fighting

game any more? —-j.
Reviewer: Alex Warren fj%

NFL Blitz 2000
Publisher: Midway

Developer: In-house

Genre: Sports

Reviewed: issue 3

Racing Simuiation:

iVionaco Grand Prix

Summary: The beauty of NFL
Blitz 2000 is that you don't

need a clue about American

Football to be able to enjoy it.

We Say: "If it's American

Football you're looking for -

then this title has it by the

helmet full!" am
Reviewer: Alex Warren tW/

Publisher:

Developer:

Genre:

Reviewed:

Ubi Soft

In-house

Racing

Issue 3

Pen Pen
Publisher: Infogrames

Developer: GE Co Ltd

Genre: Racing

Reviewed: Issue 2

Summary: A racing game for

kids, but everyone will warm to

it with such ridiculous characters

to tinker with.

We Say: You are unlikely to see

anything as breathtaking and

daft in your gameplaying life. If

you've got a few marbles loose,

then you'll love it!" qm.
Reviewer: Ben Lawrence iRIto

Power Stone
Publisher:

Developer:

Genre:

Reviewed:

Eidos

Capcom

Beat-'em-up

Issue 1

m

Summary: A good Fl

simulation with an amusing retro

mode thrown in to break up the

gameplay
We Say: "The controls can be a

little too sensitive. Nowhere as

good as Fl World Grand Prix."

Reviewer: -«,.
Mike Richardson OJ/O

Ready 2 Rumble
Boxing ^^
Publisher: Midway yj^
Developer: In-house

Genre: Beat-'em-up

Reviewed: Issue 1

Summary: Midway has

produced a true next generation

sports title with cop animations

and a stonking tongue-in-cheek

sense of humour
We Say: "Make no mistake.

Ready 2 Rumble is no punch-

drunk hitter, but a right swinger
that will keep you in the ring

well into 2000!"
u||..

Reviewer: Stuart Taylor W/O

Summary: If Capcom decided

to take a new direction with a

beat-'em-up we sit up and

listen, so should you. This game
is truly wonderful.

We Say: "The level of detail in

Power Stone is what will really

impress - the backgrounds,

animation and moves are really

slick, just what you expect from

a state-of-the-art console! " ««•,

Reviewer: Tom Sargent ETo

fr: Warner Home Video

ice: £19.99

le thing that's never in doubt is

, th*attraction of The Matrix as pure

gi*g-ho entertainment. Yes, you get 1

aftlot which will be the cause of I

nJany heated debates, but it's the

fleer pace and exuberance of the

fction< coupled wvith a passion for

H/eajM/ts almost to the point of

Ifet^Kism, and a sharp 5.1 soundtrack, '

/that makes The Matrix a must-have DVD.
//turner could have done a Titanic and stripped tliis

'PVD bare for rriaximum profit, but instead we get one of the

it action Films of the decade on a OVD packed with

'everything the/fan could H^^^H^Ka-piece. Damian Bute

El Mariacbi/

HDesperifdo

yColumbia Tristar

£19.99

> El Mariachi is by no means a DVD
filler for the bigger budget remake
Desperado, as director Robert

Rodriguez has provided one of the

most in-depth audio commentaries
ever put to digital versatile disc, hie

literally crams more information into

ten minutes than some audio

commentaries manage in a full hour and a

half. The added bonus of a budget in Desperdao
allows Rodriguez to go all-out on action.,, and he does just

that in spades! You'll also be pleased to know that Desperado
will put your home cinema set-up through its paces, with

crisp quality visuals and an ear-shattering Dolby 5,1 '

soundtrack... you can almost smell the gunsmoke! Stu Taylor

Tbe Faculty
Cert: 15

Publisher: Entertainment In Video

Price: £15.99

> IVlost school kids probably felt at

one time or another that their

teachers were from another planet, k-

but in The Faculty, they'd be right!

When the teachers at an American '

school start inviting unruly pupils in

for little one-to-one chats, after which .^j
' _ ,

they come out smiling and eager to ~>. ..I^'i'isti...

learn, a group of misfits come to the "^ """

obvious conclusion - they've been taken over

by parasitic aliens! While it's pitifully devoid of extras,

The Faculty is still entertaining. There are also homages to rip-offs

of The Thing, Aliens and the aforementioned Body Snatchers, ^^
so you end up with what is basically Scream with tentacles.

In all, it's not as good as the films it references, but The
Faculty is still good, slimy fun. Andy IVIcDermocc _

c^-"^:^:^'-..
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Fight Ciuli: SGuncltraci(

> One of the most outstanding

movies of 1999 is accompanied by V
one of tl^e most aurally intense filmV
soundtracks since tost Highway and

'

Lock, Stock & Two Smoking Barrels.

Composed, arranged and produced by
,

techno gurus The Dust Brothers, Fight

Club is an atmospheric experience, <

comparable to Massive Attack and Nine

Inch Nails. The excellent This Is Your Life

narrated by Brad Pitt is the perfect

antidote to those of us who found Baz

Luhrmann's Sunscreen single intensely irritating. Pearls of wisdom
such as "this is your life, and it's ending one minute at a —
time" will perversely amuse and horrify, particularly as

there are plans to release the track as a single. Stu Taylor

iViariiyn iVianson:

Tiie Last Tour On Eartii

> Love him or loathe him, you

can't help but admire the 1
unashamed rockstar style of Brian 1

Warner (aka Marilyn Manson). His

music and image are just as

misunderstood as the likes of Mick ,

Jagger, Jimi Hendrix and David Bowie
were in their heyday... and how i

controversial do they seem now? So,
^

perhaps Mr Manson's unique rock

tunes will be filling elevators in 20 years time, but how does his

first live album shape up now? Fans of The IVIatrix will instantly

recognise the stonking rendition of Rock Is Dead (a prominent

ditty in the film), which is backed up by classic Eurythmics cover

Sweet Dreams, and new studio track. Astonishing Panorama
Of The Endtimes... just the kind of apocalyptic nonsense

you need to see in the new millennium. Stu Taylor

Becic iVIidnite Vuitures
Label; Geffen

> 'The artist formerly known
as Beck' returns sounding more
like the Prince of yore. The

funky influence resonates

throughout the entire album,

from the high-low double vocals

of Peaches S Cream to the

hilarious sex-god-style falsetto on

Debra. Apart from the countrified

Beautiful Way, it's a million miles

from the mainly bluegrass-folk mix

of last year's 'Mutations'. But fans of the funkier tracks on

'Odelay' certainly won't be disappointed. Phil King
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Re-Volt
Publisher:

Developer;

Genre;

Reviewed;

Acclaim

Acclaim Studios
Croydon

Racing

Issue 3

Summary: Does for the racing

genre what Red Bull did for

vodka - injecting it with a

much needed dose of energy

and Frivolity.

We Say: "The game has some
really smart graphics with

realistic scenery and lightning

fast speeds. Gameplay is

equally pleasurable, with the

whole package rounded off with

a spectacular soundtrack." ma/
Reviewer: Alex Warren M/B

Red Dog
Publisher; Sega

Developer; Argonaut

Genre; Shoot-'em-up

Reviewed; Issue 2

Summary: The best shooter to

hit the Dreamcast so far and

hopefully a positive portent of

things to come.
We Say: "As a multiplayer it's

fun, if nothing particularly

outstanding, but the overall

package is a winner" «»,
Reviewer: Roy Kimber vSn

Sega Bass Fishing
Publisher; Sega

Developer; In-house

Genre: Sports

Reviewed: Issue 3

Summary: Brings fishing to a

whole new audience and you
don't even have to enjoy the real

thing to enjoy the pleasures of

this fantastic simulation.

We Say: "Sega Bass Fishing is a

fantastic game and whatever

your attitude to the sport of

fishing is now. it will only go up
in your esteem after having

experienced the delights of it on

your Dreamcast." gm.
Reviewer: Alex Warren duTil

Sega Rally 2
Publisher:

Developer:

Genre:

Reviewed

Summary: Sega has come up
trumps with another excellent

coin-op conversion that will

surely sell the Dreamcast by the

car boot load.

We Say: "It may not be the best

racing game to hit the console,

but the arcade action is currently

unrivalled and is a must buy for

anyone looking for an intro into

the racing genre." -^
Reviewer: Paul Morgan 9|7g

Snow Surfers

Soul Calibur

Publisher:

Developer:

Genre:

Reviewed;

Sega

UEP Systems

Racing

Issue 3

Summary: With Virtue Fighter

already getting stale. Soul

Calibur takes over as the best

fighting game you'll ever play.

An essential Dreamcast
purchase.

We Say: "Namco is famous for

its Tekken arcade and console

series. The company is the

undeniable king of the fighting

game and now Namco has

excelled itself with its first

Dreamcast release."
iim/'

Reviewer: Stuart Taylor sHIti

Soul Fighter

Summary: Hit the slopes for

some snow boarding action, in

the latest instalment in UEP
System's Cool Boarders

franchise.

We Say: "The gameplay in Snow
Surfers is fine, but the visual

atrocities only serve to bring the

rest of the game down into the

depths with it." j-j.
Reviewer: Alex Warren UE/O

Sonic Adventure
^j^.

Publisher: Sega E^i*"'
Developer: Sonic Team y^'

Genre: Action/Adventure

Reviewed: Issue 1

Publisher: Piggyback Interactive

Developer: TOKA

Genre: Action/Adventure

Reviewed: Issue 3

Summary: A welcome relief

from arena fighting games,

without the serious side of the

adventure genre, but can get

repetitive.

We Say: "Soul Fighter is a great

game to just relax and play on a

lazy weekend or after a night

out. It won't tax your grey

matter too much."
Reviewer: Ma/ .

Mike Richardson W/l

Summary: An outstanding

example of Dreamcast gameplay
- it's Sonic for heaven's sake,

you know you're going to buy It!

We Say: "He's back! Sega has

dusted down its blue mascot
and give him a new adventure to

star in. Despite many regrettable

aspects, Sonic Adventure was
the first genuinely must-have
game for the Dreamcast."

uuj.
Reviewer: Jem Roberts SU/g

Soul Fighter miglit not be a miist-liave

title liut beating people up Is as much

fun as It's ever been!

•r»',XB



Speed Devils
Publisher:

Developer;

Genre:

Reviewed:

Summary: A superb racer which

is more Chan a match for Sega
Rally 2. just the sort of thing the

Dreamcast needs for success.

We Say: "Ubi Soft's first

Dreamcast racer makes Sega
Rally 2 look about as exciting

as driving a supermarket
shopping trolley!" -j^.
Reviewer: Roy Kimber SK/O

Suzuki Aistare

Extreme Racing

Tolcyo Higliway

Ciiaiienge
Publisher:

Developer:

Genre:

Revievued:

Crave

Genki

Racing

Issue 3

is not really a high adrenaline

experience." -jjj.
Reviewer: Stuart Taylor I37i)

UEFA Strii(er

Publisher; Ubi Soft

Developer: Criterion

Genre: Racing

Reviewed: Issue 2

Summary: Some gorgeous
graphics are let down by a

distinct lack of courses, with

gameplay that leaves much to

be desired.

We Say: "The graphics look

like Gran Turismo 2... if you
stand back and squint a bit.

Tokyo Highway Challenge isn't

one of the best Dreamcast

racing games." _«.
Reviewer: Alex Warren igTll

Toy Commander

Publisher:

Developer:

Genre:

Reviewed:

Infogrames

Rage

Sports

Issue 2

Summary: A fast and slick

motorbike racer, with everything

a Suzuki fan could want.

We Say: "Suzuki has plenty for

the racing enthusiast, including

an individual best-times

scoreboard per lap. However, the

bikes are tough to control.

Try before you buy."

Reviewer: Sney Noorani OI70

Sliadow Man mk

Publisher:

Developer:

Genre:

Reviewed

Sega

No Cliche

Strategy/Shoot-'em-up

Issue 2

Publisher:

Developer:

Genre:

Reviewed:

Acclaim

Acclaim Studios Teeside

Action/Adventure

Issue 3

Summary: This beautifully

designed piece of gameplay will

keep even hardened gamers
occupied for hours on end.

We Say: "The game is a dream
to play, with very little

slowdown and a graphics engine

which is solid, producing few

glitches. And no, it's not just for

the kids!"
--J,

Reviewer: Louise Wells OO/O

Summary: A decent soccer

game, but we can't help but feel

there's better round the corner.

We Say: "It's very much from

the old FIFA pick-up-and-play

mould that is enough to satisfy

the more casual player, but for

die-hard enthusiasts, it all feels a

bit too watered-down to get

seriously engrossed in." niu/
Reviewer: Ryan Butt (lZ%

Virtua Figiiter 3tb
Publisher:

Developer:

Genre:

Reviewed:

Sega

AM#2 C^SIf^ I

Beat-'em-up Qj^^^

Issue 1

Trick Style

Summary: Masterpiece of an

arcade conversion, this game will

blow you away.

We Say: "An arcade perfect

conversion of a great game.

VF3tb may not be the best one-

player game in the world, but if

you've got some mates it's the

game for you!" «--,
Reviewer: Simon Hill <W/o

WWF Attitude

Summary: If you have a trigger-

finger and a penchant for killing

everything that dares to stand in

your way. Shadow Man will fulfil

all your sick and disturbing

fantasies... and then some.
We Say: "It all fits perfectly

together, creating a game which
is so well-balanced and
compelling chat if you don't

make a beeline for the shop, the

Shadow Man might just come
and get you!" ggg.
Reviewer: Alex Warren W/O

Publisher:

Developer:

Genre:

Reviewed:

Acclaim Entertainment

Criterion Studios

Racing

Issue 2

Publisher:

Developer:

Genre:

Reviewed:

Acclaim

Acclaim Sports

Sports

Issue 3

Summary: An impressive

showcase for the Dreamcast

and a fun way of christening

your console, but with little

lasting appeal.

We Say: "Trick Style is a great

visual and aural showcase for

the Dreamcast, but as a game
it's good but not great. Speed
freaks will be disappointed as ii

Summary: Big, fat, hairy freaks

dressed in lycra seek wrestling

maniacs for some fun loving.

We Say: "If you wane a game
chat you can use as a frisbee

when you're away from your

Dreamcast... this is it. Officially

the worst game released for the

Dreamcast so far." .„.
Reviewer: Alex Warren Tl^

[1] It might look lust like the

N64 version - heck it

probably is! [2] Shadow

Man yet another fantastic

game from the superlative

Acclaim stable.

Videos
Panzer Dragoon

Publisher: ADV Films

Price: £12.99

> Fans of the series of Panzer Dragoon
videogames that appeared on Che ill-fated Sega i

Saturn could do worse than checking out this cool

animated Panzer Dragoon movie. The plot of the half-

hour film sees the heroic Kyle forming an alliance with

Blau. a blue dragon, so chat he can rescue his girlfriend.

Panzer Dragoon mill make you pine for a Dreamcast rendition of

this excellent Saturn game,,, and the story's not bad either!

Street Figiiter II Vol 3
Cert: 12

Publisher: ADV Films

Price: £12.99

; Hey kids! Are you sick of Street Fighter

yet? Hmm, thought not, and so did ADV Films,

who has released its third volume of Street

Fighter II animated adventures. This 85-minute
package sees Ken and Rya's mission to locate

the world's greatest Fighter's take a turn when
they collide with a gang of martial artists. All the

favourite characters from the series make an

appearance, so this could be the best way of resting your
thumbs in-between Street Fighter Alpha 3 tournaments, l

Comics
Tomb Raider
Publisher: Top Cow/Image

Price: £1.75
'

> There's no doubting that having the
;

adventures of Lara Croft rendered in
*

glorious Dreamcast-o-vislon would do wonders for our
humble games console. However, since Core still has yet

to commit to Tomb Raider on Sega's wonder machine
we'll have to make do with Top Cow image's comic book
rendition instead. Hang about, no we don't... because it's crap!

Why? Well, since when did a genuine Brit girl talk like a Valley

Girl from the good ol' US of A?

Sin City: To Hell

And Back 5

^Rw<'

Maverick/Dark Ho

'*-" .i'*'i

-7

|\ It

> The latest Sin City series of gritty film j

noir-style adventures is just as violent,
,

funny and entertaining as the previous j

efforts. Don't be put off by the black and ^
white artwork, it doesn't mean that this \^
book is cheap. Far from it, you get more unforgettable

scenes, quotable dialogue and two-gun action than you'd

get for the same price with other inferior books.

Blade Of Tlie Immortal:

Heart Of Darkness 5 ^

Publisher: Studio Proteus/Dark Horse

Price: £1.75

> The fifth chapter of Heart Of Darkness
Is actually the 39th consecutive Blade

comic translated from the original Japanese '

manga by Dark Horse in America. Stylishly

written and drawn by Hiroaki Samura, Blade
is often violent and uncompromising, but is

always a lavish and intoxicating read. Fans of the Soul

Calibur mythology could do worse than check out this

understated beauty.

Issue ^
I
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Manufacturer;

Web site;

,; Cost;

Bandai

www.bandai.co.uk

£6.99

Tamagotchis take on a new life style with

Bandai's new DigiMon. Not only do you get

to do the usual sort of thing such as

train and feed your little pocket

monster, you also get to do battle

with other owners by way of a

special connection whereby
they interlock with each

other Fighting

Tamagotchis -

whatever next?

Hey, kids! It's not all games, games, games.
There's a whole host of assorted non-game
goodies out there demanding your attention, and
we here at Dreamcast Magazine have picked out
some of the best.

Canon

0181 ^59 1266

from £59.99

Life in a mess? Then you'll be needing one of

these then to sort it out, or at least give you
the opportunity to do so. This little baby has

all you need with address book, telephone

directories, schedule book as well as a whole
load of other gubbins. Of course the beauty

of all this is that it fits in your pocket to

give you that extra bulge.

What the hell's an MP3 player, and more to

the point what's an MP3?' Well, MP3's are

sound files that can be downloaded from
the Internet and into your computer and
then put onto an MP3 player The best

thing, however, is that they sound great. So
now we have MP3 players infiltrating the

market, meaning that you can take these

high quality sounds wherever you go. Not
only do they sound great, they look great

too, as is amply demonstrated by LG's MF-
PD330 - and weighing in at a massive 60
grams it's not going to weigh you down
either. Which Is nice!

Drpar
Static

Manufacturer;

Tel;

Cost;

Logic 3

020 8902 ^^22

£19.99

The perfect accompaniment to your new
Dreamcast, the Dream Station will hold and

protect your new console so that nothing can

harm it, not even the pesky little brother who
can't wait to get his clammy little hands on it.

Although it only holds two controllers and is

prevents you from putting a new game in with

any ease it does at least keep the house tidy.



At a mere 79 x 19 x S^imm the MZ-R55 isn't

very large and fits snuggly into the palm of

the hand, where it feels very much at home.
But that's not to say that the sounds that it

creates aren't large, because this is one of

the best sounding portable MiniDisc players

on the market and the fact that it looks

pretty goddamn cool means that it's going

to make you look pretty cool too.

V-qo Digital
Voice" Re>corcJe>r

gr^

Manufacturer:

Tel:

Cost;

Olympus

0800 072 0070

£99.99

As futuristic looking gadgets go the V-90
digital voice recorder is surely also one of

the coolest... and useful. Weighing in at

just under 4Sgrams and no bigger than

your fist it's amazing how much
technology fits into such a small space.

The V-90 has three folders, which are

capable of holding 99 recordings each on

an 8HflB memory chip with up to 90
minutes worth of recordings. Plus with an
added bonus of a voice activation function

and an alarm clock feature you don't want
be to leaving home without one...

particularly if you're an interviewer.

Having trouble hearing all the explosions and

sound effects from your Dreamcast? Then
this is the gadget for you. The Logic 3 Sound

Station is the perfect sound accompaniment
for Dreamcast users with a 300 Watt PIVlPO

and a 3 way sub-woofer system for sounds

that sound as if they really are in the room
with you. But not only does it sound great it

also looks really quite cool too.
Manufacturer

Tel

Cost

Canon

0181 1^59 1256

£129.99

Some cameras you can take virtually

anywhere. Some you can't. The IXUS X-1

belongs in the former group. Because of its

size it can go anywhere and because of its

water-resistant nature you can take it out in

the rain as well as up to five meters

underwater So it really will go anywhere.
On top of all that it has all the latest APS
technology jammed inside its cramped
innards making it one sexy little camera.
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The Number 1 best selling unofficial

Dreamcast magazine. HERE'S WHY...

Every UK, Japanese and American
game reviewed

New cbeats, tips and solutions

every month

I Tonnes of competitions and prizes

Our reviews are written by the*
best In the business

4 We scour the globe to bring to*
you the latest news

The ONLY Oreamcast magazine
that you'll ever need!

Please reserve me a copy of...

Dreamcast Magazine D
Price: £2.95 [ISSN: 1^66-2388]

To ensure your copy
of what will become
Che leading unofficial

Dreamcast magazine
fill in this coupon and
hand it in to your
local newsagent.

,.. - FREEISil
FttEU Of OKiaUSIIK ('^

Name:....

Address: i?ffl«tBIXf

Postcode:

Tel:
•pill III'

Newsagent Information: Dreamcast Magazine is published by Paragon Publishing Led

|Tel: 01202 299900 Fax: 01202 299955]

http://paragon.co.uk and are available fronn your local wholesaler Dreamcast Magazine and

Dreamcast Solutions are distributed by Seymour |Tel: 01 202 200232] and are fully SOR.
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Resident Evil: Code Veronica

Reviews
Sonic Adventure, Ready 2 Rumble

Boxing, Sega Rally 2, Virtua fighter

3tb, The House of the Dead 2,

Power Stone, Millennium Soldier:

Expendable, Hydro Thunder

In Development
Shadow Man, Sega Worldwide

Soccer 2000, Alone in the Dark

^, WWF Attitude, Deep Fighter.

Furballs, MDK2, NBA 2000,

Evolution, South Park Rally,

Chefs Luv Shack, F1 World

Grand Prix

Reviews
Red Dog, Soul Calibur, Uefa

Striker, Toy Commander, Speed

Devils, Trick Style, Suzuki Alstare

Racing, Extreme Racing, Pen

Pen Trilcelon, Buggy Heat, Blue

Stinger, Incoming

In Development
Resident Evil 2, Vigilante 8:

Second Offense, 7 mansions.

Midnight GT Felony Pursuit

Reviews
ShadowMan, Chef's Luv Shack,

F1 World Grand prix, Sega Bass

Fishing, Aero Fighters, Re-Volt,

Mortal Kombat Gold, Soul

Fighter, Jimmy White's 2;

Cueball, Snow Surfers, Tokyo

Highway Challenge, Dynamite

Cop, Racing Simulation:

Monaco Grand Prix, NFL Blitz,

WWF Attitude
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Subscription to start From issue number

Name

Signature

Address

Postcode ,

Tel
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n Cheque/postal order made

payable to Paragon Publishing Ltd.

U Credit card

Expiry date

Card Number
>IF you don't want to receive related material tick ttiis box. D
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IF tiie subscription is a giFt please Fill in

the details oF tlie recipient.
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Address

Postcode



if you would like to order by post

then please send a cheque or postal

order along with your order details

to the following address:

Wizard Interactive

Freepost NEA5485
Harrogate
HG3 3BR

if sending a cheque please allow up

to 8 days for clearance

• PRICES INCLUDE VAT AND
DELIVERY TO ANYWHEREJNJHE UK

THERE ARE iMfi)
ADDED EXTRAS \^J^'
We aim to deliver all games within
1-3 working days on stocl( items.

We do not charge your credit card
until your order has been dispatched.

-'.11 35:s"ac:.Q^ gL,a"a':eec ' yc^. a"e no: er::,-el,' saz

/^i:h your purchase recun it to us within two working

cays ana receive a full refunc All "eiease dates are subjeci:

iz change All products 5r« sLbiec: :g srock and ava.lablty

ALL GAMES JUST £32.99!!!!!
^ Aerowlngs
« Blue Stinger

Buggy Heat
Dynamite Cop
Formula I

House of Dead
Hydro Thunder
Incoming

'^^ Metropolis StreetT Racer
, Millenuim Soldier • Expendable

MK Gold
Monaco Grand Prix
NBA 2000
NBA Showtime
NFL Blitz 2000
NFL QBC 2000
Pen Pen
Powerstone
Psychic Force 2012
Red Dog

House of the
Sega Bass

I RRP £39.99

32.99 Sega Bass 32.99
32.99 Sega Rally 2 32.99
32.99 Shadowman 32.99
32.99 Snow Surfers 32.99
32.99 Sonic Adventure 32.99
32.99 Soul Calibur 32.99
32.99 Soul Fighter £Call

32.99 South Park Chefs Luv Shack £Call

Call Speed Devils 32.99
32.99 Suzuki all Star Ex/Racing 32.99
32.99 Tokyo Highway Battle 32.99
32.99 Toy Commander 32.99
32.99 Trickstyle 32.99
32.99 UEFA Striker 32.99
32.99 Virtua Fighter 3TB 32.99
32.99 Virtua Striker 32.99
32.99 Worldwide Soccer 32.99
32.99 Worldwide Soccer 2000 32.99
32.99 WWF Attitude 32.99
32.99

Dead + Light Gun £51.99
Fishing + ROD £5 1.99

Cut out this order form and post Co:

WIZARD INTERACTIVE LTD. FREEPOST
NEA5485, HARROGATE, HG1 3BR

ITEM DESCRIPTION PHICE
Name:.

Address:.

Signature:.

Tel'

Postcode:..

Fax

£

E

E

E

E
0|»m uint) cheque Wnnce
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FREE = J f^s j^ -- prp E
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CASHQ CHEQUEQ POSTAL ORDERQ CARdQ Cheques payable co 'Wizard Interactive
prices correcc ac ci'Tie ot qoing to pi^ess

CARD NOnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn ——

—

EXPIRY DATEDD/nn ISSUE NO DD ^S'' ^SSSa

\\M\m
ALL OUR PRICES INCLUDE:
VAT AND FREE DELIVER"^^

J^m
^^^/W.wizard-int:.co.u|^^

THE VERY LATEST
—^^ IN SECURE '

,
ONLINE

SHOPPING ~
WiZ„.;.,|JBC»

SCREEN SHOTS
S DESCRIPTIONS
OF EVERY
GAME

PLEASE RING FOR A
COPY OF OUR FREE
COLOUR CATALOGUE

==" s^s=sss. -—

I

If you do find a better price elsewhere then call us and we
IN THE UK

vill try our best to beat that price!

PRICES
COMING DOWN

ALL THE
IME
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Sonic Adventure
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Sonic has a (killer) whale of a time!

\ A certain blue-toned cartoon hedgehog played a significant part in establishing
.**' the mighty Sega Mega Drive as the console of choice during the early-Nineties.

Sega looked to Sonic to generate the same excitennenc on the Dreamcast and Sonic Adventure

proved to be the game of choice during the Dreamcast European launch on 1^ October 1999.

The developer Sonic Team, had worked wonders with Sega's most recognisable character, placing

the hedgehog and his cohorts in a fully interactive 3-D world for the first time.

Whilst the game is full of classic gaming moments, the first one that leaps up and smacks you

around the face like a wet kipper appears towards the tail-end of the first Emerald Coast track.

Sonic careers across a rickety-looking bridge between two islands when out of the azure depths

leaps a huge killer whale. Gamers collective jaws dropped as the hirsute heroic hedgehog pegs it

down the deck, whilst Free Willy's cousin demolishes the bridge behind him. It's got action, it's

got adrenaline, it's got excitement, and it's got Sonic. Without a doubt, truly a Dream Moment.

\f you would like to submit a Dream Moment to Dreamcast Magazine, please

send in your suggestions to "Dream Moment' at Dreamcast Magazine, Paragon

Publishing. Paragon House, St Peters Road. Bournemouth, Dorset BH1 2JS.
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01279 321 321
ORDER ONLINE AT UKGAMES.COM

How to Order
By telephone on 01279 321 321

By fax on 01 279 322 322

By post at Special Reserve,
P.O. Box 847, Harlow, CM21 9PH
Free immediate ctieque clearance

By e-mail to Orders@reserve.co.uk

Online at http://ukgames.com or at any
of the other Special Reserve addresses

Or visit a Special Reserve Club Sfiop

Prices include VAT and delivery

Fast, efficient, accurate despatch
0% finance option - see below

Market leader - established 12 years
Official Sony, Nintendo & Sega supplier

All genuine UK new boxed product

Open until 8 pm (5 pm Sun)
We only supply members but trial membership is just 60p

Mf Pay in 9 Months!
1 1 ^M/k 1 0% deposit, no more to pay

W^ M^M for 9 months and no interest,

^^ ' ^^ subject to status.

Your total purchase must be over £200
including one hardware item.

0% APR if the balance is paid in full after

nine months or 29.8% APR extended loan.

Written details in the Club Magazine.
Just ask tor 0% finance when you order.

W

NEOGEO POCKET COLOUR

Why have 500,000 people
joined Special Reserve?
Just £6.99 gets you into the club
There is no obligation to buy anything

Claim a FREE GIFT if you buy any
one item as you join or renew*.

Full members (£6.99 UK) receive:

• One Year Family Membership
• 9 issues of the Club Magazine

with Incredible Special Offers

• Free entry to Club Competitions
• Any one of 20 FREE GIFTS*
• Bonus Bool< of 3500 Cheats
• Bonus Best Internet Guide
• Save just 5 Reddies - and

choose another FREE gift.

^REf

FREE GIFT LIST
01279 321 321 or UKGAMES.COM
Choose any gift when you buy any
one item at the same time as joining
Special Reserve for one year (£6.99)

I FREE SCART LEAD FOR DREAMCAST

FREE PAIR OF CONTROLLERS FOR PSX
I FREE PAIR OF 1 MB MEMORY CARDS FOR PSX
I FREE SUPER AV SCART LEAD & LINK CABLE FOR PSX

> FREE CASIO DC2000 PERSONAL ORGANISER
» FREE INFLATABLE ARMCHAIR - BLUE, PINK. RED
OR PURPLE {add Z3 carriage for this item)

> FREE SUPER MARIO RADIO ALARM CLOCK
> FREE REMOTE CONTROL CAR 8, SPORTS WATCH
t FREE 52 CAPACITY CD WALLET (SOFT BLACK)

t FREE 3D ANALOGUE CONTROLLER FOR N64
i FREE PAIR OF 1 MB MEMORY CARDS FOR N64
> FREE RUMBLE PACK FOR N64

• FREEPAIROFMADKATZCONTROaERSFORPC
• FREE AMIGA EMULATOR FOR PC
• 7 GAMES FREE ON CD FOR PC
Actua Soccer, Premier Manager 2, Utopia,

Zool 2, Space Crusade, Retribution

and Re-loaded

BONUS 3500 CHEATS BOOK and
INTERNET GUIDE with EVERY GIFT ;'

Nobody gives valu
BEST BUY* *BEST BUY* *BEST BUY*

erve - check these prices
BEST BUY* *BEST BUY* Special Reserve

Discount Networic

1 FREE
SOUL CALIBUR

33.99
SEGA RALLY 2 SONIC ADVENTURE POWER STONE UEFA STRIKER

33.99 33.99 33.99 33.99

^The world's
-most powerful

FREE Extra Controller and
FREE Memory Card with every
NINTENDO 64 or PLAYSTATION

SCART
LEAD

When you buy a
Nintendo 64, Playstation
or Dreamcast at the
same time as a televison.
TVs from only £89.99

0% FINANCE - PAY IN 9 MONTHS
10% deposit - subject to status

DREAMCAST ...199.99 less £10*
Official UK Console witfi Official Controller, BT approved Modem. RF Lead & FREE Internet access

'Deduct £10 off our price of any one otfier product bougtit at ttie same time as a

Dreamcast. Compare ttiis deal for example:

Dreamcast with Sega Rally 2...£223.98 SAVE £16

Only one per address
For a free magazine RiJi^i^E^ // ^u^^"
go to wrwrwr.1FREE.co.uk fe^i-s^ "-*'*-^'""'^ '

or phone OI279 321 321 SFVai^^ieiej^
or ask in a club shop

DREAMCAST PERIPHERALS
OFFICIAL GREY CONTROLLER 19.99

Standard control pad lor Dreamcast has 4 front facing '. ^3\
buttons and 2 analogue triggers. 8 way ^ "^^j *-

digital control plus analogue control n^^—

^

^ ^1? stick for optimum accuracy Sir

\ OFI

I PA

MAD CATZ
CONTROLLER .17.99

MAD CATZ VIBRATION
PACK 13.99

'^

^
OFFICIAL VIBRATION
PACK,,. 14.99

NINTENDO 64 NOW
AVAILABLE IN SIX

CLEAR COLOURS
£74.98 WITH

FREEBIES AS ABOVE

£54.99
SIX AMAZING
COLOURS TO
CHOOSE FROM

Games from 20.99

Experience tlie

Polcemon plienomenon
on Gameboy

GAMEBOY COLOUR WITH
FREE MAINS ADAPTOR ... 65.99

PO.KEIVION RED & BLUE
VERSIONS 22.99

GAr/IEBOY LINK CABLE ...5.99

DREAMCAST GAMES
All prices include delivery. Membership from 60p

A small selection of our range

We only sell official UK products

AEROWINGS 33,49

ARMADA 33,99

BLUE STINGER 29.99

BUGGY HEAT 33.99

CAESERS PALACE 2000 33,49

DRAGONS BLOOD 33,49

DYNAMITE COP 33,99

EVOLUTION 33,99

FIGHTING FORCE 2 33.99

FORMULA 1 33.99

FURBALLS 33,99

HOUSE OF THE DEAD 2 8/10 ,,.33,99

HOUSE OF THE DEAD 2

+ LIGHT GUN 8/10 52.99

HYDRO THUNDER 33,99

INCOMING 33,99

JIMMY WHITES 2 - CUEBALL .,,32,99

KILLER LOOP 33.49

MARVEL VSCAPCOM 33 49
METROPOLIS STREET RACER 33.99

MILLENNIUM SOLDIER -

EXPENDABLE 33,99

MONACO GRAND PRIX 33.99

MORTAL KOMBAT GOLD 33,99

NBA 2000 33,99

NBA SHOWTIME 33,99

NFL BLITZ 2000 33,99

NFL QUARTERBACK CLUB 2000 33,99

PEN PEN 29,99

PLASMA SWORD 33
POWERSTONE 9/10 33
PSYCHIC FORCE 2012 33,

RE-VOLT 33
READY 2 RUMBLE 8/10 33
RED DOG 33
RESIDENT EVIL 2 (RATED 15) ...29

ROADSTERS 33
SEGA RALLY 2 8 10 (NET) 33

SEGA BASS FISHING
ROD/REEL 52,

DREAMCAST BOOKS
Official Strategy Guides

BLUE STINGER 11,50

MORTAL KOMBAT GOLD 9,99

POWER STONE 9-99

READY 2 RUMBLE

SHADOWMAN 33.

SNOW SURFERS 33
SONIC ADVENTURE 9/10 33
SOUL CALIBUR 33,

SOUL FIGHTER 31

SOUTH PARK: CHEFS LUV
SHACK (RATED 15) 25,

SOUTH PARK RALLY 33,

SPEED DEVILS 33.

STREET FIGHTER ALPHA 3 33
SUZUKI ALSTARE RACING 33.

TAKE THE BULLET 33,

TEE OFF 33,

TOKYO HIGHWAY CHALLENGE 33,

TOY COMMANDER 33,

TRICKSTYLE9 10 33,

UEFA STRIKER 8/10 33,

VIGILANTE 8 -21111 OFFENCE ...31,

VIRTUA FIGHTER 3tb 33,

VIRTUA STRIKER 2 33.

WORLDWIDE SOCCER 33
WORMS ARMAGEDDON 32,

WWF ATTITUDE 33,

DREAMCAST LEADS
DREAMCAST SCART LEAD

TELEPHONE EXTENSION LEADS:
5 METRES 7.99

10 METRES 8.1

Suitable (or use with a BT compatible

telephone, fax machine or modem

TELEPHONE SOCKET SPLITTERS:
TWO-WAY 6

FOUR-WAV 9.99

Socket splitter lo allow more than one
telephone, fax machine or modem to be
plugged in to one socket

Over 5000 cheats
for the latest games at

UKCHEATS.COM

KEYBOARD

OFFICIAL STEERING
WHEEL , 44.99

DREAM STATION
STORAGE UNIT 16.99

Two stop drawei

enables immedJate

access to console

and contollei

PRO CARRY
CASE ...16.99

Carry case thai holds Dreamcast console,

connections, controllers and games

OFFICIAL VISUAL MEMORY
SYSTEM (VMS) .. 19.99

Enables you to take the memory
card anywhere and use your

^

stored characters, including some ^ ,-w

Sega Arcade machines wi^'

J

OFFICIAL ARCADE
STICK .33.99

MAD CATZ
'

BLASTER
LIGHT GUN ...30.99

SEGA BASS FISHING WITH
FISHING ROD . 52.99

HOUSE OF THE DEAD 2

17^ WITH LIGHT GUN 52.99

Special Reserve Big Club Shops |WINA(AR.(O.UK - £1 Million prizes

TtYOUT
MUMCikSr
munota
Of owsHon

BASILDON. ESSEX 01268 287776
Festival Leisure Park, 1 mile off A127
BRISTOL 0117 924 6000
351 Gloucester Road (A38), Ntfi of City

CHELMSFORD, ESSEX 01245 348777
43 Broomfield Road, Near bus station

EGHAM, SURREY ,01784 473444
J Higli Street, 1 mile J13 olt IVI25

EASY PARKING
PC UPGRADES

i (£12 to fit any item)

PC REPAIRS
(£30 plus parts)

OPEN TIL 8PM
(lOam to 5pin Sun)

NOTTINGHAM 0115 949 1000
164 Derby Road, Stapleford,

2 miles J25 off M1 . Nr Pizza Hut

SAWBRIDGEWORTH 01279 322399
TUe Mailings, Station Road
Not far from fVI1 1 junctions 7 or 8

UPMINSTER, ESSEX 01708 225544
209 St rvlary's Lane 2 miles J29 off M25

Wii

Special Reserve Discount Networic

2mi/59,E.'8(5:E.'IBtef

IIKGAMES.COM Ctieapest games, tftousands of

reviews, news, video clips, release dates, charts and special offers,

UKCHEATS.COM UKN64.COM
UKDREAMCAST.COM UKPLAYSTATI0N.COM
UKHANDHELDS.COM UKPLAYSTATI0N2.COM
UKP0KEM0N.COM 1FREE.C0.UK

UKCOMPUTING.COM ,,, From leads to Pentium CPUs - we
stocl< a massive range of PC Upgrades, all at incredible discount prices.

UKCDR0M.COM UKRAM.COM
UKDVD.COM UKS0FTWARE.COM
UKPRINTERS.COM MAXXPC.COM

FREEOLA.COM The UK's best FREE internet sen/ice

ever by far. No CD needed, FREE Technical Support, choice of

800 e-mail addresses e.g. Englandfans.com. Lots more - just log on I

UKSH0PPING.COM , , , All UK sfiops - only UK shops
FBFANTASY.COM It's free too our £5000 Football game
WINACAR.CO.uk Lots of free competitions and cars to win




